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Abstract

The goal of this thesis is to design algorithms that run with better complexity when compiling or parallelizing loop programs. The framework within which our algorithms operate is the polyhedral model of compilation which has been successful in the design and implementation of complex loop nest optimizers and parallelizing compilers. The algorithmic complexity and scalability limitations of the above framework remain one important weakness. We address it by introducing sub-polyhedral compilation by using (Unit-)Two-Variable-Per-Inequality or (U)TVPI Polyhedra, namely polyhedra with restricted constraints of the type $ax_i + bx_j \leq c$ ($\pm x_i \pm x_j \leq c$).

A major focus of our sub-polyhedral compilation is the introduction of sub-polyhedral scheduling, where we propose a technique for scheduling using (U)TVPI polyhedra. As part of this, we introduce algorithms that can be used to construct under-approximations of the systems of constraints resulting from affine scheduling problems. This technique relies on simple polynomial time algorithms to under-approximate a general polyhedron into (U)TVPI polyhedra. The above under-approximation algorithms are generic enough that they can be used for many kinds of loop parallelization scheduling problems, reducing each of their complexities to asymptotically polynomial time.

We also introduce sub-polyhedral code-generation where we propose algorithms to use the improved complexities of (U)TVPI sub-polyhedra in polyhedral code generation. In this problem, we show that the exponentialities associated with the widely used polyhedral code generators could be reduced to polynomial time using the improved complexities of (U)TVPI sub-polyhedra.

The above presented sub-polyhedral scheduling techniques are evaluated in an experimental framework. For this, we modify the state-of-the-art PLuTo compiler which can parallelize for multi-core architectures using permutation and tiling transformations. We show that using our scheduling technique, the above under-approximations yield polyhedra that are non-empty for 10 out of 16 benchmarks from the Polybench (2.0) kernels. Solving the under-approximated system leads to asymptotic gains in complexity, and shows practically significant improvements when compared to a traditional LP solver. We also verify that code generated by our sub-polyhedral parallelization prototype matches the performance of PLuTo-optimized code when the under-approximation preserves feasibility.
Résumé

Notre étude de la compilation sous-polyédrique est dominée par l’introduction de la notion l’ordonnancement affine sous-polyédrique, pour laquelle nous proposons une technique utilisant des sous-polyèdres (U)TVPI. Dans ce cadre, nous introduisons des algorithmes capables de construire des sous-approximations de systèmes de contraintes résultant de problèmes d’ordonnancement affine. Cette technique repose sur des algorithmes polynomiaux simples pour approcher un polyèdre quelconque par un polyèdre (U)TVPI. Nos algorithmes sont suffisamment génériques pour s’appliquer à de nombreux problèmes d’ordonnancement, de parallélisation, et d’optimisation de boucles, réduisant leur complexité temporelle à des fonctions polynomiales.

Nous introduisons également une méthode pour la génération de code utilisant des algorithmes sous-polyédriques, tirant parti de la faible complexité des sous-polyèdres (U)TVPI. Dans ce cadre, nous montrons comment réduire la complexité associée aux générateurs de code les plus populaires, ramenant la complexité de plusieurs facteurs exponentiels à des fonctions polynomiales.

Nombre de ces techniques sont évaluées expérimentalement. Pour cela, nous avons réalisé une version modifiée du compilateur PLuTo, capable de paralléliser et d’optimiser des nids de boucles pour des architectures multi-cœurs à l’aide de transformations affines, et notamment de partitionnement (tiling). Nous montrons qu’une majorité des noyaux de calcul de la suite Polybench (2.0) peut être manipulée à l’aide de notre technique d’ordonnancement, en préservant la faisabilité des polyèdres lors des sous-approximations. L’utilisation des systèmes approchés par des sous-polyèdres conduit à des gains asymptotiques en complexité, qui se traduit par des réduction significatives en temps de compilation, par rapport à un solveur de programmation linéaire de référence. Nous vérifions également que le code généré par notre prototype de parallélisation sous-polyédrique est compétitif par rapport à la performance du code généré par Pluto.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Notation</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(U)TVPI</td>
<td>(Unit-)Two-Variables-Per-Inequality constraint/polyhedron</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\mathbb{Q}^n, \mathbb{Z}^n$</td>
<td>Rationals/Integers in $n$-dimension</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$x, y, z \in \mathbb{Q}^n$</td>
<td>$n$-dimensional (column) vectors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\lambda, \mu$</td>
<td>Variables of the Farkas polyhedron</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A, B \in \mathbb{Q}^{m \times n}$</td>
<td>$m \times n$-size matrices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$A^T, B^T \in \mathbb{Q}^{n \times m}$</td>
<td>$n \times m$-size (transpose) matrices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P, \mathcal{P}, \mathcal{D} \subseteq \mathbb{Q}^n$</td>
<td>$n$-dimensional (rational or integer) polyhedra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$K \subseteq \mathbb{Q}^n$</td>
<td>$n$-dimensional (homogeneous) cone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$C^<em>, K^</em> \subseteq (\mathbb{Q}^n)^*$</td>
<td>$n$-dimensional polar cones</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$m, n$</td>
<td>Number of constraints and variables/dimensions (respectively) of a polyhedron</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(U)TCPV</td>
<td>(Unit-)Two-Column-Per-Vector: A column vector with at most two non-zero elements.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UA/OA</td>
<td>Under/Over-Approximation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TU</td>
<td>Totally Unimodular</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$V, E$</td>
<td>Vertices and Edges of the (usually dependence) graph</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$</td>
<td>V</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Z(m, n)$</td>
<td>Running time of Simplex with $m$ constraints and $n$ variables</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\text{conv, cone}$</td>
<td>Convex and Conical Sums</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\mathcal{H}, \mathcal{V}$</td>
<td>Halfspace (constraint) and Generator (Vertex) form of a Polyhedron</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$|a|$</td>
<td>Number of non-zero elements in vector $a$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$|S|$</td>
<td>Average number of non-zero coefficients/elements in the non-TVPI constraints in $S(x)$.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

Automatic compilation and translation of programs to newer architectures so that the program runs efficiently exploiting all the resources of the machine has been an important problem since the advent of programming languages. In particular, the recognition of the difference between a language which a programmer “sees and thinks in” and a language which is particularly suited for the architecture has led to the understanding of a program transformations and the so called program optimizations. While the concept of program transformations is well understood using a concept of equivalence between the input and output programs, the concept of optimizations is harder to define with many times such definition being architecture dependent. With the modern day architectural challenges like decline of Moore’s law and the rise of multi-core machines—which have large computing powers equivalent to earlier era super-computers—which demand proper exploitation, defining optimizations has become a demanding, specialized and hard to solve task, even after decades of research.

The concept of these program optimizations has led to reasoning that iterative computation, usually expressed as equivalents of for loops are best cases for optimization. Though many techniques have been introduced and evolved over decades, they have relatively been adhoc, lacking in formalism and completeness. The formal way to understand loop optimizations is now agreed upon to be a model termed as polyhedral compilation. This formalism, though extremely powerful to encode many interesting program transformations, is quite costly for large input programs making the overall optimization process and hence the compiler unscalable. In this thesis we contribute to polyhedral compilation by introducing an algorithmic analysis and scalability driven approximations so that a precision vs. cost tradeoff can be made by the optimizing compiler.

1.2 Key Concepts

Compilers. Compilation is a branch of computer science that is devoted to transforming a computer program in a source language to execute on a target architecture, with compilers being the associated systems software. Though compilers usually perform several analysis and verifications on the input program,
they are primarily used for the process of translation of a program from a source language—usually, like C/C++/FORTRAN—to a prespecified target language. Sometimes, the source and target languages are the same, in which case it is called a source-to-source compiler, with its output usually being linked to a regular out-of-the-box compiler. The process of compilation usually involves an intermediate language, or an intermediate form like an abstract syntax tree, which can represent the input program correctly.

**Iterative regular computation.** The seminal work of Karp Miller and Winograd [KMW67] introduced a model—called Systems of Uniform Recurrence Equations (SUREs)—which can be used to describe a set of regular computations as mathematical equations. Many key concepts in the reasoning of loop programs can be traced back to the above paper. The model of SUREs has been extended to Systems of Affine Recurrence Equations (SAREs) so that a restricted variety of for loop programs expressed in a language like C—with restrictions on the kinds of ranges of the iterator variables, the kinds of array accesses, the memory model of the variables etc.—can be represented, analyzed and transformed.

**Loop program optimization.** An optimization of an input program is understood to be its improvement on a pre-defined metric, like execution time, memory footprint, registers needed etc. Most compiler optimizations are inherently linked to a concrete measure of improvement, usually involving the architectural characteristics. In earlier times, advanced compiler optimizations were reserved for supercomputers [Wol89]. But, with the widespread use of new powerful architectures, they have become a core part of systems research with many challenging problems to be solved. There have been many compiler optimizations, like software pipelining, that have been designed to improve the performance of the output program when compared to the input program, but most of them bring about only a constant fold improvement. It has however been well recognized that optimization of iterative or regular computation expressed as loop programs is the best way to bring about an asymptotic improvement in the running time of the input program. So, many individual optimizations, like loop distribution, permutation, unimodular transformations, shifting, etc. have been developed over the history of loop optimization. But, most of them are lacking in formalism and completeness.

**Polyhedral compilation.** Polyhedral compilation is the compilation of loop programs using polyhedral (geometric) representations, and subsequent transformations obtained by rational and integer linear programming. It is generally accepted that the formalism in polyhedral compilation which is rooted in the above cited Systems of Recurrence Equations work of Karp et al. is complete as well as being powerful enough to encode many varieties of which are powerful affine transformations [DRV00]. One traditional view is the polyhedral compiler should be designed to directly take in SAREs expressed in a high level language, but the more practical view is that the input pieces of code—also called Static Control Parts of a larger program (or SCoPs)—are usually expressed in a language similar to C, but have restrictions so that equivalent SAREs could be derived from them. In this latter method, polyhedral compilation follows a three phase process. The first phase is a dependence analysis phase where the input program is analyzed and an equivalent polyhedral representation for it is constructed where the domains and dependences of the input program are representable by rational parametrized polyhedra [Pea91]. This is followed by a schedul-
ing or transformation finding phase [DRV00] where a proper optimization is found using the model defined by the architectural and other constraints. This is further followed by a code generation phase where the schedules are applied to the input program model to generate the transformed program [QRW00].

**Affine scheduling.** In polyhedral compilation, following the pioneering work of Feautrier [Fea92a, Fea92b] the constraints of the input program are translated to a new space defined by application of a LP duality transformation called affine form of Farkas lemma, and this new polyhedron ("Farkas polyhedron") searched for the proper transformations. Feautrier also defined affine scheduling and affine transformations, in which the transformations are encoded by an affine function of the Farkas polyhedron. Affine transformations not only have the advantage that searching for them simply involves solving a linear program, but also they can be linked to a conceptually simple code generation scheme which leads to code that could even be directly translated to hardware if needed to. Because of the fact that affine scheduling is both a scheduling algorithm as well as a scheduling framework, the work of Feautrier’s model has been extended by Griebl et al. [GFG02]. The latter defined permutability conditions and subsequent space-time transformational model named Forward Communications Only (FCO), which is particularly suited for tiling [GFL04]. This FCO transformation has been re-defined with a cost function particularly amenable for multi-core machines and implemented in the PLuTo source-to-source compiler by Bondhugula et al. [BHIRS08]. The model of PLuTo has been very successful with variations of its algorithm having been implemented in various compilers across industry: IBM’s XL, Reservoir Lab’s R-Stream, GCC’s GRAPHITE and more recently in LLVM’s Polly compilers.

**Code generation.** After finding an optimizing transformation for the input program, the final step in polyhedral compilation is polyhedral code generation, which is defined to be finding a scanning order for the transformed program by touching each integer point in each of the domains exactly once, while respecting the dependences between the statements. Though there have been many scheduling algorithms, and there will be more in the coming times, the algorithm for scanning polyhedra by Quilleré et al. [QRW00], is the only one which can generate exact code. The above algorithm’s implementation in CLooG code generator [Bas04a] has comprehensively solved the code generation problem and is arguably the first module that is put in when designing a new polyhedral compiler.

**Sub-polyhedral compilation.** The practical affine scheduling algorithms involve solving large (rational) linear programs whose size is dependent on the size of the input program. And, the polyhedral code generator algorithm involves polyhedral operations which take exponential time. Hence, both the scheduling and the code generation modules of polyhedral compilation are well understood to be asymptotically quite costly and hence unscalable when the input programs are large. The subject of this thesis is the introduction of sub-polyhedral compilation so that the asymptotic complexity of these two critical modules can be reduced by using approximations of polyhedra or sub-polyhedra. The particular variety of sub-polyhedra that we focus on is (Unit-)Two-Variables-Per-Inequality sub-polyhedra which are specialized or restricted form of polyhedra, where each of the constraints could be only of the form $ax_i + bx_j \leq c$ ($\pm x_i \pm x_j \leq c$). These varieties of polyhedra, because of the binary nature of their constraint relations, have the advantage
that they can be represented using a graph theoretic encoding. Optimization and feasibility problems on systems of constraints involving (U)TVPI polyhedra can be solved using problems like min-cost-flow and Bellman-Ford algorithms, with the time complexity of these algorithms being asymptotically polynomial time. Though these sub-polyhedral methods are powerful enough to encode interesting program transformations, they are lesser in power and precision than ones using general polyhedra, with a consequent gain in time complexity. So, use of sub-polyhedral compilation methods gives the compiler writer a unique precision vs. cost tradeoff, which she can factor in while designing polyhedral scheduling and polyhedral code-generation problems.

1.3 Overview of this Thesis

This thesis is organized as follows.

In Chapter 2, we first give some basics of polyhedral compilation and affine scheduling. We then show a theoretical analysis of the asymptotic complexity of the unscalability problem in scheduling, followed by an empirical measurement of the affine scheduling methods currently implemented in PLuTo; we show that they do not scale for large versions of typical input programs.

In Chapter 3, we study various classes of sub-polyhedra, the time complexities of their operators and predicates, along with their use in static analysis. After reviewing the many varieties of sub-polyhedra that have been used by the static analysis community for abstract interpretation purposes, and the complexity theory community for algorithmic improvements, we focus on (Unit-)Two-Variables-Per-Inequality polyhedra; namely, ones with constraints of the form $ax_i + bx_j \leq c; a,b,c \in \mathbb{Q}$ (and $\pm x_i \pm x_j \leq c; c \in \mathbb{Q}$ respectively). After the above study of sub-polyhedra purely on an asymptotic analysis purposes, in Chapter 4 we study whether any approximations have already been used in polyhedral scheduling. After understanding the limitations of some of the major varieties of polyhedral approximations, we introduce a new variety of affine scheduling: polyhedral scheduling using (U)TVPI sub-polyhedra.

The above scheduling technique needs under-approximation algorithms, and hence, the next two chapters focus on developing new algorithms which under-approximate a general polyhedron into (U)TVPI sub-polyhedra. To do this, in Chapter 5 we introduce a duality based framework that is particularly suited for our purposes. In Chapter 6 we design Under-Approximation algorithms. These algorithms run in polynomial time and provide a method by which the UA algorithms could be applied on a per-dependence basis, or on the overall Farkas polyhedron.

In Chapter 7 we present experimental results showing the effectiveness of our mentioned methods by implementing them in PLuTo, a state-of-the-art compiler for tiling and parallelization purposes. This experimentation is based both on a polyhedral theoretical sense as well as from the perspective of compilation, namely, feasibility study of the above suggested under-approximation algorithms, improvements in the execution time of the scheduler, and execution time of the generated code.

In Chapter 8 we study various loop optimization applications that use the above UA framework to improve their worst-case asymptotic complexity. The complexities of the original problems range from weakly polynomial time to NP-Complete, while the complexities of the algorithms that we suggest are always of
fixed weakly or strongly polynomial time. In Chapter 9 we introduce sub-polyhedral code-generation; a preliminary approach to see how the lower complexities of (U)TVPI sub-polyhedra can be used to obtain better worst-case bounds for polyhedral code generation, albeit for loss of precision in the form of reduction of quality of the generated code, and increased control overhead.

In Chapter 10 we provide some conclusions and perspectives.

The problems being solved in this thesis, the approaches and results by which it was influenced, and the contributing factors therein, are briefly summarized in Figure 1.1.

1.4 Our Contributions

One important goal during this thesis was to introduce the scalability analysis of parallelization of loop programs that is firmly rooted in complexity theoretic asymptotic analysis. In particular, our contributions are theoretical and algorithmic and are of practical interest as well. Our work takes in ideas from complexity theoretic community, static analysis community, and the polyhedral loop optimization community. Here are our contributions:

- We show, both theoretically and empirically, that the current methods used in polyhedral compilation are unscalable. The above leads to proposal of sub-polyhedral compilation strategies. They introduce the concept of trading precision for execution time in a complexity guided manner, with a compilation-time scalability motivation.

- Of the many sub-polyhedra used in static analysis, we show that Two-Variable-Per-Inequality (TVPI) and Unit-Two-Variable-Per-Inequality (UTVPI) sub-polyhedra can provide good alternatives to be used in polyhedral scheduling, limiting its worst-case complexity. We show that state-of-the-art parallelization and affine scheduling heuristics such as PLuTo can be adapted to (U)TVPI sub-polyhedra, thereby reducing their algorithmic complexity. We propose two alternative algorithms—either with a direct Under-Approximation of all the feasible schedules, or as an intersection of Under-Approximations of Farkas polyhedra per each dependence edge—which can be used to solve feasibility problems of large polyhedra arising in affine scheduling.

- Using elementary polyhedral concepts, we present a simple and powerful framework (an approximation scheme) which can be used for designing Under-Approximation (UA) algorithms of general convex polyhedra, linearizing the UA problem. Using the above framework, we present five simple algorithms that under-approximate a general polyhedra expressed in constraint representation (H-form) into (U)TVPI sub-polyhedra.

- We evaluate these methods by integrating them into the PLuTo polyhedral compiler. We show that for 29 out of 45 Farkas-polyhedra arising from PolyBench 2.0, the (U)TVPI-UAs proposed above are precise enough to preserve feasibility. We show that our approximations when solved with a Bellman-Ford algorithm show theoretically asymptotic, and practically considerable improvement in running time over a well established Simplex implementation; more particularly, the theoretical improvements are a reduction from $|V|^5$ to $|V|^3$, where $|V|$ is the number of statements in the input program, while
the practical improvements are more than 40 times for an unrolled matrix multiplication program with around thousand dependences. Further, we show that a preliminary integration of the above UA polyhedra into PLuTo yields code for 3 out of 16 PolyBench 2.0 benchmark cases that does not suffer significant increase in execution time.

- We show how our framework is general enough to be used for various other problems in compiler scheduling. These include problems which could be expressed within the affine transformation framework, and ones which are more powerful: either because of the type of transformations, or because of their computational complexity. In particular, we show that a small modification of the same framework that was developed for approximation of affine scheduling can be used to approximate NP-Complete loop transformation problems; this leads to a theoretical improvement in the asymptotic complexity of these problems to worst-case polynomial time.

- We show a preliminary way in which the polynomial complexities of operations on (U)TVPI polyhedra can be applied to reduce the exponential complexity of polyhedral code generation. We introduce multiple sub-polyhedral code generation strategies which reduce the exponential complexity of the widely used algorithm in CLooG to polynomial time.

Some of the above results have been published in various workshops and conferences. Sections of Chapters 3–4 were first published in IMPACT-11 [UC11], and Sections of Chapters 5–7 in IMPACT-12 [UC12]. Some of the aforementioned sections, as well as the initial Sections of Chapter 8 are published in POPL-13 [UC13].

---

**Figure 1.1: Influences on this thesis and its contributing factors**
Chapter 2

Polyhedral Scheduling and the Scalability Challenge

In this chapter, we summarize polyhedral compilation, affine scheduling, and provide a motivation for solving the scalability problem in it.

2.1 Introduction

Affine scheduling [DRV00] now is a part and parcel of many compilers which aspire to compile efficiently for parallel architectures (GCC’s GRAPHITE, IBM’s XL, Reservoir Lab’s R-Stream, LLVM’s Polly). The seminal work of Feautrier [Fea92a] opened the avenue of constraint-based affine transformation methods, building on the affine form of the Farkas lemma. This approach has been refined, extended and applied in many directions. To cite only two recent achievements at the two extremes of the complexity spectrum: the tiling-centric PLuTo algorithm of Bondhugula et al. [BHIRS08] extending the Forward Communication Only (FCO) principle of Griebl et al. [GFG02, GFL04] for coarse-grain parallelization, and the complete, convex characterization of Vasilache [Vas07] and decoupled exploration heuristic of Pouchet et al. [PBB+11]. Much progress has been made in the understanding of the theoretical and practical complexity of polyhedral compilation problems. Nevertheless, when considering multidimensional affine transformations, none of these are strongly polynomial in the size of the program. The lowest complexity heuristics such as PLuTo are reducible to linear programming, which is only weakly polynomial, its traditional Simplex implementation being associated with large memory requirements and having a worst-case exponential complexity.

In this chapter, we make a case for solving the scalability problem in polyhedral scheduling. First, in Section 2.2 we give a very brief and quick introduction of affine scheduling. This is followed in Section 2.3 where a case is made from different perspectives for solving the scalability problem in affine scheduling. Then in Section 2.4 we conclude this chapter giving a brief overview of the approaches that are developed in the next chapters.
2.2 Affine Scheduling: A Quick Introduction

In this section we quickly introduce some of the terms needed for this dissertation. As there are resources like the book by Darte et al. [DRV00] which do a good introduction to the highly specialized topic of polyhedral scheduling, we will only recall some essential notations and results about polyhedral compilation and in particular, affine scheduling.

Mathematical preliminaries. The mathematics needed for affine scheduling is linear programming, convexity and duality [Sch86, Zie06]. An affine transformation is an image function of the type \( f(x) = \{ y \mid y = Ax + b \} \). A polyhedron is a set of rational points enclosed by affine inequalities involving the variables \( x \): \( P = \{ x \in \mathbb{Z}^n \mid Ax \leq b \} \), while a parametric polyhedron \( P_y = \{ x \in \mathbb{Z}^n \mid Ax + My \leq b \} \) is defined to be a set of rational points enclosed by affine inequalities involving the variables \( x \) and additional symbolic constants (“parameters”) \( y \). A polyhedron can be in either of its representations, the constraint form (\( H \)-form) and its generator form (\( V \)-form). The conversion from one form to the other can be performed by the Chernikova algorithm [Ver92], which is available in libraries like PolyLib [Wil93].

Input programs. The input programs for polyhedral compilation are called Static Control Parts (SCoPs). A SCoP [Fea91] in a program like C can have only for loops along with if conditionals, where the iterators of the former and conditionals of the latter define convex shapes, and are defined as affine functions of the outer loop indices and the symbolic constants (“parameters”). Also, the array variables have indices which can be described using affine functions. For these reasons, SCoPs have also been called as Affine Control Loops (ACLs) in literature. There are some other assumptions about SCoPs, like the array variables are mapped to linear memories that do not intersect with each other and the index variables are unaliased with each other, but such detection is left to the static analyzer of the compiler, and not to the polyhedral compiler itself. The more powerful the static analyzer is, along with its modules like alias and pointer analysis, the larger and more numerous are the SCoPs which are input to the polyhedral compiler. In some source-to-source compilers, SCoPs are marked by a set of pragmas. SCoPs may seem to be pieces of code of a restricted variety, but are powerful enough to encode many interesting applications, like dense matrix applications, linear algebra applications or stencil computations. In fact they are Turing complete [SQ93] and equivalent Systems of Affine Recurrence Equations (SAREs) can be derived from them.

Dependences and dependence analysis. In a SCoP, a dependence is said to exist between two memory accesses if one of the accesses is a write. Data dependence analysis is a well-formulated and well-solved problem; Banerjee’s book [Ban92], and Zima and Chapman [ZC90] are good references. Computationally, it involves solving finite number of parametric integer linear programs with tools like PIP [Fea88] or by Omega [Pug91]. Polyhedral dependence analysis is the primary means of analyzing the input SCoPs and returning a dependence graph whose edges are annotated by parametrized polyhedra which indicate the regions of dependence between the two variables or statements in context.
Dependence graph. The output of a dependence analysis, and input to any polyhedral scheduling algorithm is a polyhedral dependence graph \( G \), and is defined to be a multi-graph \( G = (V, E) \), where 
\( V \) is the set of statements, and \( E \) is the set of dependence edges. Both kinds of entities are annotated by parametrized rational polyhedra; the nodes \( v \in V \) are by rational polyhedral approximations of the iteration domains (or plainly domains) \( \mathcal{P}_v \) and the edges \( e \in E \) by dependence polyhedra \( \mathcal{D}_e \). Each of the constraints of \( \mathcal{P}_v \) and \( \mathcal{D}_e \) is affine and involves \((I, N)\) where vectors \( I \) and \( N \) are the iteration and parameter vectors, respectively.

Dependence satisfaction. The primary constraints inherent to the program that have to be satisfied are the dependence edges as formulated by Feautrier \[Fea92a\]. The above, usually called strong satisfaction of dependences, is simple to formulate in a LP formulation, but may seem overly restrictive because of the reduction of the number of interesting transformations. A related notion is called weak satisfaction of dependences arises from the lexicographic positivity nature of dependences and from the intuition that a dependence satisfied in a lower dimension may be enough to leave as unconstrained the dependence satisfaction of the higher dimensions. This latter notion leads to more freedom by exposing more interesting transformations, though searching for the proper schedules becomes a hard combinatorial problem because the question “which dimension of which dependence is to be satisfied at what level?” needs to be answered.

Affine transformations and Farkas lemma. An affine transformations finds an affine function in 
\((I, N)\) to transform the input SCoP. These have also been called affine mappings, space-time mappings, and even plainly affine schedules. Because of the fact that every computable SARE, and hence every SCoP in a language like C, has a multi-dimensional affine schedule \[Fea92b\]—with the unit schedule being a trivial example of multi-dimensional schedule—these transformations are extremely powerful. They are practical as well, as most common and useful loop transformations can be expressed as affine transformations; though common simple examples are single loop nest transformations like reversal, skewing, shifting, unimodular transformations etc., the result on complete convex characterization of semantic preserving transformations by Vasilache \[Vas07\] proves their generality. Though these transformations happen in the input space, with the \((I, N)\) vector as variables, the transformations are searched for in a transformed affine space obtained by application of affine form of Farkas lemma. All the affine transformations in polyhedral compilation could be said to come under the framework of affine scheduling defined by Feautrier in his classic works \[Fea92a\, Fea92b\]. The most popular of these are the latency minimization algorithm by Feautrier \[Fea92a\] and the Forward Communications Only space-time mapping of Griebl et al. \[GFG02\, GFL04\] and its extension by Bondhugula et al. \[BHR08\]. This latter algorithm is the basic engine in PLuTo.

In Feautrier’s algorithm \[Fea92a\], the input dependence constraints are converted into a per-dependence edge polyhedron \( P_e(\mu, \lambda) \), with \( \mu \)-variables being the Farkas multipliers that come from domain constraints and \( \lambda \)-variables being the Farkas multipliers that come from dependence constraints. This conversion is done by application of the affine form of the Farkas lemma \[Sch86\, Corollary 7.1h\] given as:
Lemma 2.2 [Affine Form of Farkas’s Lemma]. Let $D$ be a nonempty polyhedron defined by $p$ inequalities $a_k x + b_k \geq 0$, for any $k \in \{1, \ldots, p\}$. An affine form $\Phi$ is non-negative over $D$ if and only if it is a non-negative affine combination of the affine forms used to define $D$, meaning:

$$
\Phi(x) \equiv \lambda_0 + \sum_{k=1}^{p} \lambda_k (a_k x + b_k); \forall k \in [0, p] \lambda_k \geq 0
$$

The nonnegative values $\lambda_k$ are called Farkas’s multipliers.

Feautrier’s scheduler uses the above version of Farkas lemma so as to linearize the polyhedra in the presence of iterator vectors and parameter vectors. In the per-edge Farkas polyhedron $P_e(\mu, \lambda)$, both of the newly created $\lambda$ and $\mu$ variables are called the Farkas multipliers. By putting together all the per-edge Farkas polyhedra, one obtains an overall Farkas polyhedron $P = \cap_{e \in E} P_e$, which is amenable to Linear Programming. Any rational point that satisfies $P$ is considered a valid schedule. Hence, even Fourier-Motzkin elimination could be used to obtain a feasible point.

Two models of affine scheduling. The above application of the Farkas lemma results in all the constraints in the Feautrier’s scheduler, with some additional variables to model the strong/strict satisfaction of dependences at a given dimension of the affine schedule. In PLuTo, a different but conceptually similar method results in a majority of dependence constraints of the same form as Feautrier’s.

2.3 Motivation: Unscalability in Affine Scheduling

Before we attempt to solve it, we first attempt to define the problem of scalability.

2.3.1 Introduction: A definition of unscalability

Difficulties of defining the problem. The problem of scalability is difficult to define because of the following reasons:

a. Relying purely on asymptotic analysis may provide only a partial picture of the usefulness of the particular algorithm. The asymptotic analysis says that an algorithm with worst-case complexity $O(|V|^5)$ is cheaper than one with $O(|V|^6)$ worst-case complexity, while for small-size practical inputs, the reverse may be true; an algorithm with $|V|^6$ complexity may be better than one with $10^6|V|^5$ complexity. Furthermore, algorithmic and data-structure improvements that take $O(|V| \log^* |V|)$ or $O(|V|\alpha(|V|))$ worst-case time have remained as theoretical curiosities, while theoretically slower ones that instead take $|V| \log |V|$ have remained as the most widely used ones.

b. Algorithms which rely on constructing huge size tableaus have limited scope. In spite of memory becoming cheaper by drastic amounts, the amount of memory that a compilers can devote to one of its phases is limited; the problem is exacerbated for JIT compilers.

c. Use of standard tools like LP-solvers, ILP-solvers and SAT-solvers does not solve the problem. This is because, many times, the complexity of the tools does not match that of the algorithm. Furthermore,
many of these tools have heuristics that are tuned for some applications which may not be useful for polyhedral compilation applications.

In spite of the apparent theoretical nature of the above questions, they have to be answered because of the way they manifest in practical polyhedral compilation.

**Beginning to solve the problem.** Our analysis begins with opening the boxes of the transformations along with their tools and measuring the precise complexities as parametrized by input sizes: for example, the number of statements $|V|$ and dependence edges $|E|$ in the input SCoP, the maximum depth $d$ of the input loop-nest etc. This is despite the fact that they rely on well written and well used tools like PIP, PolyLib, etc.

**View of this dissertation.** The view taken by this dissertation is to prefer asymptotic time complexity analysis as the primary means of measuring the scalability or unscalability of an algorithm, and to evaluate different competing algorithms. By this measure, any solution which uses an NP-Complete formulation, would clearly be unscalable. Even among polynomial algorithms, we prefer algorithms with strongly polynomial time complexity, rather than ones which have weakly polynomial time complexity.

Furthermore, will also rely on memory complexity analysis as the secondary means of measuring scalability. Algorithms which rely on construction of huge-size tableau’s—like simplex does—are likely to be heavy in compilation frameworks, like for JIT compilation.

The above leaves linear and quadratic time complexities as scalable complexities, which should be the eventual and perhaps ideal goal. Even after after all these, we will measure how the algorithms performs for practical inputs.

**Overview of this section.** In this section, we show an example of unscalability of current affine scheduling methods in an empirical sense using PLuTo, followed by a theoretical evaluation. First in Section 2.3.2 we do an experimental evaluation of affine scheduling. Then in Section 2.3.3, we see the practical ways in which the unscalability problem can arise in practical inputs. Then, in Section 2.3.4, we see some empirical characteristics of the above LP programs. Finally, in Section 2.3.5 making some reasonable estimates, we estimate the complexity of affine scheduling.

### 2.3.2 Unscalability in affine scheduling: an experimental evaluation

**Input programs.** We began with two typical kernels `matmul` and `seidel` of PolyBench [PB+] as shown in Figure 2.1 and artificially unrolled them by a variable number of times so as to increase the number of dependences in the loop nests. As shown in Figure 2.2 we have also enclosed the unrolled loops in two or three “time loops”, mimicking the behavior of a scientific computing kernel. The above transformations induce thousands of dependences in the input programs—up to 4000 dependences for `matmul`, and up to 7000 dependences for `seidel`—and thereby make the scheduler solve large size linear programs. In a sense, the two programs that have been selected form the extreme end of affine transformations; `matmul` has only affine dependences, while `seidel` has only uniform dependences. This difference is crucial because
for (i = 0; i < M; i++)
    for (j = 0; j < N; j++)
        for (k = 0; k < K; k++)
            \( C[i][j] = \beta \times C[i][j] + \alpha \times A[i][k] \times B[k][j]; \)

\textbf{matmul kernel}

for (t = 0; t <= T - 1; t++) {
    for (i = 1; i <= N - 2; i++)
        for (j = 1; j <= N - 2; j++)
            \( a[i][j] = \frac{(a[i-1][j-1] + a[i-1][j] + a[i-1][j+1] + a[i][j-1] + a[i][j] + a[i][j+1] + a[i+1][j-1] + a[i+1][j] + a[i+1][j+1])}{9.0}; \)
}

\textbf{seidel (9 point) kernel}

Figure 2.1: Sample Loop Kernel Examples from Polyhedral Compilation (from PLuTo/PolyBench)

for (t1 = 0; t1 < N1; t1++) {
    for (t2 = 0; t2 < N2; t2++) {
        for (t3 = 0; t3 < N3; t3++) {
            matmul1
            matmul2
            ...
            ...
            matmulN
        }
    }
}

\textbf{ITR-MATMUL}

for (t1 = 0; t1 <= N1; t1++) {
    for (t2 = 0; t2 <= N2; t2++) {
        for (t3 = 0; t3 <= N3; t3++) {
            seidel1
            seidel2
            ...
            ...
            seidelN
        }
    }
}

\textbf{ITR-SEIDEL}

Figure 2.2: Iterated/Unrolled Examples to induce Unscalability for Affine Scheduling. The variables of the programs (\texttt{matmul} or \texttt{seidel}) have been changed so that there is a dependence between individual chunks of programs and a non-trivial transformation occurs.
the programs with affine dependences may induce Farkas systems which are more complex than the one with uniform dependences, thereby making the simplex algorithm in the LP solver of PIP [Pee88] converge with different rates, namely higher rate for the ones with affine dependences.

Compilation times. For measuring the execution time of the scheduler, we focussed on auto_transform function of PLuTo, which encodes its top-level automatic transformation search engine. The above function is preceded by a call to the clan_scop_extract function which does dependence analysis of the input pieces of code, and succeeded by the pluto_codegen function which does the code-generation by making a call to the popular code-generator CLooG. More particularly, the above function auto_transform iteratively constructs the Farkas polyhedra according to its formulation of the FCO algorithm, makes a call to PIP’s linear programming solver to find a lexmin of the Farkas systems, and interprets the resultant solution to obtain permutable hyperplanes.

The execution times of auto_transform are shown in Figure 2.3 with matmul in blue (crosses) and seidel in red (circles). We also measured independently the time taken in execution of rest of the modules of PLuTo—in particular, the dependence analysis and code generation phases—and found that they took significantly less time than the above measured times.

Rise of the curves. Using linear regression tools from The R Project for Statistical Computing [R], we checked that the execution times of auto_transform increases in a quintic complexity: \( |V|^5 \), where \(|V|\) is
the number of statements in the system. This is the high complexity that polyhedral compilation has to pay for using LP based techniques.

**Unscalability in different modules of affine scheduling.** Within affine scheduling itself, there are various algorithms like Farkas multipliers elimination by gaussian elimination and a limited preprocessing with Fourier-Motzkin elimination. Even though these could be costly in themselves, these are not major sources of unscalability. This is primarily because they can be done on a per-dependence basis and the per-dependence Farkas polyhedra are considerably smaller to afford high-complexity algorithms.

**Unscalability in different modules of polyhedral compiler.** From the curves in Figure 2.3, it is clear that there is a strong case of solving the scalability problem for affine scheduling in polyhedral compilers using affine scheduling. From these experiments, we have also observed that dependence analysis and code generation are not major sources of unscalability when compared to affine scheduling.

The former is not much surprising since the dependence polyhedra, being mainly per-dependence entities, are considerably smaller than the overall Farkas polyhedra. This will be empirically shown in this dissertation in Section 7.2 on page 90. Furthermore, dependence analysis is a relatively one-time process whose cost does not vary much asymptotically with the input program size, with its cost being limited to $O(|E|)$ number of linear programs whose size is bounded.

The latter is a little surprising because polyhedral code generation has its own scalability problems definitely arising from use of exponential time algorithms and polyhedral libraries with exponential complexity. But, it can only be reconciled that for these particular examples, the scalability problem in code generation is not manifested, and there exist other examples for which there is a perceptible unscalability problem, for example like programs which do multi-level tiling. The aspect of scalability in code-generation is studied further in this dissertation in Chapter 9 on page 127.

### 2.3.3 Practical causes of unscalability

It may seem that the above unrolling based method is an artificial way to induce unscalability, with inlining being a better candidate for the same in real world benchmarks. Also, in current benchmarks for loop nest optimization—like the PolyBench 2.0 [PB+1]—the range of number of dependences is in tens, and it can arguably be said that presently there exists no scalability problem like in the above artificial examples.

**Unrolling vs. inlining.** While unrolling is much simpler to simulate, limitations of the research prototype infrastructures we have used—unlike more powerful ones like PIPS [PIP]—do not provide a platform to study the asymptotic time complexity associated with code size increases associated with inlining. Hence, the above examples could only be taken as representatives of the unscalability problem. But it should also be remembered that when discussing the solution time with respect to the input code size increase, the number of constraints in the overall LP problem is linear in the number of dependences in the input code. So, a method like the above which gives a representative sample to increase the size of the LP program is not a limitation.
Longer source codes. Longer source codes in the input programs, which lead to longer SCoPs and hence larger LP programs that the affine scheduler has to solve, could arise not just from inlining or unrolling. They could arise from difficult and more expressive source languages. The current input language of PLuTo is a variation of C, which does not have powerful features like templates of C++. Polyhedral compilers will soon face such large problems when the Front End of polyhedral compilers is improved. And, aggressive interprocedural optimization, domain-specific program generation along with the iteration of C++ program features like templates with inlining could exponentially increase the size of SCoPs. Also, sources in medium/low-level languages and preceded by more powerful static analysis like alias/pointer analysis as a part of compiler framework like in GCC-GRAPHITE \cite{TCE+10} make these issues a very possible reality.

Expanding the definition of SCoPs. Longer SCoPs could also arise from the removal of restrictions on the definition of SCoPs in the input program and thereby increase the range of programs that could come under the category of affine analysis. In this trait are the works of Griebl et al. \cite{Gri96,GL94} on while loop parallelization, and analyses like Maximal Static Expansion (MSE) by Barthou et al. \cite{BCC00} who provide an expansion framework for general (possibly non-affine) data structures. In the same category is the work of Benabderrahmane et al. \cite{BPCB10} who add more categories of programs for polyhedral analysis, by removing the affinity limitation in the input SCoPs by conservatively approximating the non-affine domains, and by converting control dependences into data dependences.

JIT compilation. In addition, there could be a restriction of the time limit in just-in-time compilers that would further exacerbate the scalability problem. Just-In-Time (JIT) polyhedral compiler of LLVM called Polly \cite{GGL12} is such an example which has a scheduler, which is very similar to the one in PLuTo.

Existing limitations on unscalability. Also, industrial compilers like IBM’s XL, and Reservoir’s R-Stream compiler have schedulers very similar to PLuTo, and the IBM-XL compiler is known to limit the compilation time of kernels of using its polyhedral compilation module to 10 seconds. One can see the particular time limit being crossed by PLuTo in the above plot for both the examples. For an initial range estimate, our experiments indicate that the 10 second compilation limit could be crossed for around 1000 dependences which is possible with the above mentioned reasons.

In the following, we aim for lower complexity feasibility and optimization algorithms, with worst-case strongly polynomial bounds, and closer to \(n^2\) time complexity for large-scale and/or just-in-time compilation applications.

2.3.4 LP program characteristics

So as to understand the empirical complexity a little better, in Figure \ref{fig:1}, we plot the characteristics of the ITR-MATMUL, using the \texttt{pairs} function of R \cite{R}.

We denote \(|V|\) to be the number of statements in the input dependence graph, \(|E|\) to be the number of dependences, \(m\) to be the number of constraints in the LP overall formulation, and \(\tau\) to be the time
taken for the LP solver—here rational Simplex of PIP for a feasible point—to complete.

It can be seen from the plots in Figure 2.4 that:

- The number of dependences is quadratic in the number of statements: $|E| = \mathcal{O}(|V|^2)$;
- the number of constraints is linear in the number of dependences: $m = \mathcal{O}(|E|)$;
- the time taken is almost cubic in the number of dependences: $\tau = \mathcal{O}(|E|^2|V|) \approx o(|E|^3)$;
- the time taken is quintic in the number of statements: $\tau = \mathcal{O}(|V|^5)$.

It should be noted that these asymptotic estimates are representative of this particular input program, here unrolled `matmul`, and not a general and exact characterization of the simplex algorithm of PIP. But, it is a safe assumption that they indicate a dependence of the running time of simplex on large powers, like quintic powers, of the input programs which leads to scalability issues.

In the next section, we make some reasonable assumptions and attempt to obtain a theoretical estimate of the sizes of linear programs to be solved, and time taken to solve them.

### 2.3.5 A theoretical estimate of complexity

As explained earlier, in Feautrier’s algorithm [Fea92a], the overall constraint system $P$, which is assembled as $P = \cap_{e \in E} P_e(\mu, \lambda)$ is not a parametric polyhedron: classical non-parametric algorithms can be used. This is an encouraging observation for the effectiveness of any scalability based algorithmic approaches. Feautrier suggests preprocessing $P$ with an initial Gaussian elimination step to remove some Farkas multipliers. This is possible because the Farkas multipliers occur in equations and the elimination can be done on a per-dependence basis. But, this step will not remove all the Farkas multipliers as $P_e$ is too under-constrained at least with respect to the $\lambda$-variables. This is complicated by the fact that the systems $P_e$ and $P_{e'}$ on different edges $e$ and $e'$ are not independent systems with respect to the $\mu$-variables. The assumption in this thesis is that $P$ has too many variables and constraints, and hence solving it will be asymptotically unscalable.

**An estimate.** Consider a dependence multigraph $(V, E)$. Let $|V|$ be the number of statements in the program and $|E|$ be the number of edges. We can assume that all statements have the same dimension and that the maximum dimension of any statement in the program is $d$, counting both iteration and parameter dimensions.

Let $n_k$ and $m_k$ be the respective number of variables and constraints of the domain polyhedron for statement $k$. The polyhedron of a dependence $S_i \rightarrow S_j$ between two statements $i$ and $j$ has dimension $2d$. Let $n_e$ and $m_e$ be the respective number of variables and constraints of the polyhedron of dependence edge $e$.

Applying Feautrier’s one-dimensional scheduling, we have two kinds of Farkas variables or Farkas multipliers:

\[1\] This is an upper bound: $2d$ minus the number of parameters to be precise.
Figure 2.4: Characteristics of LP programs of ITR-MATMUL for Unscalability: #Statements (STMTS) vs. #Dependences (DEPS) vs. #Constraints (CONSTR) vs. Time Taken per PIP call (PIPTIME)
• one $\lambda$ variable per dependence and per dependence constraint. So, the total number of $\lambda$ variables is 
$$2d \sum_{e \in E} m_e = 2d|E|\hat{m}_E,$$
where $\hat{m}_E$ is the average number of constraints per dependence polyhedron;

• one $\mu$ variable per statement and per domain constraint. So the total number of $\mu$ variables is
$$d \sum_{k \in V} m_k = d|V|\hat{m}_V,$$
where $\hat{m}_V$ is the average number of constraints per domain polyhedron.

Also, the total number of constraints in the complete system is $d|E|$.

The above estimates lead to a linear programming problem with $d|E|$ constraints and around $2d|E|\hat{m}_E + d|V|\hat{m}_V$ variables. As suggested by Feautrier [Pea92a], we can assume that a gaussian elimination step runs as a preprocessing step to remove $\lambda$-variables which occur only in equalities, and is able to remove a significant number of them, making the number of variables as $d|V|\hat{m}_V$. This elimination step would be inexpensive as it can run on a per-dependence edge basis. We can also validly assume that $\hat{m}_V$ is a very small bounded value, making the number of variables in the overall system to be $d|V|$.

Assuming a usual complexity of linear programming solved with a normal simplex algorithm (the best algorithm for state-of-the-art Farkas-based methods) this brings the total complexity of the scheduling algorithm to order of:

$$(d|V| + d|E|) \cdot d|E| \cdot d|V| \approx d^3|E|^2|V| = \mathcal{O}(|E|^2|V|)$$

Assuming that the dependence graph is a complete graph, we have $|E| \approx |V|^2$ which makes the above complexity to as $\mathcal{O}(|V|^5)$. This complexity could be worse when the dependence graph is a more dense multi-graph, or in presence of piecewise-affine dependence relations (e.g., in some cases after array data-flow analysis).

The above complexities are clearly not scalable. Analyzing the PLuTo algorithm leads to a similar computation and the same non-scalability result. Practical evidence shows that it scales well on all benchmarks considered so far. But no benchmark with thousands of loops and statements has been processed either, which will no doubt happen with three-address code representations [TCE+10] and extensions to irregular, data-dependent control flow [BPCB10]. Considering Feautrier multi-dimensional scheduling [Pea92b] only makes things worse, as it could involve solving a mixed-integer linear programming problem.

2.4 Conclusion and Brief Overview of Our Approaches

Conclusion. In this chapter, after a quick summary of polyhedral scheduling, we showed using both theoretical and empirical ways that existing methods result in an LP problem of size $m \times n \approx (d \cdot |E|) \times (d \cdot |V|)$, where $d$ is the mean depth of the loop nests. Assuming a usual simplex method—whose complexity will be detailed further in Section 3.3.1 on page 28—for solving systems with bounded $d$ leads to a close to $\mathcal{O}(d^3|E|^2|V|) \approx \mathcal{O}(d^3|V|^5) \approx \mathcal{O}(|V|^5)$ asymptotic complexity (not counting the bit-size complexity, and assuming $|E| = \mathcal{O}(|V|^2)$), leading to unscalability problems. The estimates focus on Feautrier’s methods but are general enough to be extended to any affine scheduling methods like the FCO implementation in PLuTo.

\[\text{This algorithmic analysis will be further developed in Section 3.3.1 on page 28}\]
Two-Variables Per-Inequality (TVPI)

\[ ax_i + bx_j \leq c; \ a, b, c \in \mathbb{Q} \]

Unit-Two-Variables Per-Inequality (UTVPI)

\[ x_i \pm x_j \leq c; \ c \in \mathbb{Q} \]

\[ \text{UC11, UC12, UC13} \]

Two-Variables Per-Inequality (TVPI)

\[ ax_i + bx_j \leq c; \ a, b, c \in \mathbb{Q} \]

\[ \text{UC11, UC12, UC13} \]

Figure 2.5: Sub-Polyhedra used in this dissertation in polyhedral compilation.

Approximations of polyhedra. After pointing out the problem of unscalability of current methods that use convex polyhedra, the main contributions of this thesis is to alleviate this problem by the use of sub-polyhedra in polyhedral compilation. In particular, we focus on TVPI and UTVPI sub-polyhedral approximations shown in Figure 2.5. This notion is explored in the next chapter. Also, we concentrate on (U)TVPI under-approximations of general polyhedra. The above polyhedra, along with a sub-variety DBM polyhedra are shown in Table 2.1. The above hierarchy could also be considered as different levels of optimization offered by the affine scheduler offering a precision vs. cost choice to the compiler writer.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sub-polyhedra</th>
<th>Approximation (nature of constraint) (a, b, c ∈ Q)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intervals</td>
<td>[ a \leq x_i \leq b ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DBM (or monotone UTVPI or m-UTVPI)</td>
<td>[ x_i - x_j \leq c; x_i, x_j \geq 0 ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Octagons (UTVPI)</td>
<td>[ \pm x_i \pm x_j \leq c ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TVPI</td>
<td>[ ax_i + bx_j \leq c ]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Convex Polyhedra</td>
<td>[ \sum a_i x_i \leq c ]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.1: Sub-Polyhedra and their Variations used in this Dissertation

Convex polyhedra and approximations of polyhedra, like the restricted ones in Table 2.1, could be defined as elements of lattices, or Complete Partial Orders, with appropriate operators like meet and join defined on them. The resultant semantic structures are used as abstract domains in static analysis beginning from the work of Cousot and Cousot [CC77]. For most of this dissertation, however, we use the above restrictions in affine-scheduling. Algorithmically, the problem reduces to constructing a single large polyhedron which encodes the feasible solution points; and searching for a valid solution reduces to solving a linear programming problem. In the latter part of the thesis, however when applying the above approximations to the problem of code-generation, we will be concerned with a using sets of the above
varieties with some operators—like image, intersection and difference—defined over them. Furthermore, in this thesis, when we use the term sub-polyhedra without any qualification, it would refer to the restricted ones in Table 2.1

Hierarchies of precision and cost. The above varieties of sub-polyhedra and their inclusiveness also give rise to a hierarchy of classes of lattices—with the above overloading of notation, approximations of polyhedra—and to different tradeoffs of precision and time complexities:

\[
\begin{array}{c}
\text{Precision} \\
\text{Intervals} \subset \text{Octagons (UTVPI)} \subset \text{TVPI} \subset \text{Conv.Poly} \\
\text{Complexity}
\end{array}
\]

Sub-polyhedral affine scheduling. The main ideas that will be developed in the next couple of chapters is the concept of affine scheduling using (U)TVPI sub-polyhedra. This is also tied to the concept of Over/Under-Approximations of polyhedra and approximates the input from within the affine scheduling model, and is hence unique when compared to previous approaches.
Chapter 3

Sub-Polyhedra: TVPI and UTVPI

In this chapter, we briefly cover some basics of Two-Variables-Per-Inequality (TVPI) and (Unit-)Two-Variables-Per-Inequality (UTVPI) approximations of polyhedra.

\[ \text{Interval} \subset \text{UTVPI} \subset \text{TVPI} \subset \text{Poly} \]

Figure 3.1: A Hierarchy of Sub Polyhedral Classes

3.1 Introduction

In Section 3.2, we cover some complexities of (U)TVPI Sub-Polyhedra. In Section 3.3, we cover some basics of Linear programming and Simplex complexity. This is followed by Section 3.4, where we study how (U)TVPI Sub-polyhedra fare when compared with general convex polyhedra in a complexity theoretic sense.

Prior to our work in loop parallelization, the static analysis field in recent times has seen a widespread usage of sub-polyhedra. In Section 3.5, we do a brief summary of their use, and then differentiate on how their requirements are different from our proposed use of sub-polyhedra. A similar summary of the use of sub-polyhedral abstractions by the loop parallelization community is done in the next chapter.

This will be followed with some conclusions and related work in Section 3.7.

Notation. For a polyhedron described in constraint form, let \( m \) be the number of inequalities, \( n \) be the number of variables and \( B \) the upper bound on the absolute value of the coefficients describing the system.
In this section, first we study the complexities of certain operations on TVPI and UTVPI sub-polyhedra, along with monotone variants of both of them. This is followed by study of the monotonizing transformation, which is used to construct graph theoretic formulations from a general TVPI or UTVPI sub-polyhedra.

3.2.1 TVPI Sub-Polyhedra

In Two Variables Per Inequality (TVPI) polyhedra, each constraint is of the form: $ax_i + bx_j \leq c; a, b, c \in \mathbb{R}$. TVPI are closed under projection, and hence many algorithms on geometric operations that are developed for planar polyhedra (polygons) are directly applicable to general TVPI, giving rise to simple algorithms with low complexity. Furthermore, the dual of a TVPI linear program is a generalized min-cost flow problem, which can be solved using graph algorithms. So, the linear programming community has been interested in TVPI polyhedra because of the strongly polynomial time algorithms for the emptiness of TVPI constraint systems.

Application of graph theory to linear programming using TVPI systems was pioneered by Shostak [Sho81], who showed that TVPI systems can be represented using undirected multi-graphs: one vertex for each variable and one edge for each constraint. Since each inequality contains two non-zero variables, an inequality involving variables $x_i$ and $x_j$ is represented as an edge between the two corresponding vertices. Upper ($x_i \leq c$) or lower ($x_i \geq c$) bound type of inequalities can be represented as edges between $x_i$ and $x_0$, where $x_0$ is an additional vertex to represent source or sink vertex.

Example 3.2.1 [TVPI representations]. In Figure 3.2 we show different representations of the TVPI constraint system

$$\left\{ x_1 \geq 0; x_2 \geq 0; x_3 \geq 0; x_1 + x_2 \leq 1; 2x_2 + x_3 \leq 1; x_1 + x_3 \leq 1; \right\}$$
the equational view, the geometric view\(^3\) and the graph representation.

Aspvall and Shiloach [AS80] showed the polynomiality of the feasibility problem of TVPI-LP formulations by introducing a unique strongly polynomial time procedure (“rumor in Grapevine algorithm”) that can be used to decide the range of a particular variable \(x_i\) with respect to a given constant \(\xi\). This latter procedure is a Bellman-Ford style propagation of values assigned to variables through inequalities in the system, and is the heart of all subsequent algorithms in the TVPI literature.

Briefly, in the above algorithm, Aspvall and Shiloach make the assignment \(x_i = \xi\). As the inequalities in which \(x_i\) participates are encoded as edges in the graph, the assignments to the neighbours of \(x_i\) in the graphical representation changes and they find corresponding assignments. These assignments percolate in the graph exchanging mutual assignments between neighbours, until a contradiction is found or all inequalities are satisfied. Shostak had earlier suggested an algorithm which enumerates simple cycles in the graph for the same purpose and hence takes exponential time for such percolation, but Aspvall and Shiloach show that the percolation can proceed in a controlled manner just similar to Bellman-Ford algorithm. The complexity of Aspvall and Shiloach [AS80]’s percolation algorithm is the following:

Lemma 3.2.2 [Deciding a range of a variable in a TVPI system]. In a non-trivial TVPI system, given a variable \(x_i\) and a numerical value (constant) \(\xi\), it can be decided in \(O(mn)\) worst-case time whether (i) \(\xi < x_i^{\min}\), (ii) \(x_i^{\min} \leq \xi \leq x_i^{\max}\), or (iii) \(x_i^{\max} < \xi\).

The above complexity measure should be contrasted with the corresponding complexity measure of the analogous problem on general polyhedra which involves formulating an LP optimization problem and hence is as hard as LP-optimization.

The following result by Wayne [Way99] is the best to date for the TVPI optimization problem:

Lemma 3.2.3 [LP optimization on TVPI]. Linear programming optimization on TVPI systems can be solved in \(O(m^3 n^2 \log m \log B)\) worst-case time.

It well known that for general polyhedra, the optimization and the feasibility problems have the same weakly-polynomial time hardness. But it is interesting to note that up to now, they have different complexities on TVPI systems. The feasibility problem on TVPI systems has lower complexity that the above weakly polynomial time result by Wayne [Way99] on the optimization problem. If we denote \(A\) as the coefficient matrix of the system, \(B = \text{bitsize}(A)\), the upper-bound on the absolute value of the coefficients describing the system, and the dependence of the above measure on \(B\) makes it weakly polynomial time.

The above complexity measure by Wayne is a general result with no restrictions on the type of objective function. There exist improved complexity results for TVPI systems when the objective-function is of a restricted variety; for example, systems with bounded number of non-zero elements in the objective function by Hochbaum and Naor [HN94] and systems with all coefficients of the objective function having the same sign by Hochbaum et al. [HMNT93].

The first strongly polynomial time algorithm for TVPI feasibility was given by Megiddo [Meg83]. Network flow based (“combinatorial”) strongly polynomial time algorithms for the feasibility problem

\(^3\)The 3-dimensional polyhedra in this chapter are drawn using polymake [GJ00] software.
were given by Cohen and Megiddo [CM94]. Hochbaum and Naor [HN94] showed that feasibility of TVPI polyhedra can be determined in strongly polynomial time:

**Lemma 3.2.4 [Feasibility on TVPI].** Feasibility of TVPI systems can be solved in $O(mn^2 \log m)$ worst-case time.

The above algorithm by Hochbaum and Naor is surprisingly simple and we give a quick summary. The algorithm begins with the observation that the set of inequalities between two vertices $x_i$ and $x_j$ induces a piecewise linear function on the $x_i - x_j$ plane. The vertices of this polygon (“polyhedral-vertices”) can be found in polynomial time using any standard geometric algorithm [Gra72, SK04, dBKS00]. Hochbaum and Naor call these polyhedral-vertices as breakpoints and prove that the number of breakpoints on a particular edge is $O(m)$. Next, they observe that the above mentioned decision procedure of Aspvall and Shiloach can be used to run a binary search in the sorted list of all breakpoints corresponding to a particular polyhedral-vertex. In polynomial time of $O(mn \log m)$, this binary search returns either with an assignment to $x_i$, or with a contradiction of assignments. In the former case, the vertex $x_i$ is collapsed with vertex $x_0$ and the procedure continues with the next vertex $x_{i+1}$, while in the latter case, the overall procedure stops with the result that the system is infeasible. The overall cost of the algorithm is thus $O(mn^2 \log m)$.

It can be seen that the above result of Hochbaum and Naor can as well be used to derive strongly polynomial time bounds for Fourier-Motzkin elimination, and for projection of variables from TVPI systems. For general convex polyhedra these are known to be more costly.

TVPI systems have successfully been used for various problems in the abstract interpretation and verification by Simon, King and Howe [SKH10].

### 3.2.2 UTVPI Sub-Polyhedra (octagons)

Unit Two Variables Per Inequality (UTVPI) have constraints of the form $ax_i + bx_j \leq c; a, b \in \{0, \pm 1\}; c \in \mathbb{Q}$. They are also called Octagons because in 2-dimensions, their geometric shape is octagonal. Since UTVPI $\subset$ TVPI, the above complexity bounds of optimization and feasibility on TVPI polyhedra apply
to UTVPI polyhedra as well. But, as the dual of the LP formulation of shortest-paths problem has just difference constraints \[\text{Pra77}\] with the form \(x_i - x_j \leq c\), general UTVPI systems can be solved with same quadratic complexity as Bellman-Ford \[\text{AMO93}\; \text{CSRL01}\], giving the following lemma:

**Lemma 3.2.5 [Feasibility on UTVPI].** Feasibility of UTVPI systems can be solved in \(O(mn)\) worst-case time and in \(O(m + n)\) space.

The above decision algorithm can also trivially return a feasibility certificate of the UTVPI polyhedron.

**Example 3.2.6 [UTVPI representations].** In Figure 3.3, we show different representations of the UTVPI system

\[
\{ -2 \leq x_1, x_2 \leq 2; x_1 + x_2 \leq 3; +x_1 - x_2 \leq 3; -x_1 + x_2 \leq 3; -x_1 - x_2 \leq 3; \}
\]

the equational view, the geometric view and the graph representations.

UTVPI polyhedra have successfully been used for various problems in abstract interpretation and program verification \[\text{Min06}\; \text{BHZ09}\; \text{Min04}\]. Also, they have well supported libraries like Apron \[\text{JM09}\], and in the Parma Polyhedra Library (PPL) \[\text{BHZ08}\; \text{PPL}\]. These are used with success in static-analysis tools like the Astrée analyzer \[\text{BCC03}\; \text{CCF09}\].

**Monotone-UTVPI Sub-polyhedra (Difference constraints).** It can be noticed that difference constraints of the form \(x_i - x_j \leq c\) are a specialization of UTVPI polyhedra. As mentioned, the polynomiality of solving difference constraints using shortest paths algorithms of graph theory originates from the theory of Pratt \[\text{Pra77}\]. They have been called monotone constraints \[\text{Hoc04}\; \text{HN94}\; \text{CM94}\] because of the monotone nature of the sign of the coefficients, and constraint graph \[\text{CSRL01}\; \text{AMO93}\] because they can be represented using weighed directed multi-graphs: one vertex per variable and one edge per constraint with the directed edge for constraint \(x_i - x_j \leq c\) being \(x_j \xrightarrow{c} x_i\).

Their use as abstract domains is mainly by Bagnara et al. \[\text{Bag97}\], Miné et al. \[\text{Min01a}\] and Shaham et al. \[\text{SKS00}\] who call them Difference Bound Matrices (DBM), potential constraints, and zones.

It can noted that monotone-UTVPI constraints are quite similar to UTVPI constraints in that both of these allow only two non-zero variables with only unit coefficients. But, UTVPIs can even encode constraints of the form \(x_i + x_j \leq c\) and \(-x_i - x_j \leq c\) as well, and even the upper-bound and lower-bound constraints \(-x_i \leq c\) and \(x_i \leq c\). Also, it can be noted that for both TVPI as well as UTVPI constraints, the graphs in their graphical representation are undirected and the constraints are just annotations on the (undirected) edges. Both these restrictions can be removed for either of (U)TVPI systems using a monotonizing transformation.

**3.2.3 Monotonizing transformation, Integer polyhedra and Feasibility**

The monotonizing transformation takes in a normal (non-monotone) (U)TVPI constraint system, and creates an equivalent monotone (U)TVPI constraint system having \(2n\) variables: each variable \(x_i\) in the
original system would be represented by two variables \( x_i^+ \) and \( x_i^- \) in the new system with \( x_i = x_i^+ = -x_i^- \). The constraints in the new system are defined as in in Table 3.1.

**TVPI monotonizing transformation.** Given a TVPI system, the monotonizing transformation converts TVPI constraints to m-TVPI constraints (as in Table 3.1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TVPI constraint ((a, b \in \mathbb{Q}^+))</th>
<th>Monotone representation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(++ case) ( ax_i + bx_j \leq c ) ( i \neq j )</td>
<td>( ax_i^+ - bx_j^- \leq c ) ( \wedge ) ( -ax_i^- + bx_j^+ \leq c )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(−− case) ( -ax_i - bx_j \leq c ) ( i \neq j )</td>
<td>( -ax_i^+ + bx_j^- \leq c ) ( \wedge ) ( ax_i^- - bx_j^+ \leq c )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(+− case) ( ax_i - bx_j \leq c ) ( i \neq j )</td>
<td>( ax_i^+ - bx_j^+ \leq c ) ( \wedge ) ( -ax_i^- + bx_j^- \leq c )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(−+ case) ( -ax_i + bx_j \leq c ) ( i \neq j )</td>
<td>( -ax_i^- + bx_j^+ \leq c ) ( \wedge ) ( ax_i^+ - bx_j^- \leq c )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(+0 case) ( ax_i \leq c )</td>
<td>( ax_i^+ - ax_i^- \leq 2c )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(−0 case) ( -ax_i \leq c )</td>
<td>( -ax_i^- + ax_i^+ \leq 2c )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.1: Monotonizing for converting TVPIs into monotone-TVPIs

It can be seen that in the new monotonized system is TVPI as well, with each constraint having exactly one positive coefficient element and exactly one negative coefficient element with no other types of constraints (like, for example between two elements with positive coefficients). Hence, the system can be encoded as a directed graph with the direction of edges from the negative coefficient vertices to the positive coefficient vertices. We call the monotone versions of TVPI as MTVPI constraints. The monotone versions of UTVPI of course are MUTVPI or DBM constraints. The monotonizing transformation has been invented and used many times, mostly in transforming the UTVPIs to MUTVPIs, but the above is in its most general form, where it is used to transform TVPI to MTVPI constraints.

Hidden behind the above monotonizing transformation is a rounding scheme of rationals into integers. This is because, integral general (non-monotone) TVPI and UTVPI systems are computationally more complex than their corresponding monotonized variations; these integral systems have NP-Complete reductions. As an example for the same, the constraints in the formulation of vertex cover problem (or its complement, the maximum independent set) have just two non-zero elements per row. Here is the ILP formulation of the same.

**Vertex cover ILP formulation.** Let \( G = (V, E) \) denote an undirected graph. Each vertex \( i \in V \) is labelled by a cost \( c(i) \geq 0 \). The vertex cover problem is to find a cover, namely a collection of weights \( x_i \in \mathbb{Z} \) for the vertices, so that the weighed sum \( \sum_{i \in V} c(i)x_i \) is minimized,

subject to

\[
\begin{align*}
\forall (i, j) \in E : & \quad x_i + x_j \geq 1 \\
\text{subject to} & \quad 1 \leq i \leq N \in V : \quad x_i \in \{0, 1\}
\end{align*}
\]
The vertex cover problem is strongly NP-Complete, being one of Karp’s 21 classic problems [GJ79 prob. GT1, p. 190]. It can be seen that the constraints of the vertex cover problem are UTVPI constraints with only the additional restriction that $x_i \in \mathbb{Z}$. But, it can be noticed that the constraints are non-monotone UTVPI. Enforcing them to be monotone and making a rational relaxation for each $x_i$, namely by $x_i \in \mathbb{Q}; 0 \leq x_i \leq 1$ and solving the resultant MUTVPI constraints by graph theory methods would be an approximation algorithm [GLS93, GJ79] of the original NP-Complete algorithm.

When the original system is UTVPI, the above monotonizing transformation converts it into a Totally Unimodular system, while the original may not be. Any MUTVPI (or DBM) system is Totally-Unimodular [Sch86, Chapter 19]. This is another illustration that solving MUTVPI system is computationally simpler than solving general UTVPI systems.

3.3 Linear Programming on Convex Polyhedra

Linear Programming is one of the most powerful tools in the algorithmian’s toolkit and its history dates back to 1963 with Dantzig’s classic work [Dan63], coinciding with that of algorithms, and algorithmic analysis itself. In 1979, Khachiyan (Hačijan) [Hač79] proved that Linear Programming can be solved in polynomial time using ellipsoid method. This was followed by Karmarkar [Kar84], who introduced interior point methods for the same. Though both the above algorithms have weakly polynomial time complexity, the former has only been a theoretical interest, while the latter have proved to have much practical value beyond linear programming. They have been applied with much success to non-linear programming problems like quadratic programming, convex programming and semi-definite programming [BV04].

From Megiddo’s result [Meg84], it is known that when the dimension is fixed, the complexity of LP is strongly polynomial, but no specific algorithm is known for the general case, i.e., when the dimension is also considered a variable. Whether there exists a strongly polynomial time algorithm for simplex is still an open question and it has been named in Smale’s 18 unsolved problems [Sma98] listed in 2000.

In spite of all the above, the most widely used algorithm for linear programming is the simplex algorithm itself, whose basic structure has not changed much since its original discovery by Dantzig [Dan63]. It has been extremely successful and academia, research as well as industry would consider that a problem is solved when it is reduced to a LP which uses simplex algorithm. There are three views which are equivalent about simplex algorithm:

- **[Algorithmic]** Simplex algorithm traverses the polytope from a vertex to its adjacent vertex.
- **[Complexity]** For any fixed pivoting rule, there exists a particular Klee-Minty cube, for which the simplex algorithm traverses a hamiltonian path in the graph of the cube.
- **[Combinatorial]** The maximum path length of a traversal of simplex algorithm is upper-bounded by the diameter of the graph of the polytope.

\footnote{In the spirit of Hilbert’s 23 problems posed at the beginning of previous century}

\footnote{Though a polytope, a bounded polyhedron, is geometrically different from a polyhedron, algorithmically and combinatorially restricting the discussion to just polytopes does not pose any limitation; equivalence can be obtained by transformations like homogenization and de-homogenization [Zie06]. Even tools like polymake [GJ00] support these transformations.}
3.3.1 Algorithmic and complexity theoretic view

The algorithmic view is well understood by basic linear programming. It is well known that simplex algorithm achieves an optimal value at a vertex. To exploit this, Dantzig’s simplex algorithm, picks a particular vertex in its first phase, and in the subsequent phases follows vertices adjacent to each other in an iterative fashion, until further improvement in the cost function is not possible. This algorithmic characterization gave rise to many kinds of pivoting rules, ways in which the next adjacent vertex can be picked. The bland’s rule, a trick to avoid degeneracy (or cycling), is used generally universally and is known to work extremely well in practice [Bix02]. Bland’s rule, along with dual simplex strategy is used as the engine of Feautrier’s famed PIP [Fea88] as well.

The Simplex algorithm’s success is a classic case of a local search strategy working extremely well on the average case. Spielman and Teng [ST04] even proposed smoothened analysis, a new method of algorithmic average case analysis, where the hard instances of the input are perturbed using some noise—gaussian with zero mean and variance—so that an easy instance is obtained which runs in guaranteed polynomial time with high probability. This method of Spielman and Teng is as much about average case analysis of simplex, as it is about perturbation analysis of algorithms.

Observation 3.3.1 [Experimental complexity of (LP using) simplex algorithm]. Let $Z(m, n)$ be the complexity of LP using the Simplex algorithm with $m$ constraints and $n$ variables. Determining typical value of $Z$ is not an easy task, as it depends on many details of the algorithm, like the pivoting rule, the method to exploit sparsity, and even many implementation details, like ratio of $m$ and $n$, the type of arithmetic used: fixed vs. arbitrary-precision, integers vs. rationals and so on. In this dissertation however, and only for some empirical comparisons, we use the following folklore result which does not count the bit-size complexity: On a typical input, $Z(m, n) = \mathcal{O}((m + n)mn)$ on average.

Even though we have added the above caveats, we should note that the above estimate is practically very accurate for the LP programs we observe. In the above empirical estimate, which is obviously not strongly polynomial time (in which we are not counting the bits), we assume that the gaussian elimination steps of the simplex are very fast, exploiting sparsity, and assuming a linear number $\mathcal{O}(m + n)$ of pivoting steps. Similar conclusions have been made in the literature as well. For example, Todd [Tod02] says: “... remarkable fact: the primal simplex method typically requires at most $2m$ to $3m$ pivots to attain optimality”.

Complexity theoretic view. The complexity theoretic or worst-case view is best explained by the Klee-Minty traversal, where all the vertices are traversed by the simplex algorithm as in Figure 3.4 on the facing page (i). The exponentiality of the simplex method was proved by Klee and Minty [KM72]. For every fixed pivot rule, there exists a version of Klee-Minty cube. Also, the exponentiality of Klee-Minty illustrates that the initial local search choice spoils the whole search mechanism. In either of the cases in Figures 3.4 on the next page (i), the simplex algorithm could have reached the optimal value in one step instead of traversing a path that touches all the vertices before returning to the final optimum point. The path of Simplex on the Klee-Minty cubes could be considered as a hamiltonian path on the graph of the polytope [Zie06 Chapter 3], whose vertices are the vertices (0-dimensional faces) of the polytopes, and
Figure 3.4: Simplex traversal, Klee-Minty style traversal, and Graph and diameter of a polytope whose edges are the edges (1-dimensional faces) of the polytope (a 3d cube) as shown in Figure 3.4(ii).

### 3.3.2 Combinatorial view

The combinatorial view has to do with recent advances in geometry with the diameter of the graph and the Hirsch conjecture [Zie06] of 1957:

**Hirsch conjecture.** Let \( m > d \geq 2 \) and let \( P \) be a \( d \)-dimensional polytope with \( m \)-facets (inequalities), and let \( G(P) \) be its graph. Then \( \text{diam}(G(P)) \leq m - d \).

Having been unresolved for more than half a century, the Hirsch conjecture has been proved to be incorrect by Santos [San10] in 2010, who gave a counterexample for it. Santos’s proof consists of constructing a 43-dimensional polytope (a prismatoid) with 86 facets having a diameter greater than 43. After Santos construction, smaller dimensional constructions have been given.

**Remark about Hirsch conjecture and observation.** In the estimate in Observation 3.3.1 we are just assuming that for *normal cases* in polyhedral compilation, we are observing linear number of pivots, namely \( O(m + n) \). This could mean \( m + n \) pivots, \( 2(m + n) \) pivots, \( 2m + 3m \) pivots etc., as observed by Todd [Tod02]. The recent Hirsch conjecture disproval on the other hand is about the problem complexity, not algorithmic complexity, and is about absence of any linear time path for *any* polytope; this does not mean a \( O(m + n) \) number of pivots, but exactly \( m - d \). Hence, it being disproved by the above mentioned work of Santos does not have practical implications, and our estimate is independent of the recent disproval of Hirsch conjecture.

A variation of Hirsch conjecture may be true for polyhedra: namely there may be two constants \( a \) and \( b \) such that diameter is always \( am + bd \). This new conjecture is still open and is called *Linear Hirsch Conjecture*.

**Linear Hirsch conjecture.** Is there a linear function \( f(m, d) \) such that for any polytope \( P \) of dimension \( d \) and with \( m \) facets, \( \text{diam}(G(P)) \leq f(m, d) \)?
Table 3.2: Convex Polyhedra, (U)TVPI Sub-Polyhedra and monotone (U)TVPI Sub-Polyhedra: Comparison of (worst-case) complexities. The problem complexities are denoted in red, while the worst-case complexities of the best known algorithms are denoted in blue. Also, $X = O((m \log n)(m + n \log n))$.

The above linear Hirsch conjecture, as well as similar polynomial variations of it, are still open at the time of this writing. If any of them are proved to be correct, then the implications of solving LP through Simplex could be huge [KS10] mainly because of the bridge they would make between the gap between the intuitive understanding of the algorithm and its theoretical complexity.

### 3.4 Complexities of Convex Polyhedra and Sub-polyhedra

In Table 3.2 we summarize the relevant complexities of general convex polyhedra with TVPI and UTVPI Sub-Polyhedra along with their monotone versions. Each problem instance is defined to be in $n$ variables, $m$ inequalities and $d$ dimensions. For complexities that are not exactly known, we will be using their corresponding complexity class. More specifically, WPT stands for Weakly Polynomial Time, and SNPC and WNPC stand for Strongly NP-Complete and Weakly NP-Complete respectively.

**Linear Programming (rational) feasibility (LPFEAS).** The LPFEAS problem has weakly polynomial time complexity for convex polyhedra. On TVPI polyhedra, it has strongly polynomial time complexity because of results of Hochbaum-Naor [HN94] and Cohen-Megiddo [CM94]. Since the problem is defined over rational polyhedra on which the monotonization transformation does not change the precision, the non-monotone variants of the problem on both TVPI and UTVPI polyhedra have the same complexities as their monotone variants. The complexity of feasibility of UTVPI polyhedra and m-UTVPI polyhedra is the complexity of Bellman-Ford algorithm [Bel58, FF62].

**Linear Programming (rational) Optimization (LPOPT).** The LPOPT problem on convex polyhedra is weakly polynomial time. On TVPI polyhedra, the complexity is $O(m^3n^2 \log m \log B)$ due to the result of Wayne [Way99]. Though better than convex polyhedra, it is still weakly polynomial time due...
to presence of $B$ in the complexity formula. For UTVPI polyhedra, as the constraint matrix has only \{0, \pm1\} elements, the problem has strongly polynomial time complexity. Using the duality result of linear programming, the flow problems–of which min-cost-flow and Bellman-Ford problems could be considered as special cases, for TVPI and UTVPI polyhedra respectively–can be shown to have the same complexities as the LPOPT problem.

**Integer Linear Programming Feasibility/Optimization (ILPFEAS/ILPOPT).** The ILPFEAS problem is well known to be strongly NP-Complete [GJ79, prob. MP1, p.245] for convex polyhedra. On TVPI polyhedra, the problem has been proved to be strongly NP-Complete by Lagarias [Lag85]. For general UTVPI polyhedra as well, the same complexity holds as the vertex cover problem can be reduced to it. But, the corresponding problem over monotone TVPI systems is weakly NP-Complete as proved by Hochbaum-Naor [HN94] with complexity $O(mnB^2 \log(Bn^2/m))$. For monotone UTVPI polyhedra, the corresponding complexity is $O(mn \log(n^2/m))$ which is clearly strongly polynomial time. All the entries in the ILPOPT row have the same complexities as the corresponding complexities as ILPFEAS. (Though strictly speaking, only decision problems are tackled by NP-Completeness.)

**Fourier-Motzkin.** The problem of Fourier-Motzkin is well known to be doubly exponential in the number of variables with the number of inequalities rising to an exhorbitant $\lceil \frac{m}{2} \rceil^{2^n}$. Hochbaum-Naor’s result on the other hand shows the polynomiality for TVPI polyhedra. The same result applies to for UTVPI polyhedra as well.

**Generator representation (GEN ($\mathcal{V} \leftrightarrow \mathcal{H}$)).** Even for Interval polyhedra, the problem of converting from constraint to generator representation is exponential as illustrated by the $n$-dimensional hypercube. Hence this problem is exponential for any of the polyhedra and sub-polyhedral classes (or lattices) considered.

### 3.5 Polyhedral Approximations in Static Analysis

The static analysis community has been considering the tradeoffs between different Sub-Polyhedra as a means of trading expressiveness for computational complexity in solving abstract interpretation problems [CC77]. The pioneering work of Cousot and Cousot [CC76] introduced Interval (Interval) abstract domain, and was followed by the introduction of Polyhedron (Poly) abstract domain by Cousot and Halbwachs [CH78]. In recent times, this was followed by the breakthrough work by Miné [Min01a] on Octagon abstract domain (Octagons) in 2001. This work led to the use of many Sub-Polyhedra which have been found to be both expressive enough as well as cost effective for many static analysis and other run-time program verification problems like value range analysis, bounds checking of indices of array variables, buffer overflows, validation of array accesses etc. It is interesting that almost the entire range of Sub-Polyhedral abstract domains being used in recent times fit within the range defined by the works of Cousot, Cousot and Halbwachs in the late 70s: interval abstract domain by Cousot and Cousot [CC76], and polyhedron abstract domain by Cousot and Halbwachs [CH78].
In formulating these applications, the static analysis community uses descriptions of programs called abstract domains. An abstract domain is presented as a lattice \( \langle D, \sqsubseteq, \sqcup, \sqcap \rangle \), with \( \sqsubseteq \) being an ordering predicate, and \( \sqcap \) and \( \sqcup \) being the associated meet and join operators respectively. Many of the static analysis problems can be formulated as general polyhedral operations in the Poly abstract domain, in which \( D \) are convex sets that can be described by finite number of general linear inequalities. But the static analysis community has found Poly to be too expensive for the applications of interest, for several reasons.

Firstly, the need for join (\( \sqcup \)) operators on polyhedra. The most precise join operation calculates the closure of the convex hull of the two input polyhedra, that is, a set of inequalities that represent the smallest space that includes the two input polyhedra. One straightforward way to do the above is to use the generator representation of the two polyhedra and compute the convex hull. This method needs the generator representation of both of them, and a conversion from constraint representation to generator representation and back. Hence it can take exponential time as convex-hull of even two \( d \)-dimensional hypercubes requires just \( 2^d \) inequalities for each hypercube, while needing \( 2^d \) vertices. In spite of many practical techniques to reduce the complexity, the asymptotic cost cannot be reduced by a large amount [HMG06].

Secondly, it is the recursive nature of (flow) equations which are solved in an iterative way until a fix-point is reached. In solving these equations, the meet (\( \sqcap \)) operator usually adds a few additional inequalities to an existing system and then the system is used for other operations like entailment checks (checking if \( P_1 \subseteq P_2 \) holds), or subjected again to join or even the projection operations. These requirements lead to the need for a so called closed system, in which all information between any pairs of variables can be inferred by using the set of constraints that involve only those pairs of variables. An example illustrating for closure operation on a TVPI system is annotating the system \( \{ ax + by \leq c; dx + ez \leq f; \} \) by the additional implied constraint \( ae z - b d y \leq af - cd \) if \( a > 0 \land d < 0 \), so that the relationship between variables \( y \) and \( z \) can be discovered in constant time. Geometrically, closure can also be considered as the process of calculating all possible projections. Needless to say, closure is very costly for Poly.

Finally, another reason is the scale of problems that are being dealt with. For the more demanding applications coming from run-time verification problems, the more powerful Poly are simply unaffordable. Miné [Min06, page 4] says “... polyhedron domain has a memory and time cost unbounded in theory and exponential in practice”, while Laviron and Logozzo [LL09, page 2] say “... Poly easily propagates the constraints. However, ... the price to pay for using Poly is too high: the analysis not scale beyond dozens of variables, ... while mostly one wants to solve hundreds of constraints and variables.”. These results are further substantiated in the earlier study by Halbwachs et al. [HMG06]. It should also be noted that the abstract interpretation problems also have to deal with memory scalability problems because of large size of input instances that they aim to solve. The combined effects of the high cost of time as well as space complexities of Poly cause the above mentioned scalability issues.

Hence, Sub-Polyhedral abstract domains started being used, by either restricting the shape of the polyhedron (the weakly relational domain approach) or by a priori limiting the number of linear-inequalities that can be solved (the bounded domains approach). The most obvious in the first category are (multidimensional) intervals, or “boxes”, which have been used by Cousot and Cousot [CC76]. Beyond these
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sub-Polyhedra</th>
<th>Approximation (nature of constraint)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intervals</td>
<td>( a \leq x_i \leq b )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DBM</td>
<td>( x_i - x_j \leq c; x_i, x_j \geq 0 )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Octagons (UTVPI)</td>
<td>( \pm x_i \pm x_j \leq c )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TVPI</td>
<td>( ax_i + bx_j \leq c )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SubPolyhedra (SubPoly)</td>
<td>LinEq ( \otimes ) Interval</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pentagons</td>
<td>( a \leq x_i \leq b \land x_i &lt; x_j )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Logahedra</td>
<td>( ax_i + bx_j \leq c; a, b \in 2^\mathbb{Z} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Octahedra</td>
<td>( \sum a_i x_i \leq c; a_i \in {-1, 0, 1} )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Convex Polyhedra</td>
<td>( \sum a_i x_i \leq c )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.3: Some Sub-polyhedra used for Abstract Interpretation

are the Difference Bound Matrices (DBMs or MUTVPIs) by Bagnara et al, Miné and Shaham et al. [Bag97, Min01a, SKS00], Octagons, a.k.a. Unit Two Variables Per Inequality (Unit-TVPI or UTVPI) by Miné [Min01a, Min01b, Min06], Two Variables Per Inequality (TVPI) by Simon, King and Howe [SKH02], SubPolyhedra (not to be confused with the generic term Sub-Polyhedra using in this thesis) by Laviron and Logozzo [LL09], Octahedra by Clariso and Cortadella [CC04] etc. Other interesting ones include Logahedra by Howe and King [HK09] and Pentagons by Logozzo and Fähndrich [LF10] and template polyhedra by Sankaranarayanan et al. [SSM04, SSM05]. (U)TVPI is a special case of linear, (unit-)two-variable, template polyhedra. More powerful than all of these, of course are the Polyhedron (Poly) abstract domain by Cousot and Halbwachs [CH78]. Some of these varieties of Sub-Polyhedra are summarized in Table 3.3.

Of these, we discuss in detail the (U)TVPI domains primarily because of their worst-case polynomial time complexities, because of having graph theoretic as well as polyhedral interpretations, as well as because of the maturity of the existing tools and applications.
3.6 A Summary of Related Work

In this section quickly (re-)summarize the related work. Though this chapter had summaries of various works at different places, it is intended that this kind of summarization of related work at a single place would help in understanding the complexity context of sub-polyhedra, as well as place in focus our search for proper abstractions with the correct asymptotic complexities.

**Algorithms for (U)TVPI Sub-Polyhedra.** Sub-polyhedra, in particular (U)TVPI polyhedra had been of interest to the theoretical and algorithmic community because of the search for strongly polynomial time algorithms. UTVPI was pioneered by the work of Pratt [Pra77], while TVPI was by Megiddo [Meg83]. The state of the art in feasibility testing for TVPI systems is strongly polynomial time algorithms by Hochbaum and Naor [HN94], and Cohen and Megiddo [CM94] and for optimization of TVPI systems is weakly polynomial time algorithms by Wayne [Way99]. We are not aware of existing implementations of the above algorithms.

The strongly polynomial time algorithms for TVPI system for feasibility [HN94, CM94] should be contrasted with the weakly polynomial time algorithm by Wayne [Way99]. This discrepancy is an example of a complexity theoretic duality gap between the two problems. At the time of this writing, no strongly polynomial time algorithm is known for general optimization, namely objective function of arbitrary length, on TVPI polyhedra. Special cases, like maximization of a single variable and finding lexicographic maximum can be solved using the strongly polynomial algorithms which solve feasibility.

The state of the art for feasibility and optimization of UTVPI systems is by the well understood Bellman-Ford algorithm, which involves constructing a nearly $2m \times 2n$ size incidence matrix (constraint graph) encoding the difference constraints of the monotonized system and testing it for presence of negative weight cycles using the shortest-path problem. The latter has been extensively studied, beginning from [Bel58, FF62] to most recently in [CGG+10]. Efficient, though closure based methods for the same [Min06, BHZ09] are available in Apron [JM09] and PPL [BHZ08, PPL].

**Monotonizing transformation.** The monotonizing transformation can be done either on TVPI or UTVPI constraints to obtain a TU matrix. It has a rich history from the study of pre-Leontief matrices by Dantzig: a general convex system where each constraint has at most one positive element is called a pre-Leontief system. The reduction transformation of UTVPI to MUTVPI for algorithmic purposes seems to have been re-invented many times, though Hochbaum [Hoc04, HN94] attributes the formalization of its application to Edelsbrunner et al. [ERW89]. In the many works of Hochbaum like [HMNT93, Hoc98, HN94], it has been used for approximation of NP-Complete problems like vertex-cover, minimum-SAT, scheduling with precedence constraints, generalized 2SAT etc. Even the dual version of monotonizing the columns has been studied by Hochbaum [Hoc04] so that it can work as approximation algorithm for the flow problems whose duals are TVPI programs, like maximum-cut problem (an NP-Complete problem) and generalized flow problem. The abstract interpretation community has also been using it beginning with the work of Miné [Min06], though the attributions in some references [LM05, SS10] are incorrect.

Our presentation on monotonization closely follows Hochbaum’s [Hoc04] and Miné’s [Min06, Min04].
presentations. Miné [Min06] uses the above transformation for transforming the UTVPIs to MUTVPIs (DBMs). With such transformation, he uses an adjacency matrix representation for the DBM could be used for storing the original UTVPI constraints. Though we have covered the monotonization in its most general form, namely for TVPI constraints, for implementational reasons however, we would be converting only UTVPI systems into MUTVPI systems. Also, for most of this dissertation, we deal with rational polyhedra and hence, the loss of precision by monotonization does not affect us. An exception to this is in Chapter 8 on page 101, where we extend the already developed rational approximation framework to obtain integer approximations of NP-Complete problems. Even for many abstract interpretation purposes like the use of Octagons by Miné, the conversion of UTVPI’s to DBMs is not a concern as they too are mostly concerned with the emptiness of the rational polyhedron.

Simplex complexity and Hirsch conjecture. In the complexity aspect, Sub-polyhedra fare better than general convex polyhedra for which efficient algorithms are usually based on the widely used Simplex algorithm [Dan63]. Schrijver [Sch86] is a good reference for linear programming, while Ziegler [Zie06] is for the geometric aspects. Santos [San10, Zie06] disproved the Hirsch conjecture in 2010. Our presentation on Hirsch conjecture follows Kim and Santos’s expository paper [KS10] and Kim’s thesis [Kim10].

Sub-polyhedra in static analysis. The complexities of operations on general convex polyhedra are known [JMSY94, IMC06, Min06] to be considerably more time consuming than (U)TVPI polyhedra for abstract domain operations. Hence, Sub-polyhedra have been widely employed in abstract interpretation problems by the static analysis community as a means of trading precision for scalability. An excellent presentation of Sub-Polyhedra and its applications to abstract interpretation can be found in Miné’s thesis [Min04]. A comparison of the use of these, as well as more varieties of Sub-Polyhedra, along with their applicability to polyhedral compilation can be found in our work [UC11]. Of the many classes of Sub-Polyhedra, (U)TVPI polyhedra have extensively been used [Min06, BHZ09, SK10], with impressive results such as in Astrée [BCC+03, CCF+09]. Surprisingly enough, UTVPI polyhedra have first been used by Balasundaram-Kennedy [BK89] for loop parallelization applications. We will summarize their approach in the next chapter.

3.7 Conclusions, Contributions and Perspectives

In this section, we review the conclusions and contributions of this chapter, as well as discuss some perspectives.

Conclusions. In this chapter, we study the complexities of algorithms on (U)TVPI Sub-polyhedra. We showed that they have excellent theoretical properties that can be put to use in polyhedral compilation, and in particular affine scheduling. We also study the use of polyhedral sub-classes (Sub-polyhedra) as abstract domains by the static analysis community. We discovered that the static analysis community has been exploiting the richness of sub-polyhedra as a means of trading precision for execution time, and the same theme could help in obviating the scalability problem in the polyhedral compilation as well.
Contributions. Our contribution is in understanding which Sub-polyhedra, among the ones which have been of interest to theoreticians or to the static analysis community, are possibly the best suited to reduce the complexity of affine scheduling. Part of this chapter has been published in [UCT11].

Perspectives. One initial goal of this work was to see if any existing Sub-polyhedral libraries like Octagons by Apron [JM09] and PPL [PPL] or TVPI by TVPI-lib [SKH02] can easily be adapted to be used in the affine scheduling framework like the one developed in GRAPHITE [TCE+10]. We discovered that the reliance of the existing static analysis libraries on closure, and generator representation would be limitations for scheduling purposes. Addition of simplex solver in these existing libraries would not have helped the utility purpose of the libraries themselves because these varieties of sub-polyhedra are particularly suited for graph theory based methods of solution, not a tableau based one like simplex. Also, use of such an existing library would still need an approximation algorithm, one that transforms a general convex polyhedron into the chosen kind of Sub-polyhedra. Such algorithms have been not studied previously. This subject is developed in a later chapter (Chapter 6).

In the next chapter we will first study various methods in which approximations can be used in polyhedral compilation. This will be followed by proposal of a new scheme that uses (U)TVPI under-approximations of the polyhedra, by which low complexity algorithms of (U)TVPI polyhedra can be exploited.
Chapter 4

Polyhedral Scheduling and Approximations

4.1 Introduction

In Chapter 2 we showed that the current scheduling methods which are based on general convex polyhedra are unscalable. In Chapter 3 we studied various varieties of sub-polyhedra, along with a special emphasis on (U)TVPI sub-polyhedra. We learnt that because of the low complexity operations on these latter varieties, they could be used in affine scheduling. In this chapter, we study and propose methods to reduce the scalability bottleneck using (U)TVPI sub-polyhedra.

Overview of this section. Firstly, in the current section, we describe a rough method in which affine scheduling are made scalable. Next, in Section 4.2 we briefly discuss some previous techniques which have similar motivation as ours. This is followed by Section 4.3 where we study some existing algorithms that approximate a general convex polyhedron by a (U)TVPI polyhedron.

The above is followed by Section 4.4 where two new scheduling heuristic approaches which use sub-polyhedra are introduced, with an example to illustrate their working in Section 4.5. This is followed in Section 4.6 by a re-summearization of related work. Finally in Section 4.7 we present some conclusions, contributions, and perspectives.

4.1.1 Approaches for making affine scheduling scalable

The excellent worst-case complexities of operations and algorithms on sub-polyhedra provide a motivation for using them in polyhedral scheduling. Whichever be the flavor of sub-polyhedra—whether they are TVPI or UTVPI or some other—some choices have to be made about its use. Furthermore, there could be general convex polyhedra based approaches, that attempt to improve the scalability problem by employing proper heuristics. Here is one classification of such methods.

Dependence approximation. One may assume that the dependence polyhedra satisfy some criterion. The input to the optimization or parallelization problem is chosen to belong to a pre-determined flavor of sub-polyhedra.

---

8The level of detail in this chapter is at an expert level. Though a quick introduction has been provided in Chapter 2 a gentler introduction is in Darte et al. [DRV00, Chapter 5] and Bastoul [Bas12, Chapter 2].
sub-polyhedra. The dependence sets which do not satisfy those criterion must be *Over-approximated* by an
algorithm or heuristic. Some schedules may be lost, but only correct transformations will be modeled. This
necessary approximation is in the same spirit as classical abstractions and algorithms presented in [YA195,
DRV00]. We briefly discuss these classical dependence approximations in Section 4.2.1.1 and then by a
similar approach by Balasundaram-Kennedy [BK89] which uses UTVPI sub-polyhedra in Section 4.2.1.2.

**Constraint (Farkas polyhedra) approximation.** Another design choice is to keep the dependence
relations as general polyhedra, but approximate the constraints on the affine transformation itself. After
the transformation to the dual space through the Farkas lemma, the constraint polyhedron—the \((\mu, \lambda)\)-
polyhedron of Farkas multipliers—must be *Under-Approximated* (UA). Again, some legal affine transfor-
mations may be lost. We will discuss constraint approximation with (U)TVPI sub-polyhedra in Section 4.4.

**Simplex-based methods.** Beyond the above sub-polyhedral methods are simplex-based heuristic meth-
ods. The approach of Feautrier in his modular scheduling [Pea06] involves reducing the complexity by
calling the simplex algorithm on smaller systems or *modules* as well as making the simplex method aware
of the dependence graph structure. We will study his approach in Section 4.2.3.1. In Section 4.2.3.2 we
propose a new heuristic by which the simplex algorithm itself could be tuned to have fixed number of
 pivots so as to reduce its complexity.

**Additional approximations.** There are at least two more ways to use sub-polyhedra in polyhedral
scheduling. These are *domain approximation* and *objective function approximation*. In most cases, iteration
domains defined by the loop bounds form multi-dimensional intervals, and most non-interval cases belong
to the UTVPI flavor or triangular loops: As observed by Feautrier [Pea92a], “In nearly all practical
cases, each iteration domain is defined by two inequalities per loop”. Approximations are possible, but
require specific handling in the code generator to generate precise iteration domain traversals; we believe
the problem can be reduced to code generation for irregular, data-dependent control flow [BPCB10].
Regarding the approximation of objective functions, the strongly polynomial time bounds for (U)TVPI
polyhedra discussed in Chapter 3 only holds for a specific class of feasibility and optimization problems:
when the objective function has bounded number of elements, or when they have the same sign, or when
it is a lexicographic maximum. When the objective function is arbitrary, linear programming seems to be
required. This is discussed in detail in the literature [HN94, CM94, Way99]. We believe solutions can be
found to enable both kinds of approximations, but leave these as open problems.

### 4.1.2 Conditions for approximation

A general polyhedron has to be converted into a Sub-polyhedra for it use the algorithms or libraries
that specialize in it. An approximation can be an over or an under-approximation. In both cases, the
approximation algorithm must consider some issues:

- **Legality:** The approximated polyhedron should not yield illegal optimizations. Since the main em-
phasis is on correctness of the transformation, the approximation should satisfy legality conditions.
Examples for legal transformations are over-approximations in the dependence polyhedron space and under-approximations in the Farkas-polyhedron space.

- **Cost:** Low complexity running time: The conversion process should be asymptotically small (polynomial-time) as well as appreciably simpler. Further, it is preferable if its complexity is strongly polynomial.

- **Tightness:** The approximated polyhedron should be as close to the original polyhedron as possible. In case of rational approximation, the volume of the approximated sub-polyhedron should be as close to the original one as possible. In case of integer approximation, it should leave-out/add as few number of integer points as possible.

- **Expressiveness:** The approximation should give non-trivial results—feasible, non-degenerate polyhedra—for a sizable number of interesting inputs. Also, if the approximation algorithm does not take into account the objective functions, the feasible points in the result may not yield very interesting affine transformations in terms of the optimization problem they are attempting to address. Both feasibility and objective function affect the expressiveness of the overall approach. This expressiveness can be measured in terms of the quality of the overall optimization on approximate sub-polyhedra.

There are some more constraints that the algorithm must satisfy. We point them in Section 4.2.1.1 and 4.4.

### 4.2 Some Existing Approaches for Scalable Loop Transformations

In this section, we cover some existing approaches which can be adapted for scalability purposes, and ones which had already attempted to do so. First we quickly summarize the classic dependence over-approximations [YAI95] in the parallelization literature. Then, we summarize another early approach proposed by Balasundaram-Kennedy [BK89] which uses UTVPI polyhedra for task level parallelism purposes. This is followed by studying Creusillet’s approach [Cre96] who proposed scalable approaches for array region analysis using both under- and over-approximations. Next, we summarize Feautrier’s modular scheduling approach [Fea06] which is the first in the affine scheduling literature to declare the simplex algorithm itself as the main culprit of scalability. We also introduce a new method that involves tuning the simplex algorithm to run with fixed number of pivots, and follow with some miscellaneous alternatives, like the vertex method.

#### 4.2.1 Dependence Over-Approximations

##### 4.2.1.1 Classic dependence over-approximations

Over-approximations of dependence polyhedra, including sub-polyhedra and beyond-polyhedral abstractions, is a fairly well-known technique and have already been used in parallelization. This kind of dependence approximation leads to a loss of precision in the input itself. Different dependence abstractions have been proposed for dealing with loop nest optimization and parallelization. They have been excellently summarized by Yang et al. [YAI95]. Our view of them is summarized in the following hierarchy, where
Figure 4.1: The “zoo” of some dependence abstractions (over-approximations) used in the parallelization literature. The first row represents non-polyhedral (sub-polyhedral) domains, while the second and third rows polyhedra based domains. The last row represents domains which can encode the domains including the parameters.
DL stands for dependence levels, DDV for dependence direction vectors, DC for dependence cones, DV for polyhedral direction vector, DP for dependence polyhedron and DI for dependence \( \mathbb{Z} \)-polyhedron:

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{DL} & \subset \text{DDV} \subset \text{DC} \subset \text{DV} \subset \text{DP} \subset \text{DI} \subset \cdots
\end{align*}
\] (4.1)

A pictorial representation of the abstractions is shown in Figure 4.1. Here is a short summary of each of the above.

**Dependence Levels (DL).** Allen-Kennedy [AK87] introduced Dependence Levels for loop distribution and vectorization of loop programs. It is the weakest dependence model in the above hierarchy, which neither takes into account complex dependences in the input programs, or the the domain information. But surprisingly, the abstraction captures all the information necessary for the particular kind of transformations that their parallelization algorithm aims for.

**Dependence Direction Vectors (DDV).** It was introduced by the work of Wolfe [Wol89]. Wolf-Lam [WL91a] successfully used it for unimodular transformations, namely: skewing, permutation and reversal, with their program model having a single block enclosing all the statements and hence with a single vertex in the Reduced Dependence Graph. This abstraction also is too weak to capture complex affine dependences as well as domain information. However, for unimodular transformations over a single basic block, it is just enough.

**Dependence Cone (DC).** Irigoin-Triolet [IT88] introduced it for parallelization as well as tiling. Their program model supports non-uniform dependences, which are summarized by rays and vertices that look like uniform dependences. Their parallelization algorithm cannot handle complexities in the Dependence Graph, because it is quite similar to Lamport’s algorithm [Lam74]. However, their work along with Feautrier’s, which introduced dependence polyhedron DP, are the first to use polyhedra in compilation of loop programs.

**Polyhedral Direction Vectors (DV).** Darte-Vivien [DV97a] re-introduced the polyhedral variations of direction vectors of Wolf-Lam [WL91a] in the context of inner-loop parallelization. Their parallelization algorithm cannot handle affine dependences as it assumes an a priori uniformization step, nor domain information including parameters. However, the use of polyhedral concepts, as well as being able to handle complex RDGs along with the link to KMW-decomposition makes their work unique.

**Parametrized Dependence Polyhedra (DP).** This was introduced by Feautrier [Fea88, Fea91] in the context of analyzing exact dataflow analysis of the input SCoPs. Using this encoding, affine dependences can be encoded precisely using parametrized polyhedra. This is the most powerful framework within polyhedral scheduling because of the generality of the affine scheduling algorithm of Feautrier [Fea92a]. The latter is both a particular scheduling algorithm, as well as a family of algorithms because of the crucial step into dual space that is taken by means of application of affine form of Farkas lemma. By this step, the
twin problems of encoding symbolic parameters and needing to handle dependence edges between different vertices in the dependence graph can be handled in a unified and simple way.

**Parametrized Z-polyhedra and Dependence Information (ZP/DI).** Z-polyhedra was introduced by Le Verge [VQ95] to be the intersection of a rational polyhedron with integer lattice. They are also called Linearly Bound Lattices (LBL) and can encode index sets with non-unit strides. Gupta-Rajopadhye [GR07] extend them for loop tiling.

All the above varieties of abstractions are different approximations of DP, and of DI which can only be described using Presburger arithmetic [Pug92, Pug91], and of the exact, potentially non-affine relations. Considering dependence relations, an approximation must be an over-approximation; it will only yield correct transformations, although it may induce a loss of potentially interesting schedules.

At this time of writing (in 2012/2013), the beyond polyhedral dependences using Z-polyhedra are well considered to be unscalable because of the integer programming problems they have to solve. In Chapter 2 we had also established that polyhedral scheduling is as well unscalable, though it involves solving only a simplex algorithm. So we can safely consider that sub-polyhedral dependence abstractions could be scalable. But, the overall motivation for the sub-polyhedral abstractions in the hierarchy in Equation 4.1 on the preceding page as well as the original papers that proposed them, has been to solve a particular parallelization algorithm or transformation. For example, DL has been proposed for data-parallelism detection and loop reversal, and DDV for all unimodular transformations mainly targeted at inner-loop parallelism. Modern architectures need transformations more powerful than just inner loop parallelism that these can offer. Arguably, the primary transformations that modern architecture with multi-cores needs are outer-loop parallelism along with inner-loop parallelism, tiling and loop fusion. Also, the goal of the comparison by Yang et al. [YAI95] has not been to find whether the particular dependence abstraction scales well, but whether the particular abstraction fits well its application purpose.

**4.2.1.2 Balasundaram-Kennedy’s simple sections**

UTVPI polyhedra have previously been used by Balasundaram and Kennedy [BK89] in loop parallelization applications, namely for data dependence analysis and domain simplification. The authors call them *simple sections* and are perhaps the first to use sub-polyhedra in compilation. Since their work is also related to parallelization, same as our objective, we summarize their work.

The problem that Balasundaram-Kennedy want to solve is *task level parallelism*, namely, detection and exploitation of parallelism between different loop nests, or between different subroutines. For this, they propose *Data Access Descriptors (DADs)*, as an abstraction for summarization of data dependences between different tasks.

Similar abstractions have been proposed earlier by Callahan [Cal87], who suggested that dependences between tasks be summarized using *Regular Section Descriptors (RSDs)*, which are but affine functions of the form \( \{x \mid Ax \leq b\} \), where \( A \) is restricted to only upper-triangular matrices.\(^9\) Though this abstraction

\(^9\)This is only one of the many definitions for RSDs. In the literature, there exist other definitions. According to their initial definition [CK88], they can represent elements, rows, columns, diagonals, and their higher dimensional analogs. Another definition is that they can encode array regions in a triplet notation \((1b : ub : step)\) on each array dimension.
stems from the valid observation that normal loop nests mostly have domains and data accesses of the above variety and hence are quite useful for summarization, operations on RSDs indeed are as costly as general convex polyhedra. Hence Callahan introduces restricted-RSD (RRSD), a relational domain which can encode only accesses of the type: single rows, single columns, diagonals, or access of entire arrays.

Beginning from the above two kinds of descriptors, Balasundaram-Kennedy introduce DADs as an intermediate descriptor using simple sections—which are but UTVPI polyhedra—as access patterns, with a goal of achieving a precision vs. cost tradeoff. The following is their definition of DADs:

**Definition 4.2.1.2 [Data Access Descriptor (DAD)].** Given an $n$-dimensional array $A$ that is accessed within a region $R$ of a program, the Data Access Descriptor (DAD) for $A$ in $R$, denoted by $\delta_R(A)$ is a 3-tuple $\langle \theta, S, \tau \rangle$, where $\theta$ is the reference template, $S$ is the simple section approximating the portion of $A$ that is accessed within $R$, and $\tau$ is the traversal order of $S$.

**Example 4.2.1.2 [DAD of Balasundaram-Kennedy].** The following is a typical descriptor of Balasundaram-Kennedy:

$$ \text{Dep}_{R_1}(A) = \left\langle \begin{array}{c} x_1, x_2 \\ 1 \leq x_1, x_2 \leq 100 \\ 2 \leq x_1 + x_2 \leq 200 \\ -99 \leq x_1 - x_2 \leq 99 \\ x_1 \succ x_2 \end{array} \right\rangle $$

It can be seen that the data access patterns (the $S$ fields) are UTVPI polyhedra. In Figure 4.2, we have shown some examples taken from their paper.

To obtain a collection of DADs from input loop program(s) with array accesses, Balasundaram-Kennedy suggest some over-approximation conditions including support of union and intersection operators on UTVPI polyhedra. They even suggest modifying Banerjee’s conditions for dependence analysis. Balasundaram-Kennedy cite task parallelism and task pipelining as applications which could use their DAD abstraction.

Clearly, Balasundaram-Kennedy’s approach is a step in the right direction to solve the scalability problem of parallelization. They note that general convex polyhedra [Tri84, IT88], if used for encoding dependences, is quite general but costly. Simple sections could be considered to be a parametric integer set abstraction, a concept which was introduced later by Yang et al. [YA95], and hence could be considered to form a basis of the later work. UTVPI as dependence abstractions are not directly comparable with other abstractions such as DC, but is larger than DDV and smaller than DV.

Balasundaram-Kennedy’s observation to create an intermediate abstraction supported by low complexity operators of intersection and union preceeds the much later Octagon abstract domain work by Miné [Min06]. For static analysis purposes as well, their work could be considered as predating the latter work of using sub-polyhedra, but for the fact they do not introduce any normal form for use as an abstract domain. Miné’s work [Min06] on introducing closure algorithms with tightening operators, along with his data structural support in Apron [JM09], makes it more general than their work.

Even Balasundaram and Kennedy’s framework also is not based on affine scheduling, which is much powerful, as it encodes many more kinds of useful transformations. Their parallelization scheme can only
for (i = 1; i <= 100; i++)
{
    for (j = 1; j <= 100; j++)
    {
        A[j][i] = ...  
    }
}

for (i = 1; i <= 100; i++)
{
    for (j = 1; j <= 100; j++)
    {
        A[i][i] = ...  
    }
}

for (i = 1; i <= 100; i++)
{
    for (j = 1; j <= i; j++)
    {
        A[i][j] = ...  
    }
}
cover some specific kinds of transformations because of coarseness of the dependence graph. It needs to be extended for statement level parallelism and for loop-nests greater than depth 2. Extension of their work would also mean precise handling of parameters used in loop bounds because their input loop definitions can only have fixed bounds and not parameters. Though they suggest that their model can be extended for symbolic variables, it can easily be seen that the TVPI-ness is lost in such cases: \( \{i + j \leq 10\} \) is a UTVPI constraint, while \( \{i + j \leq N\} \) is not. The latter has to be handled either by making some assumptions on \( N \), or by an over-approximation or even by solving parametric UTVPI programs. Such special handling of parametric variables is not needed in affine scheduling because it involves a solving a non-parametric polyhedron obtained by application of Farkas lemma.

4.2.1.3 Our view of dependence over-approximations

Feautrier’s polyhedral approximation of dependences (as well as the more powerful DI abstraction) are really different from the ones lower in the hierarchy because they can handle the parameters symbolically. A parameter can be considered a constant that is not known at compile time, which is not equivalent to considering it as an additional index-variable in several key problems, including linear programming and piece-wise feasibility with respect to the parametric context. But the surprising fact is that Farkas-based affine transformations do not need to solve a parametric linear programming formulation at all. Hence it is clear that though solving parametric linear programs cannot be avoided for solving the dependence analysis problem, it can however be avoided for affine transformation algorithms using the Farkas lemma or Vertex method. Such algorithms can use existing sub-polyhedra without the need for a parametric extension.

The view in this dissertation is that polyhedral abstractions like DP which include a provision for handling parameters, should be used in loop transformations as they are extremely powerful to capture domains, dependences and transformations in a single framework as well as being extremely rich to handle complex affine transformations like the ones mentioned above. The scalability problem should be tackled by proper algorithmic under-approximations of such a rich space rather than pre-determining either the input dependence information or the type of transformations.

4.2.2 Creusillet’s approximations in array region analysis

Creusillet in her dissertation [Cre96] suggests multiple ways in which array region analysis can be done, while building theoretical frameworks—exact and approximate semantics—which are independent of the particular representations and analyses. Specifically, she defines several types of array regions: READ and WRITE regions to summarize the effects of instructions and procedures; and IN and OUT regions that respectively contain the array elements imported and exported by the particular region.

Creusillet’s work is not in the context of program fragments in a restricted context like SCoPs [Fea91], but in more general and unstructured languages like FORTRAN, with even an interprocedural context. She notes that analyses that begin with dependence analysis in a restrictive language like SCoPs may be quite costly; also, in spite of the preciseness that is possible, the limitations may be too restrictive.

\[10\] We are thankful to Prof. François Irigoin who pointed us to the works in this section.
Analysis in more general languages however, while having a much wider area of application, conversely may be cheaper. The goal of her work is to perform analyses like interprocedural dependence analysis using READ and WRITE regions, and locality optimizations like array privatization using IN and OUT regions.

In this latter context, the traditional approaches have been to define may (resp. must) sets as over- (resp. under-) approximations of the exact solutions. Creusillet notes that under-approximations have been tried and found to yield trivial or uninteresting approximations. The main reason for this is that when the chosen domain is not closed under set-union—including domains like convex polyhedra [Tri84], and weaker ones like Regular Section Descriptors (RSDs) [Cal87, CK88]—the under-approximations are not uniquely defined. This directly means that, given an exact array region, no best under-approximation can be defined. Over-approximation however can be uniquely defined. Moving to more general domains—like Presburger formulae—for under-approximations may lead to unscaleable solutions. Wonnacott [Won95] reports the results of such an approach using Omega [Pug92, Pug91], but his analyses are limited to intra-procedural level; in an inter-procedural level, it is not known how such general domains would scale.

Creusillet [Cre96, Chapter 4] therefore proposes a method which uses both under- and over-approximate analysis at the same time. Primarily, she proposes theoretical framework using Complete Partial Orders (lattice theoretic frameworks [CC77]) to define under- and over-approximations. This is followed by proposal of a computable exactness condition for checking whether a particular over-approximation is equal to the exact solution. In this latter case, the under-approximation need not be computed as the same solution works as both over- and under-approximations. The advantage of the above work is that exact computation of the costly under-approximation is avoided, while at the same time, achieving the same through the exactness conditions.

The framework is part of the PIPS project [PIP], thanks to her extensive implementation. Experiments on large-size real-life applications lead to several loops containing procedural calls were successfully parallelized, thanks to the algorithms suggested in her dissertation. Notable among the similar approaches is the work of Polaris [Tu95], where a similar approach has been applied using lists of RSDs. Further, Havlak’s work [HK91] is also with a similar theme.

The work in this dissertation is not directly comparable to Cresillet’s work; the former is about programs in a restricted context, while the latter is in a more broader context. Also, the former is primarily about affine transformations for tiling and code-generation, while the latter is about the dependence analysis and optimizations like array privatization. Further, in the above work, there is no asymptotic reduction in the cost of analysis; this is mainly because convex polyhedra have been used as elements of the semantic framework in the implementation.

In spite of the above differences, her work has a positive influence on this thesis. Her algorithms and implementation have been tested extensively and offer interesting application perspectives for our work. Also, a sub-polyhedral domain like (U)TVPI polyhedra, along with supporting algorithms which find over-as well as under-approximations algorithms can augment the work; it could provide an improvement in the asymptotic complexity. This suggestion is because her work predates the more recent works of Miné [Min06] on UTVPI-polyhedra, and Simon et al. [SKH10]’s on TVPI-polyhedra. Further work is needed in making
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the two communities of static analysis and loop-transformation build from the other’s work.

4.2.3 Simplex Based Methods

4.2.3.1 Feautrier’s scalable and modular scheduling

Feautrier in his scalable and structured scheduling \[\text{Fea06}\] begins with a complexity estimate of affine scheduling, and concludes that affine scheduling methods which use cubic time simplex algorithm to solve the linear programs for scheduling easily lead to algorithms with 6th power complexity in the number of variables in the input program\[\text{\textsuperscript{11}}\], making the parallelizer highly unscalable.

Feautrier hence proposes a modular specification language Communicating Regular Processors (CRP), an extension of C programming language, in which smaller systems or modules, comparable to functions of C could be defined. The modules communicate with each other through imports and exports, and communication channels between two modules are multi-dimensional arrays. The modules in CRP system could be scheduled independently from each other, leading to smaller size simplex problems and hence better compilation times, almost linear in the number of modules in an input system. Feautrier also proposes search methods in which the original program could be decomposed into smaller systems. Clearly, the modules in CRP can be compared to systems of Alpha programming language \[\text{MQRS90, QR02}\] and to processes in Kahn Process Networks \[\text{Kah74}\]. Using the above CRP system, Feautrier reports the execution times of usual schedulers, starting from tens of minutes and ending much longer. These longer times concur with the ones we showed in Chapter 2.3.2 on page 11 using the PLuTo system.

To reduce the compilation times, Feautrier suggests several heuristic techniques. Like the earlier work of Feautrier \[\text{Fea92a}\], the modular scheduling algorithm begins the simplification process of Farkas multipliers with Gaussian elimination. Though the above step does not remove all the \(\lambda\)-multipliers which appear in equations, it is helpful to some extent. For elimination of all of the \(\lambda\)-multipliers, Feautrier suggests three approaches: Fourier-Motzkin, parametric linear programming and Minkowski decomposition. Feautrier suggests using Minkowski decomposition since an individual module is likely to be small, and this method does not generate redundant constraints like the other two methods. This step has the advantage of a redundancy elimination at an individual modular level, thereby contributing to a smaller number of constraints in the overall system.

The above steps leave a polyhedron with only \(\mu\)-multipliers as variables. For solving the linear system involving only these Farkas multipliers, Feautrier suggests stepwise scheduling, a heuristic modification of the simplex algorithm, linked with an elimination process which exploits the structure of the dependence graph and hence the sparsity of the simplex tableau. He also suggests methods by which statements could be grouped together so that smaller simplex problems could be solved. All these steps lead to improvements in the execution times of the scheduler.

\[\text{\textsuperscript{11}}\] The discrepancy between this 6th power and the 5th power estimate we made in Section 2.3.5 on page 16 is simply because of different heuristic estimates of Simplex algorithm. Both concur that affine scheduling involves solving an LP problem of size \(|E| \times |V|\). We assume optimistically that the latter is \(O(|E|^2 |V|) \approx O(|V|^5)\), while Feautrier assumes pessimistically that it is \(O(|E|^3) \approx O(|V|^6)\). Though we presented some empirical evidence in Chapter 2 on page 7 followed by some more in the later Chapter 7 on page 89, further experimental validation of either of these complexity estimates, or even obtaining new one, by doing experiments on simplex across wide range of benchmarks like PolyBench \[\text{PB}\textsuperscript{13}\] needs to be done.
These methods are complimentary to using sub-polyhedra based methods: they can be complimentary to each other. Also, each of the individual steps in Feautrier’s method, namely elimination of λ-multipliers locally, redundancy reduction, using the structure of dependence graph and grouping of statements certainly are steps in the positive direction. However, the main limitations of the approach is that it does not guarantee any asymptotic improvement over existing methods. Also, it still needs to construct the simplex tableau whose size $O(mn)$ is quadratic in the size of the input system, and hence the input dependence graph. This can be a serious limitation in JIT compilers with memory constraints. Further, there is a chance that the optimizer loses its portability because it is tied to a particular simplex algorithm. Ideally, the parallelizer algorithm would like to use an out of the box implementation of simplex, like PIP [Pea88], and modifying the latter is an involved process.

4.2.3.2 Tuning the simplex algorithm

Another way of continuing to use Farkas based affine scheduling algorithms and still obtain a reduction in the time complexity, is to tune the simplex algorithm that is used for solving linear programs. Broadly, in this method, the simplex algorithm is made to run for a fixed predetermined number of pivots.\footnote{We thank Armin Größlinger for suggesting this approach at IMPACT-12 workshop as an alternative to our (U)TVPI based methods.}

As indicated earlier in Section 3.3.1 on page 28, we can assume that simplex usually takes $O((m+n)mn)$ observed time, with the number of pivots being always linear ($O(m+n)$) in number. These number of pivots can be reduced to a constant number, meaning that the simplex algorithm is tuned so that it automatically stops after $K$ number of pivots, where $K$ is an pre-determined constant, independent of either $m$ or $n$. With this method, the observed complexity of simplex would be $O(Kmn)$. If $K$ is sufficiently small and fixed, like ten or so, then the overall complexity would be $O(mn)$ which is not only small, but asymptotically the same as Bellman-Ford as guaranteed by UTVPI polyhedra. Also, this method has the additional advantage that it needs no further implementation than using a standard LP solver like PIP [Pea88] if the number of pivots can be bounded.

More empirical evidence is needed, but the following are the a priori objections to the above method, which is a heuristic for the simplex, rather than methods based on Sub-polyhedra.

This method cannot be made to give a lexmin, and the solution picked up by the basic feasible solution (initial solution) and improved a little by the constant number of pivots may be quite bad for a schedule.

For use in a parallelizer which needs a theoretical worst-case complexity guarantee, complexity of the above method is closely linked with a simplex implementation which can provide such a support for constant number of pivots. Though simplex implementation itself is fairly standard, a good implementation which can exploit sparsity, as well as provide good pivoting is quite an involved one. Compilers tend to use an out of box implementation provided by PIP [Pea88] or CPLEX [CPL] which do not have such a provision and such kind of investment in the LP infrastructure may be underutilized by such heuristic fixing of the number of pivots.

Also, the method still takes a $m \times n = O(mn)$ space to construct and store the simplex tableau, and quadratic space can be quite heavy on the system. In spite of simplex algorithms taking various
precautions about the table size increase by exploiting sparsity, our experience with PIP in our unscalability experiments (in Chapters 2 on page 7 and Chapter 7 on page 89) is that the above memory requirement is quite heavy for large SCoPs, especially for ones with more than 1000 dependences, and using any tableau based construction in JIT compilation could be unacceptable.

Further, we see below that using the (U)TVPI approximations can not only be applied to polynomial time affine scheduling methods for better worst-case performance, but also have the potential to give polynomial time approximate algorithms for loop scheduling problems that are NP-Complete. Also, if during code generation, integer vertices are needed, the UTVPI approximation can be tuned for that. These two problems cannot be solved with simplex based method(s) without paying the price of solving ILP programs. See Chapter 8 on page 101 for more details.

4.2.4 Other alternatives

To address this scalability challenge, we also consider some other existing alternatives for scalability problem. First we cover two non Farkas-based methods, the vertex method [RPF86; QD89] and the Darte-Vivien’s method [DV97a] and then summarize Pouchet’s heuristics [Pou].

The Vertex method. The vertex method was the most general “pre-Feautrier” affine scheduling algorithm and was proposed by Rajopadhye et al. [RPF86] and Quinton and van Dongen [QD89]. In this method, non-linear constraints on schedule coefficients (as variables) are avoided by converting dependence constraints from the hyperplane to the dual vertex/ray representation (Minkowski decomposition). This process leads to a constraint system with too many variables and constraints: practical dependence polyhedra are likely to have a very small hyperplane representation while having an exponential number of vertices. The method has more scalability limitations than Farkas-based scheduling, as shown by Feautrier [Fea92a] and confirmed experimentally by Balev [BQR98].

Darte-Vivien’s method. Darte and Vivien’s algorithm [DV97a], which relies on the DV abstraction which has been briefly summarized in the dependence abstractions section, is a non-Farkas method. It involves one LP call per depth of the decomposition: \( O(Z) \approx O(m^2n) \approx O(|E|^2|V|) \approx O(|V|^5) \), if we assume the \( d \), the depth of the decomposition tree to be bounded. Though it is likely that the gaussian eliminations of simplex algorithm terminate earlier for uniform dependences as evidenced in the slower rate of growth for ITR-SEIDEL example when compared to the ITR-MATMUL example in Section 2.3.2 on page 11, and there is even some empirical evidence [Mei96] to show that the running time of this algorithm is practically smaller than Feautrier’s method, this complexity is asymptotically the same as Feautrier’s algorithm,

Pouchet’s FM library and heuristics. The other notable approach which reduces the cost of solving the linear systems that arise in polyhedral compilation is implemented in Pouchet’s redundancy aware Fourier-Motzkin (FM) library [Pou]. It has been known that Fourier-Motzkin has doubly exponential complexity, though it empirically scales well [Pug92]. Though a detailed comparison is needed, we note
that Pouchet’s method does not \textit{asymptotically} reduce the complexity in a predictable way. Nevertheless, it is clear that the overall search space contains many valid yet useless transformations, and many redundant ones in terms of generated code or behavior on the target platform. This is why we consider our work to be complementary to the FM approach and the heuristics therein.

4.3 Some Existing Algorithms to Approximate into Sub-polyhedra

From the sub-polyhedral literature, we are not aware of any systematic study of under-approximation algorithms. We however are aware of two algorithms on over-approximation. Here is a summary of them. Some more heuristic methods are listed in conclusions section.

4.3.1 Interval over-approximation

Interval over-approximation of an arbitrary polyhedron is a trivial approximation and has been assumed and solved many times in polyhedral literature.

For a system with $n$ variables and $m$ constraints, one can run $2n$ linear programs, twice per each variable $x_i$, with the objective function being $\max(x_i)$ and $\min(x_i)$, each returning the upper-bound and lower-bound respectively of variable $x_i$.

The above method is simple, and has cost $2nZ$, which on average case takes $O(m^2n^2)$ time, and could be quite affordable if $n$ and $m$ are small. Further, the method can use an existing simplex implementation.

But, it is likely that the above approximations are relatively uninteresting for a majority of programs.

4.3.2 UTVPI over-approximation by Miné

Miné [Min06, Section 4.3] proposes an algorithm to over-approximate a general polyhedron into a UTVPI-over-approximation. The algorithm however uses the generator representation and has the cost $O(d^2(|R| +}
where \( d \) is the dimension and \(|R|\) and \(|V|\) are the number of rays and vertices respectively. It returns the tightest over-approximation-UTVPI of the given polyhedron.

Briefly, the method uses a greedy approach of incrementally building an Octagon, exploiting another already developed algorithm to do convex union of two octagons and octagonalize the result. The over-approximation algorithm begins with an arbitrary vertex of the input polyhedron, which is trivially an Octagon and iteratively adds vertices to it, each time obtaining an incremental octagonal convex-hull for that particular set of vertices which have been over-approximated. A similar procedure is repeated for each ray of the polyhedron as well. The result of this algorithm is the tightest over-approximation for the input polyhedron.

If the above algorithm of Miné is considered to be equivalent of Prim’s algorithm for finding minimum spanning tree for a directed graph in the sense of maintaining a single tightest UTVPI-OA polyhedron of the generators already approximated, it can even be adapted to run similar to Kruskal’s algorithm by maintaining a forest of UTVPI-OAs [CSRL01] which can be incrementally coalesced to form the overall UTVPI-OA.

Needless to say, the method given as well as its variation suggested above use the generator representation of the polyhedron which could be costly. We are aware of no efficient algorithm to directly compute the UTVPI over/under-approximations using only the constraint representation.

### 4.3.3 TVPI over-approximation by Simon-King-Howe

Simon, King and Howe [SKH10] Section 3.2.6 propose an algorithm to over-approximate a general polyhedron into its TVPI-over-approximation.

Briefly, the approximates a constraint \( a_1x_1 + \cdots + a_nx_n \leq c \) of a Polyhedron \( P \) using the set of constraints \( a_jx_j + a_kx_k \leq c - c_{j,k} \) for every \( 1 \leq j < k \leq n \). They propose that each \( c_{j,k} \) can be calculated as the result of a linear programming problem: \( c_{j,k} = \min \text{Exp}(\sum_{i \in \{1, \ldots, n\} \setminus \{j,k\}} a_i x_i, \text{OA}(P)) \) and \( \text{OA}(P) \) is the incremental over-approximation polyhedron obtained at the \( i \)'th step of computation. The above step needs to be iterated for each non-TVPI constraint of \( P \).

For converting a general polyhedron with \( n \) variables and \( m \) constraints into a TVPI over-approximation, it can be seen that the above algorithm has cost \( n^2m^2Z \), which in average case takes \( \mathcal{O}(m^4n^3) \approx \mathcal{O}(n^7) \) time, assuming \( m = \mathcal{O}(n) \). This could be quite expensive, unless \( n \) is very small.

Further, the above method is hampered by unbounded variables in the original set of constraints. For example the polyhedron \( \{x, y, z | x + y + z \leq 1\} \) cannot be over-approximated by the above method as \( c_{j,k} \) variables are returned as unbounded variables each time in the calls to \( \min \text{Exp} \).

Other than the above result, as far as we know, this process of efficiently over-approximation of a general linear program using TVPI constraints is an open problem.

---

\[^{13}\text{One way of looking at the above step is that it fills in } c_{j,k} \text{ entries into a lower-diagonal matrix of size } n \times n.\]
4.4 A New Schema using Schedule Space Under-Approximation

In this thesis, we propose that the Farkas system $P$ be Under-Approximated (UA) to improve the scalability of the scheduling algorithm. This means that instead of searching for an optimal feasible point in $P$, we search in $P_a = \text{UA}(P)$. The above approximation is legal and only leads to a conservative approximation of losing schedules, though it is well proven \cite{PBB+11} that $P$ is highly redundant with respect to schedule points. The overall process has to ensure that the approximation algorithm, as well as the solution finding time be scalable algorithms. We can restrict these requirements further and say that both of these algorithms should have \textit{worst-case strongly polynomial time} running times matching the complexities of (U)TVPI sub-polyhedra introduced in Chapter 3 and summarized in Table 3.2 on page 30. The polynomiality is not a general restriction for the approximation algorithm, as one can separate the overall process of finding schedules into an offline and online process.

The above approximation can also be done on a per-dependence-edge basis. In this method, the per-dependence-edge Farkas polyhedra $P_e$ are under-approximated, and the solution is found from the overall polyhedron obtained by putting together all the per-dependence UAs. Namely, by doing

$$P_a = \text{UA}(P) = \bigcap_{e \in E} \text{UA}(P_e)$$

If the above approximation leads to a non-empty polyhedron, then we can find schedules using $\text{UA}(P)$ instead of $P$.

In the above, we are exploiting the property that each of the individual $P_e$’s of polyhedral compilation are guaranteed to be non-empty \cite{Pea92a} directly as a result of dependence analysis. In polyhedral compilation, this property is true, as otherwise the statements corresponding to that particular dependence-edge could as well be removed from the program as a form of dead-code elimination. It also helps that each of the per-dependence-edge Farkas polyhedra $P_e$ are comparably much smaller than the overall polyhedron. This leads to the following direct approximation method:

**A direct approximation method using UA into (U)TVPI sub-polyhedra.**

1. Approximate each $P_e$ into a (U)TVPI-polyhedron $\text{UA}(P_e)$.

2. Build the complete constraint system by intersecting all the individual approximations: $\text{UA}(P) = \bigcap_{e \in E} \text{UA}(P_e)$.

3. Solve the system $\text{UA}(P)$ using appropriate solution technique: Hochbaum-Naor’s technique \cite{HN94} for TVPI polyhedra and Bellman-Ford for UTVPI polyhedra.

In Step 1 of the above method, as the individual constraint polyhedra ($P_e$’s) could be quite small, we could even use high complexity techniques. Step 2 of the above method is exactly as suggested by Feautrier and involves collating the under-approximated sub-polyhedral systems. Step 3 of the above method uses the (U)TVPI solution methods, like Fourier-Motzkin pruning of Hochbaum-Naor to determine the feasibility of a TVPI linear systems and Bellman-Ford algorithm for UTVPI systems. Both these algorithms strongly polynomial time algorithms (with $O(mn^2 \log m)$ and $O(mn)$ worst-case complexity respectively).
We claim that a valid schedule can be determined using the above method in strongly polynomial time. It follows directly from the polynomial-time claims of under-approximation as well as the bounds of the solution techniques.

Here is an alternative method in which a (U)TVPI-UA can be obtained.

**Indirect under-approximation using duality.** To obtain an sub-polyhedral under-approximation of a rational polyhedron $P$, one can transform the polyhedron into the dual-space obtaining $P^*$, and then obtain the over-approximation of the dual-polyhedron $\text{OA}(P^*)$ and convert the over-approximated dual polyhedron into primal space ($\text{OA}(P^*) \rightarrow \text{UA}(P)$) to get an under-approximation $\text{UA}(P)$. In effect, we will be doing $P \rightarrow P^* \rightsquigarrow \text{OA}(P^*) \rightarrow \text{UA}(P)$. The proof of these methods$^{14}$ is trivial using a simple convexity argument on the polyhedra involved. This over-approximation$^{15}$ can run on a per-dependence edge basis as well.

For the above methods to work, each dual polyhedron $P_e^*$ need be over-approximated by a min-cost-flow polyhedron, or even a generalized min-cost-flow polyhedron, as defined by Wayne [Way99]. This is because TVPI-polyhedra and min-cost-flow polyhedra are LP-duals of each other. The resultant over-approximation’s dual polyhedron will be a TVPI polyhedron.

The above procedures make the under-approximation and over-approximation as asymptotically comparable methods, but for the transformation into dual-space. In case when the constraints/vertices of the input polyhedron are too many, then the cheaper direct method could be used.

### 4.5 Scheduling using Under-Approximations: An Example

We illustrate the direct under-approximation approach on Feautrier’s one-dimensional scheduling [Fea92a] Example 1$^{16}$ which induces the following constraint system:

\[
\begin{align*}
\mu_{2,1} - \mu_{2,2} - \mu_{1,1} + \mu_{1,2} &= \lambda_{1,1} - \lambda_{1,2} \\
\mu_{2,3} - \mu_{2,4} &= \lambda_{1,3} - \lambda_{1,4} \\
\mu_{2,2} + \mu_{2,4} - \mu_{1,2} &= \lambda_{1,2} \\
\mu_{2,0} - \mu_{1,0} - 1 &= \lambda_{1,0}
\end{align*}
\]

After simplification by Gaussian elimination, followed by removal of $\lambda$-variables, the above becomes:

\[
\begin{align*}
C_1 : & \quad \mu_{2,0} \geq \mu_{1,0} + 1 \\
C_2 : & \quad \mu_{2,1} + \mu_{2,4} \geq \mu_{1,1} \\
C_3 : & \quad \mu_{2,2} + \mu_{2,4} \geq \mu_{1,2} \\
C_4 : & \quad \mu_{2,3} \geq \mu_{2,4} + 1
\end{align*}
\]

---

$^{14}$These methods work only when $0 \in P$. Otherwise, the polyhedra should be shifted so as to satisfy this condition. We will see in the next chapter how this complication can be avoided by using conical polarity.

$^{15}$This over-approximation is *not* the same as the dependence over-approximation discussed in Section 4.2.1. Here, it is the dual of the Farkas constraint system that is being over-approximated, while there, it is the dependence polyhedron that is being over-approximated.

$^{16}$The same example is also in Darte et al. [DRV00] Example 20, p. 220–222.
Let us denote the sub-systems as \( \mathcal{P}_1 = \{C_1, C_2, C_3\} \) from dependence \( \mathcal{D}_1 \) and \( \mathcal{P}_2 = \{C_4\} \) from dependence \( \mathcal{D}_2 \). It can be seen that the sub-systems \( \mathcal{P}_1 \) and \( \mathcal{P}_2 \) are not independent, sharing variable \( \mu_{2,4} \) with each other. Feautrier suggests two schedules to the above system.

- **Schedule 1**: Arbitrarily choose \( \mu_{1,0} = \mu_{1,1} = \mu_{1,2} = \mu_{2,1} = \mu_{2,2} = \mu_{2,4} = 0 \) and \( \mu_{2,0} = \mu_{2,3} = 1 \) which leads to the schedules \( \{\theta(S_1, i, N) = 0; \theta(S_2, i, j, N) = j + 1\} \).

- **Schedule 2**: This time, one can choose \( \mu_{1,0} = \mu_{1,2} = \mu_{2,2} = \mu_{2,4} = 0 \) and which leads to \( \mu_{2,1} = \mu_{1,1} = 1 \). The schedules are \( \{\theta(S_1, i, N) = i; \theta(S_2, i, j, N) = i + j + 1\} \).

Let us now study three sub-polyhedra and the impact on the affine schedules, in an increasing order of expressiveness. All three systems are amenable to strongly polynomial algorithms to compute schedules. Though in this thesis, we do not use interval approximations, we begin with an interval under-approximation for the sake of exposition.

**Interval under-approximation.** Neither of the sub-systems \( \mathcal{P}_1 \) and \( \mathcal{P}_2 \) are Intervals. One can however under-approximate each of them so that the resultant sub-systems are interval sub-polyhedra. Here is one possibility among many others.

For \( \mathcal{P}_2 \), choose the under-approximation \( \text{Interval}(\mathcal{P}_2) = \{\mu_{2,3} \geq 1, \mu_{2,4} = 0\} \) which is an interval. This leads to \( \mathcal{P}_1 \) having the system \( \{\mu_{2,0} \geq \mu_{1,0} + 1, \mu_{2,1} \geq \mu_{1,1}, \mu_{2,2} \geq \mu_{1,2}\} \), which is still not an interval. One can then choose \( \{\mu_{1,0} = 0, \mu_{1,1} = 0, \mu_{1,2} = 0\} \) leading to

\[
\text{Interval}(\mathcal{P}_1) = \{\mu_{2,0} \geq 1, \mu_{2,1} \geq 0, \mu_{2,2} \geq 0\}
\]

The overall system is \( \{\mu_{2,3} \geq 1, \mu_{2,4} = 0, \mu_{2,0} \geq 1, \mu_{2,1} \geq 0, \mu_{2,2} \geq 0\} \). One solution of the system is \( \{\mu_{2,3} = 1, \mu_{2,4} = 0, \mu_{2,0} = 1, \mu_{2,1} = 0, \mu_{2,2} = 0\} \), which results in schedules \( \{\theta(S_1, i, N) = 0; \theta(S_2, i, j, N) = j + 1\} \), which is same as Schedule 1 by Feautrier[Fea92a].

**UTVPI under-approximation.** It can be observed that \( \mathcal{P}_2 \) is already a UTVPI. On the other hand, \( \mathcal{P}_1 \) is “mostly” a UTVPI with constraint \( C_1 \) already being a UTVPI needing no approximation, while \( C_2 \) and \( C_3 \) have to be under-approximated into UTVPI. To obtain the UTVPI under-approximation intuition, one can observe that \( \mu_{2,4} \) is a shared variable between the non-UTVPI constraints \( C_2, C_3 \) and UTVPI constraint \( C_4 \). Since there is no other shared variable, we are free to choose any non-negative values to them, without effecting the others. The variable \( \mu_{2,4} \) along with each of the pairs of variables \( \{\mu_{2,1}, \mu_{1,1}\} \) and \( \{\mu_{2,2}, \mu_{1,2}\} \), creates halfspaces passing though origin dividing their corresponding 3d-space accordingly. One can simply set the value \( \mu_{2,4} = 1 \) leading to \( \text{UA}(C_2) = \{\mu_{2,1} + 1 \geq \mu_{1,1}\} \) and \( \text{UA}(C_3) = \{\mu_{2,2} + 1 \geq \mu_{1,2}\} \). Solving this system and choosing the other variables as \( \mu_{1,0} = \mu_{1,1} = \mu_{1,2} = 1 \) and \( \mu_{2,0} = \mu_{2,1} = \mu_{2,2} = 0 \) and leads to the schedules \( \{\theta(S_1, i, N) = 1 + N; \theta(S_2, i, j, N) = j + N\} \).

**TVPI under-approximation.** Since \( \mathcal{P}_2 \) is already a UTVPI it is a TVPI as well, while \( \mathcal{P}_1 \) needs to be under-approximated into one. The above UTVPI under-approximations are valid as TVPI under-approximations well. This is true because each coefficients of constraints belong to \( \{0, \pm 1\} \).
for (i = 0; i < N; i++)
{
  /* S1 */
  s[i] = 0;
  for (j = 0; j < N; j++)
  {
    /* S2 */
    s(i)=s(i)+A[i][j]*x(j);
  }
}

forall (i = 0; i < N; i++)
{
  /* S1 */
  s[i] = 0;
}
for (j = 0; j < N; j++)
{
  forall (i = 0; i < N; i++)
  {
    /* S2 */
    s(i)=s(i)+A[i][j]*x(j);
  }
}

Input Code Parallelized code with Schedule 1
{θ(S1,i,N) = 0; θ(S2,i,j,N) = j + 1}

Figure 4.4: Under-Approximations and their code

The method presented in this section is to find the UA in a heuristic manner for illustration purposes. In the next chapters, we show how the above schedules can be found by an algorithm that runs in strongly polynomial time.

4.6 A Summary of Related Work

In this section, we re-summarize the related work.

**Dependence approximations.** Yang et al. [YA95], Darte et al. [DRV00, Chapter 5], as well as Darte-Vivien [DV97b] are excellent references on dependence abstractions. Our summarization in Section 4.2.1.1 is based on their papers. Similar to these dependence over-approximations is the approach of Balasundaram-Kennedy [BK89], summarized in Section 4.2.1.2, who used UTVPI polyhedra for data dependence analysis and domain simplification in the context of loop parallelization, namely task-level parallelism and task-level pipelining. The “zoo” of polyhedral dependence abstractions has been inspired by the corresponding one for abstract domains by Miné in his dissertation [Min04, Figure 2.9].

Creusillet in her dissertation on array region analysis [Cre96] suggested the limitations of under-approximations in a more general framework.

**Polyhedral statistics.** An implementation of Shostak’s [Sho81] *loop residue algorithm* has been done by Triolet as part of her dissertation [Tri84] in the PIPS4U project [Pip]. Also, Pugh [Pug92] as part of the Omega test refers to the work of Maydan et al. [MHL91] who performed statistical analysis of dependence analysis constraints in Perfect Club Benchmarks as part of the SUIF project. Among the statistics is the reference to *loop residue algorithm* of Shostak [Sho81] for (U)TVPI constraints. The references indicate that a small percentage (86% of 9% of the total) can be handled using the algorithms of Shostak with a fixed cubic time asymptotic cost. Needless to say, the percentages are very small to be significant and in Chapter 7 we present statistics based on the PolyBench benchmarks that supersede these. Also, such
statistics are still on the dependence polyhedra, without any over-approximation algorithms for constraints or polyhedra that are not (U)TVPI.

**Unscalability of affine scheduling.** In the vast framework of affine scheduling literature, Feautrier’s approach in his scalable and modular scheduling \cite{Fea06} is the closest to our approach in Section 4.4 and is a proper predecessor. Feautrier himself builds from his earlier work on scheduling \cite{Fea92a} by properly defining and addressing the scalability problem and suggests some methods by which it can be alleviated. The questions raised there as well as its positive influence on our work cannot be under-estimated. The new scheme that we introduced in Section 4.4 builds from his work, and we consider both contributions as complementary to each other. But, it should be noted that any future work that attempts to couple both these techniques should be aware of the (mutual) limitation that simplex based methods do not preserve the (U)TVPI-ness of the constraint matrix because of the way gaussian eliminations—the main engine of simplex algorithm—operate: a gaussian elimination algorithm on a TVPI matrix normally destroys its TVPI-ness.

**Approximations of polyhedra.** We are not aware of any previous algorithm for finding low-complexity approximations of general polyhedra into sub-polyhedra other than finding the interval ("box") polyhedral OAs. The literature is scarce about polyhedral approximations and more so for UAs. The naïve method of projecting out some dimensions using a method like Fourier-Motzkin gives an over-appoximation, and at a very high time complexity.

Miné \cite{Min06, Section 4.3} adapts the vertex method for finding the UTVPI-OA of a general polyhedron. Simon et al. \cite{SK10, Section 3.2.6} propose an iterative algorithm for the TVPI-OA of a general polyhedron using Linear Programming. We have summarized these algorithms briefly in Section 4.3. Vivien and Wicker \cite{VW04} propose an algorithm to find the parallelepiped-OA of a 3d-polyhedron in vertex representation. Howe and King \cite{HK09, Section 4.4} propose using a heuristic “projection based method” to approximate a finite set of Poly constraints into Logahedra constraints using TVPI as intermediate step. More details are not given.

Kanade et al. \cite{KAI+09} propose a heuristic method of finding the bounded vertex representation of a polyhedron by converting its representation to generator form, and throwing away some vertices, thereby obtaining an under-approximation. Colón and Sankaranarayanan \cite{CSI11, Section 5} as part of extending their earlier work on template polyhedra \cite{SSM04, SSM05} also suggest using under-approximations, just like the above mentioned work of Kanade et al. \cite{KAI+09}. Both the above works primarily need over-approximations like many other works of static analysis, but algorithmically solve the under-approximation problem by convering into the polar space.

Kelly et al.’s work on transitive closure \cite{KPRS96} also could be considered to be a polyhedral under-approximation of the transitive closure problem which is defined on general presburger arithmetic. This latter problem, though being undecidable in general, has a wide range of applications and many of them in parallelism, like determining the redundancy of inter-processor synchronizations.
4.7 Conclusions, Contributions and Perspectives

We review the conclusions and contributions of this chapter, followed by discussing some perspectives.

Conclusions. In this chapter, we started with the conclusion of previous chapters that a scalability problem exists in affine scheduling methods whose primary engine is solving linear programs which use simplex algorithm and searched for alternatives. We studied some past work on the well treaded path of dependence approximation in the spirit of in Yang et al. [YAI95], as well as by Darte et. al [DRV00]. We studied also some existing (U)TVPI (over-)approximation algorithms, ones that convert a general polyhedron into its over-approximations, and showed their limitations.

Contributions. A new schema of polyhedral scheduling, “Sub-polyhedral scheduling using (U)TVPI under-approximations of Farkas polyhedra” has been introduced in Section 4.4. It is a promising approach with better potential as it can build using the power of affine scheduling technique and the better worst-case complexities of the (U)TVPI polyhedra. Two alternative strategies have been proposed: under-approximating on a per-dependence basis; or running the under-approximation algorithm on the overall Farkas polyhedron. The first scheme gives rise to separation of a preprocessing step of under-approximation followed by the actual scheduling step. The preprocessing can be run in an initial phase and even on a per-dependence edge basis. The scheduling phase which is the main bottleneck because of the large-size of the LP problems whose solving causes scalability issues could instead use the Under-Approximated polyhedra, which are but intersection of the per-dependence edge approximations. To our best knowledge our work is the first to propose such a scheme. The following table refers to the complexities of the methods proposed in this chapter:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Polyhedra and Algorithm</th>
<th>Complexity to solve overall scheduling problem</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Time</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UTVPI with</td>
<td>$\mathcal{O}(mn) \approx \mathcal{O}(</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bellman-Ford</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Section 4.4)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TVPI with</td>
<td>$\mathcal{O}(mn^2 \log m) \approx \mathcal{O}(</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hochbaum-Naor</td>
<td>$\approx \mathcal{O}(</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(Section 4.4)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simplex with fixed #</td>
<td>$\mathcal{O}(Kmn) \approx \mathcal{O}(mn) \approx \mathcal{O}(</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>of pivots (Section 4.2.3.2)</td>
<td>$\approx \mathcal{O}(</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Convex Polyhedra with</td>
<td>$\mathcal{O}((m + n)mn) \approx \mathcal{O}(</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simplex</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.1: Complexities of Affine Scheduling with Convex and Sub-polyhedra

Part of this chapter has been published in [UCP11].

Perspectives. One initial goal of this work was to see if a new parallelization algorithm can be designed using (U)TVPI sub-polyhedra similar to existing dependence abstractions like DC, DDV etc, but for
multi-core architectures. The motivation of the above is the wide success of the FCO algorithm of Griebl et al. [GFG02] as implemented in PLuTo [BHR08] with coarse-grain parallelization objectives. It still faces the same scalability problems as Feautrier’s algorithm [Fea92a]. Such algorithm are similar to Wolf-Lam’s algorithms [WL91a, WL91b], though using Balasundaram-Kennedy’s simple sections abstraction [BK89], each of which were shown to be limited in scope.

Certainly, as pointed out by Yang et al. [YAI95], the previous dependence abstractions were tuned either for a particular kind of input programs, or for a particular kind of transformations. But, none of these were designed with scalability objectives as part of design considerations. Balasundaram-Kennedy’s simple sections [BK89] comes under the same category, and though the authors hint at scalability as an objective it misses out the opportunities offered by affine scheduling. Hence, the study showed that re-adaptation of existing dependence methods by restricting the types of input is limited in scope.

Hence, a new scheme using (U)TVPI-UAs of Farkas polyhedra has been proposed in Section 4.4. Such a scheme is more powerful than the existing methods because of our ground in affine scheduling framework, and the use UA of Farkas polyhedra. But, we must also design scalable algorithms for constructing the (U)TVPI-UAs of general polyhedra. This is explored in the next two chapters, by first developing an under-approximation framework in Chapter 5 followed by proposing new under-approximation algorithms in Chapter 6.

\footnote{A possible open problem here is to design a parallelization algorithm similar to Lim and Lam’s synchronization free techniques which uses affine transformations [LL97], though using (U)TVPI sub-polyhedra with a goal of achieving scalability.}
Chapter 5

A Framework for (U)TVPI Under-Approximation

5.1 Introduction

In this chapter, we define a simple and sound mathematical background to build (U)TVPI under-approximations of polyhedra, to linearize the problem of finding approximations, and to prove that the algorithms we construct in later chapters return valid approximations. To give these sufficient conditions, we take two approaches: an intuitive and geometric explanation using duality/polarity in Section 5.4, followed by a more direct way using the equivalent Farkas lemma in Section 5.5.

Starting with a polyhedron given in constraint form as $P = \{x|Ax + b \geq 0\}$, we show that simple under-approximations of $P$ can be obtained by reasoning about over-approximations of the dual (polar), associated with the transpose matrix $[A \mid b]^T$. To accomplish the above, in Section 5.2 and Section 5.3, we introduce some basic lemmas about convexity like homogenization and polarity. Next, in Section 5.4, we construct a simple framework for reasoning about under-approximations and over-approximations in a unified manner. Finally, in Section 5.5, we show how the above construction could be used to define a per-constraint approximation scheme which helps to obtain TVPI approximations of the non-TVPI constraints in the input polyhedron. The reader is referred to standard books for a complete coverage [Sch86, Zie06].

5.2 Some Background in Convexity

The overall goal of this section is to introduce some convexity concepts and relate them to TVPI under-approximations. Much of the math here is presented from standard books [Sch86, Zie06].

5.2.1 Homogenization

Homogenization can be done on Polyhedra in $\mathcal{H}$-form (constraint form) or in $\mathcal{V}$-form (vertex form or generator form). The following definition is when $P$ is in $\mathcal{H}$-form.
Definition 5.2.1 [Homogenization]. Let $P = P(A, b)$ ($P = \{x | Ax + b \geq 0\}$) be a $\mathcal{H}$-polyhedron, then its homogenization is a cone and also a $\mathcal{H}$-polyhedron:

$$\text{homog}(P) = \left( \begin{pmatrix} A & b \\ 0^T & 1 \end{pmatrix}, \begin{pmatrix} 0 \\ 0 \end{pmatrix} \right) = C(P) \quad (5.1)$$

A similar reverse operation dehomog can be defined for the reverse operation of de-homogenization.

It can be noted that if $A$ is a $m \times n$-system ($m$ constraints and $n$ variables), and $b$ is a $m \times 1$-vector, then the homogenized constraint system $C$ (or homog($P$)) is of size $(m + 1) \times (n + 1)$. Note that the constants dimension has become an additional dimension in the $(n + 1)$-dimensional space. We would be referring to this dimension as homogenizing dimension and the other dimensions as non-homogenizing dimensions. Also note that homogenizing is a process that can be reversed by special marking of the dimensions. It should also be noted that homogenization is a rather trivial process, which can be constructed in linear time, and routinely done so in libraries like PIP/PolyLib. It however needs to be mentioned because this work deals with (U)TVPI constraints, which are defined to be having at most two non-zero coefficients in the non-homogenizing dimensions.

5.2.2 Polarity and conical polarity

The following is the definition of polar of a polyhedron.

Definition 5.2.2a [Polarity]. For $P \subseteq \mathbb{R}^d$, the polar set is defined by:

$$P^* = \{ c \in (\mathbb{R}^d)^* : cx \leq 1 \text{ for all } x \in P \} \subseteq (\mathbb{R}^d)^*$$

In standard books like Schrijver [Sch86], some of the theorems of polarity assume that the origin is an internal point of a polyhedron, namely that $0 \in \text{int}(P)$. For ease of notation, we use subscript $o$ to denote that kind of pre-supposition on the polyhedra: $P_o$ is a polyhedron such that $0 \in \text{int}(P)$. The polyhedron which satisfies this restriction can be expressed in $\mathcal{H}$-form as $P_o = \{x | Ax + b \geq 0; b \geq 0\}$. Note the additional non-negativity restriction on $b$.

A polyhedral cone $C$, however, because $0 \in C$, by definition.

Definition 5.2.2b [Polarity Properties: Polyhedra]. For $P_o^* \in \mathbb{R}^d$, whose vertices are columns of the matrix $V$ and whose rays are the columns of the matrix $Y$, the following are equivalent:

$$P_o^* = \text{conv}(0, V) + \text{cone}(Y) \iff P_o = \{x \in \mathbb{R}^n | V^T x \leq 1; Y^T x \leq 0\}$$

The above correspondences give rise to some well known polarity properties namely that: the vertices (respectively, edges, and facets) of the primal correspond to the facets (respectively, ridges, and vertices) of the polar. (A facet is a $(n-1)$-dimensional face.) Furthermore, the constraints of a polyhedron correspond to vertices/rays of the polar. We use these correspondences in the proofs of this dissertation.

From the above, we can easily derive the following definition of the polar of a cone $C$:  
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Definition 5.2.2 [Conical Polarity]. For $C \in \mathbb{R}^n$, the polar set is defined by

$$C^* = \{ c \in (\mathbb{R}^n)^* : cx \leq 0 \text{ for all } x \in C \} \subseteq (\mathbb{R}^n)^*$$

5.2.3 Polarity, (U)TVPI and (U)TCPV

A polyhedron can be represented in either of $H$-form or $V$-form. But, polyhedra that occur in polyhedral compilation are almost always described in $H$-form. This means that the polar can be described, using a straightforward linear time construction, in $V$-form. Converting the primal to $V$-form or the polar to $H$-form is however costly as it involves a call to Chernikova algorithm which has exponential time complexity.

In the following lemma, we implicitly use the above dual interpretation, without making an actual call to Chernikova. This dual interpretation is different from the dual representation in libraries like PolyLib, where a polyhedron (in either primal or dual space) is described using both $H$-form and $V$-form.

Note that in the above lemma, as we are using $H$-form (U)TVPI in primal, it implies that by a straightforward construction, the polar is in $V$-form.

Lemma 5.2.3 [(U)TVPI and (U)TCPV]. For a TVPI-polyhedron, the polar has vertices and rays which have not more than two non-zero components in the non-homogenizing dimensions. For a UTVPI-polyhedron, the polar has vertices and rays which have no more than two non-zero components each in the non-homogenizing dimensions. The components belong to $\{-1, +1\}$. We define the polar of a (U)TVPI constraint as (Unit-)Two-Components-Per-Vector or (U)TCPV vector. Further, we define the polar of a (U)TVPI polyhedron as a (U)TCPV polyhedron.

5.3 Polarity and Approximations

5.3.1 Polar of polar

The proofs of the following can be found in Schrijver [Sch86] and hence are omitted.

Lemma 5.3.1a [Polar of Polar and Equality]. (i) $(P_o^*)^* = P_o$, (ii) $(P^*)^* = P \cup \{0\}$, and (iii) $(C^*)^* = C$.

The proof of the following is straightforward (almost obvious), but we do it for completeness.

Lemma 5.3.1b [Polarity and Inclusivity]. For any two polytopes $P_o$ and $Q_o$, $P_o \subseteq Q_o \iff P_o^* \supseteq Q_o^*$.

Proof:

- To prove this, assume that $P_o$ is expressed in $V$-form and $Q_o$ in $H$-form. Let $P_o = \text{conv}(0, V_P)$ and let $c \in V_P$ be an arbitrary vertex of $P_o$. Further, let $Q_o = \{ x \in \mathbb{R}^n | V_{Q_o}^T x \leq 1 \}$ (this definition of $Q_o$ in $H$-form is possible because of only-if part of Definition 5.2.2b). Because of the inclusivity in the if-direction $P_o \subseteq Q_o$, we have that $V_{Q_o}^T c \leq 1$ is true. Comparing this latter with the definition of Polar of $P_o$, $P_o^* = \{ c \in (\mathbb{R}^d)^* : c x \leq 1 \text{ for all } x \in P_o \} \subseteq (\mathbb{R}^d)^*$, by Definition 5.2.2a), we infer that
all the vertices of $Q_o^*$ are enclosed by an arbitrary inequality of $P_o^*$. Since the same method can be iterated for any of the vertices of $P_o$, we have that $P_o^* \supseteq Q_o^*$.

- This proof part is similar to the “if part”, but assuming that $P_o^*$ is expressed in $V$-form and $Q_o^*$ in $H$-form.

The above lemmas can obviously be extended for any general polyhedra and for cones as well.

**Lemma 5.3.1 [Polarity and Inclusivity].** For any two cones $K_1$ and $K_2$, $K_1 \subseteq K_2 \iff K_1^* \supseteq K_2^*$.

### 5.3.2 Under-Approximation and Over-Approximation

The following corollary can be derived from the above lemmas.

**Corollary 5.3.2 [Toggling between OA and UA].** (i) $(\text{OA}(P_o^*))^* \subseteq P_o$, and (ii) $(\text{OA}(C^*))^* \subseteq C$.

The above corollary means that by taking the polar of a polyhedron and taking the resultant’s Over-Approximation (OA) one obtains a polyhedron whose polar is an UA of the original polyhedron. Hence, the first half above corollary can be used to find the UA of a polyhedron by converting into polar space and taking the OA of its polar polyhedron.

### 5.4 A Construction for Under-Approximation

Using the theorems of the previous section, one can reason about UA by talking about OA in the dual/polar space. But, using OA to find valid UA using duality-properties, means that one has to deal with the many cases of the polyhedron being bounded or not, whether it is homogenized or not (like in Lemmas 5.3.1), and whether origin is an internal point or not (like in Corollary 5.3.2.i). Further, the Farkas constraint polyhedra (even the per-dependence ones) that are obtained in polyhedral analysis do not necessarily have the origin as an internal point. Also, they are never bounded. So, we need a single framework to deal with all these cases.

In this section, we create a simple construction, using which the problem of finding a UA of a polyhedron in $H$-form is reduced to the problem of finding a OA of its polar cone in $V$-form. The construction uses homogenization and conical polarity and handles all the above cases in a unified and simple manner. The construction is the mathematical framework that gives us the basis to prove that the UAs we later construct in Chapter 6 are valid approximations.

The super-scripts $H$ and $V$ show whether the particular polyhedron is in constraint or generator form respectively.

$$P^H \xrightarrow{\text{homog}} C^H \xrightarrow{\text{polar}} K^V \xrightarrow{\text{OA}} K_a^V \xrightarrow{\text{depolar}} C_a^H \xrightarrow{\text{dehomog}} P_a^H$$

The following is some notes on the above construction:

- [Step 0] $P^H$: Input $P$, the Polyhedron to be under-approximated in $H$-form.
• [Step 1] $P^H_{\text{homog}} \rightarrow C^H$: Compute Cone $C$ by homogenizing $P$. Namely, $C = \text{Homog}(P)$. $C$ is a cone in $H$-form.

• [Step 2] $C^H \xrightarrow{\text{polar}} K^V$: Compute $K = C^*$, the Polar cone of the cone $C$. $K$ is a cone in $V$-form.

• [Step 3] $K^V \xrightarrow{\text{OA}} K_a^V$: Compute $K_a$, the Over-Approximation of $K$ such that $K \subseteq K_a$. $K_a$ is a cone in $V$-form.

• [Step 4] $K_a^V \xrightarrow{\text{depolar}} C_a^H$: Take the polar cone (DePolar) of $K_a$ to result in $C_a$, which will be a cone in $H$-form.

• [Step 5] $C_a^H \xrightarrow{\text{dehomog}} P_a^H$: Dehomogenize $C_a$ to result in $P_a$, which will be a Polyhedron in $H$-form.

In Step 0, $P$ could be a general polyhedron in $H$-form, possibly in non-minimal form (having redundant constraints). Step 1 follows from Definition 5.2.1. Here, the dimensions have to be marked as homogenizing and non-homogenizing dimensions so that it can help in approximation (Step 3), as well as in the dehomogenization (Step 5) later. No new homogenization is needed for performing this step other than what is performed in standard libraries. As mentioned above, this is needed in particular because the subject of this dissertation is (U)TVPI systems, which by definition cannot directly operate on cones without this special marking. Step 2 follows from Definition 5.2.2.

In the approximation process in Step 3, the Over-Approximation $K_a$ has to satisfy (U)TCPV properties, so as to respectively obtain the (U)TVPI approximation of $P$. More particularly, for $K_a$ to be a TCPV over-approximation of $K$, it should have not more than two non-zero components in the non-homogenizing dimensions. Further, for $K_a$ to be a UTCPV over-approximation of $K$, $K_a$ should be a TCPV vector and the non-zero components should be from $\{-1, +1\}$ (Lemma 5.2.3). In the approximation, one can neither throw away the offending dimensions, nor can throw away the offending vectors themselves (ones that are not (U)TCPV), as the remaining vectors may result in an under-approximation of $P$. If $K$ is being approximated on a per-constraint basis, the OA process could be such that $K_a$ has multiple vectors for each vector of $K$. The result of Step 3 is $K_a = \text{OA}(K)$. Steps 4 and 5 are reverse of Steps 2 and 1 respectively.

In the above, $P_a$ (respectively $C_a$ and $K_a$) are approximations of $P$ (respectively $C$ and $K$). More particularly, we have the following theorem:

**Theorem 5.4 [Approximations and the UA-OA Construction].** Let $P$ be a polyhedron defined in $H$-form. Let $C = \text{Homog}(P)$, $K = C^*$, $K_a = \text{OA}(K)$, $C_a = K_a^*$, and $P_a = \text{DeHomog}(C_a)$. Then, we have: (i) $K_a \supseteq K$, (ii) $C_a \subseteq C$ and (iii) $P_a \subseteq P$.

**Proof:** In (i) $K_a = \text{OA}(K)$ by definition. In (ii), $C_a = \text{UA}(C)$, because of Corollary 5.3.2 ii. Finally, in (iii) $P_a = \text{UA}(P)$ because of Corollary 5.3.2 i.

---

18 We refer dehomogenizing as the reverse of Definition 5.2.1 (Equation 5.1 on page 60).
The above construction algorithm can be done in linear time and can be considered to be a reinterpretation of the input polyhedron in $H$-form so that the validity of the UA can be proved, and simple scalable algorithms could be obtained for (U)TVPI approximation. In the above algorithm, using homogenization requires the origin to be an internal point. And, using polarity reduces the UA problem to the OA problem. But, one cannot swap the two steps of homogenization and polarity (swapping Steps 1 and 2 and following it by swapping Steps 4 and 5), for example, by taking the polar of $P$ and then taking the resultant’s homogenization. Doing so means that one has to “chop away” the origin from the polar of the resultant’s OA as in Lemma 5.3.1a.ii. Such a process involves the generator representation and is costly.

Observe that $K$ in the above construction is in $V$-form. Its generator vectors are columns of the following matrix:

$$K = \text{cone} \begin{pmatrix} A^T & 0 \\ b^T & 1 \end{pmatrix}$$

(5.2)

In matricial form, $K$ is of size $(n + 1) \times (m + 1)$. $K$ could thus be seen to be a transpose of Equation 5.1 on page 60. $K$ can also be written as the following:

$$K = \text{cone} \left\{ \left( \begin{array}{c} a_1^T \\ b_1 \end{array} \right), \ldots, \left( \begin{array}{c} a_j^T \\ b_j \end{array} \right), \ldots, \left( \begin{array}{c} a_m^T \\ b_m \end{array} \right), \left( \begin{array}{c} 0 \\ 1 \end{array} \right) \right\}$$

(5.3)

The objective of Step 3 remains to find the TCPV-OA of Polyhedron $K$ given in $V$-form. This problem can be seen as trying to find a cone $K_a$ such that:

$$K \subseteq \text{cone} (K_a)$$

(5.4)

By this Equation 5.4, if each column of $K$ can be written as a conical sum of the vectors in $K_a$, then the approximation remains a valid approximation. If each vector in $K_a$ is a TCPV vector, then the corresponding $P_a$ would be a TVPI approximation of $P$.

The alternate to the above scheme is to use conical polarity.

**A simplification using conical polarity.** From the definitions given in previous section, $K$, the polar cone corresponding to $P$ can directly be constructed from $\text{homog}(P)$ in Equation 5.1 on page 60 and its generator vectors are columns of the following matrix:

$$K = \text{cone} \begin{pmatrix} A^T & 0 \\ b^T & 1 \end{pmatrix}$$

We would still need the $\begin{pmatrix} 0 \\ 1 \end{pmatrix}$ augmentation because of preservation of lineality space of the primal in the polar. From the above, if we let $P_a$ (respectively $K_a$) be the approximation of $P$ (respectively $K$), we have the following equivalence:

$$K_a \supseteq K \iff P_a \subseteq P$$

(5.5)
From which follows Equation 5.4 and the explanation therein.

5.5 Approximation Scheme for TVPI-UA using TCPV-OA

In this section, we formulate the sufficient conditions to prove that the UAs we later construct in Chapter 6 are valid approximations. In fact, with the Farkas lemma in Section 2.2 on page 9 and the equivalent homogenization-polarity construction in Section 5.4, we do have all the necessary ammunition to construct an approximation scheme which allows us to built TVPI-UAs of general polyhedra. UTVPI-UAs are simple extensions of the material in this section.

In the rest of this section, for ease of exposition, we assume that the polyhedron $P$ is in 3-dimensions ($n = 3$). The latter polyhedra, also called as 3VPI polyhedra, are general enough to represent any arbitrary polyhedron. For polyhedra that are not 3VPI, a reduction exists that transforms any arbitrary polyhedron into its equivalent 3VPI polyhedron.

According to Shostak [Sho81], the transformation from general convex polyhedra to 3VPI polyhedra is said to have been suggested by R.Tarjan and is very similar to the reduction of an arbitrary $n$-variable boolean satisfiability (“SAT”) problem to a 3SAT problem. This transformation is not an approximation, which is the subject of this chapter. Here is an example to illustrate the reduction.

Example 5.5 [Reduction from convex polyhedra to 3VPI]. The constraint $w + x + y + z \leq 1$ is obviously not 3VPI. It can be seen to be equivalent to the system

\[\begin{align*}
  w + x &\leq v \\
  w + x &\geq v \\
  v + y + z &\leq 1
\end{align*}\]

which is 3VPI. □

Note that the UA algorithms we present do not need to this reduction. We use it only to show equivalence.

Let the $j$-th column of $K$, with $1 \leq j \leq m$, be $K^j = \begin{pmatrix} a_{j,1} & a_{j,2} & a_{j,3} & b_j \end{pmatrix}^T$. Then we have

\[
K^j = \begin{pmatrix} a_{j,1} \\ a_{j,2} \\ a_{j,3} \\ b_j \end{pmatrix} \in \text{cone}\left(\begin{pmatrix} t_{1,1} & t_{1,2} & 0 \\ t_{2,1} & 0 & t_{2,2} \\ 0 & t_{3,1} & t_{3,2} \\ p_{1}^j & p_{2}^j & p_{3}^j \end{pmatrix}\right) = \text{cone}(T^j) \tag{5.6}
\]

It can be noticed that each column of the matrix $T^j$ is a TCPV vector and hence when it is subjected to the reverse transformation of Steps 4 and 5 as discussed in Section 5.4 yields a set of TVPI constraints.

The above is what we call as an approximation scheme. In this scheme,

Definition 5.5 [Approximation scheme]. A non-TVPI constraint $a_{j,1}x_1 + a_{j,2}x_2 + a_{j,3}x_3 + b_j \geq 0$ in the original system is replaced by the set of constraints $\text{UA}(x_1, x_2, x_3) = \{t_{1,1}^j x_1 + t_{1,2}^j x_2 + p_1^j \geq 0; t_{2,1}^j x_1 + t_{2,2}^j x_3 + p_2^j \geq 0; t_{3,1}^j x_2 + t_{3,2}^j x_3 + p_3^j \geq 0\}$.

\[\text{Note that the } n \text{ here refers neither to the number of elements in the constraint, nor to the number of elements in the polar vector. It just refers to the dimension of the primal. In such a case, the number of significant elements in the constraint and dual-vectors is } n + 1.\]
In the above approximation scheme, every column vector of \( K \) which has more than two non-zero components is replaced by a set of TCPV vectors, such that the original vector remains in the conical sum of the replacements. The conical combination of the replacement vectors is an OA of the original vector \( K^j \). The above scheme remains valid as long as the \((t,p)\) variables and the \((a,b)\) constants satisfy the convexity requirement. One way for ensuring the same is by making the \((t,p)\)-variables satisfy the following additional constraints, which we would be referring to as context constraints for reasons that will be exposed later:

\[
\begin{pmatrix}
    t_{1,1}^j + t_{2,1}^j \\
    t_{1,2}^j + t_{3,2}^j \\
    t_{2,3}^j + t_{3,3}^j \\
    p_1^j + p_2^j + p_3^j
\end{pmatrix}
= \begin{pmatrix} a_{j,1} \\
a_{j,2} \\
a_{j,3} \\
b_j \end{pmatrix}
\quad (5.7)
\]

When such a set of \( T_j \) matrices is defined for each vector \( K_j \) of \( K \), then, we have \( K_a = \text{cone}\{T^1, T^2, \ldots, T^m\} \) and the resultant TCPV approximation would be \( K \in \text{cone}\{T^1, T^2, \ldots, T^m\} \). With the above, we give the following theorem, whose proof builds on Theorem 5.4 and the arguments given in this section.

**Theorem 5.5 [TVPI and UA].** Let \( P_a \) be the polar of the \( K_a \) vectors obtained in Equation 5.7. Then, \( P_a \) is a valid TVPI-UA of the original Polyhedron \( P \).

**Proof:** We employ the affine form of Farkas lemma, with the premise of non-emptiness of \( P \) guaranteed because of the per-constraint method. For the UA to be proper, the affine form corresponding to the original constraint \( a_j x + b_j \) should be expressible as a positive sum of the replacement TVPI vectors

\[
a_{j,1} x_1 + a_{j,2} x_2 + a_{j,3} x_3 + b_j \\
\equiv \lambda_0^j + \lambda_1^j (t_{1,1}^j x_1 + t_{1,2}^j x_2 + p_1^j) + \lambda_2^j (t_{2,1}^j x_1 + t_{2,2}^j x_2 + t_{3,2}^j x_3 + p_2^j) + \lambda_3^j (t_{3,1}^j x_1 + t_{3,2}^j x_2 + t_{3,3}^j x_3 + p_3^j)
\]

where the \( \lambda \)-multipliers satisfy \( \lambda_0^j, \lambda_1^j, \lambda_2^j, \lambda_3^j \geq 0 \). Pairwise matching for each of the \( x \)-variables yields:

\[
\begin{pmatrix}
    a_{j,1} \\
a_{j,2} \\
a_{j,3} \\
b_j
\end{pmatrix}
= \begin{pmatrix}
    \lambda_0^j t_{1,1}^j + \lambda_1^j t_{2,1}^j + \lambda_2^j t_{3,1}^j \\
    \lambda_0^j t_{1,2}^j + \lambda_1^j t_{2,2}^j + \lambda_2^j t_{3,2}^j \\
    \lambda_0^j t_{1,3}^j + \lambda_1^j t_{2,3}^j + \lambda_2^j t_{3,3}^j \\
    \lambda_0^j p_1^j + \lambda_1^j p_2^j + \lambda_2^j p_3^j
\end{pmatrix}
\quad (5.8)
\]

Setting \( \lambda_1^j = \lambda_2^j = \lambda_3^j = 1 \) yields the context constraints defined in Equation 5.7, proving the validity of the approximation, except for the additional \( \lambda_0^j \) in the homogenizing-dimension-matching. Setting \( \lambda_0^j = 0 \) is safe, and we will see later that it actually contributes to the quality of the approximation.

The problem remains to find such a set of \((t,p)\) variables satisfying the above context constraints Equation 5.7 so that the approximation remains valid. It can be seen that searching for the \((t,p)\) variables directly could lead to a non-linear (quadratic) formulation. Even searching for \( t \)-variables that satisfy the above constraints turns out to be non-linear. But, as they are existentially quantified, the equations be
solved using advanced quantifier elimination techniques like [Tar51], which are well known to be unscalable beyond small inputs and certainly not polynomial.

In the next chapter however, we propose some linearizations of the above mentioned approximation scheme, so that the approximation algorithms remain scalable. This is done first as a heuristic where both $(t,p)$-variables are arbitrarily fixed, and then as a more formal method where only the $t$-variables are fixed, while the $p$-variables are found by an LP formulation.
5.6 Conclusions

In this chapter, we use a simple framework based on polarity and showed that it can be used for designing the Under-Approximation algorithms. We also studied a direct application of Farkas lemma as an alternate to the framework, which achieved the same very concisely. A more detailed presentation of this material can be found in [UC11, UC12]. An illustration of the duality construction is shown in Figure 5.1.

Three equivalent alternatives: This chapter showed three alternate ways of obtaining under-approximations through the use of duality: by the use of a homogenization-polarity construction, use of conical polarity and Farkas lemma. Each of these are equally powerful to the other and show that there are many alternate ways of looking at our scheme and proving its validity.

This chapter is closely tied with the algorithms presented in the next chapter. So, more detailed conclusions and perspectives are offered after covering the algorithms.

---

\(^{20}\) We thank Paul Feautrier and Armin Gr"{o}ßlinger for suggesting this proof simplification.
Chapter 6

Polynomial Time (U)TVPI
Under-Approximation Algorithms

6.1 Introduction

In this chapter, we use the framework developed in Chapter 5 and develop worst-case polynomial time algorithms for obtaining (U)TVPI under-approximations of polyhedra. Firstly, in Section 6.2 we give a strongly polynomial time per-constraint algorithm for TVPI-UA. Then, in Section 6.3 we give an LP based per-constraint weakly polynomial time algorithm for TVPI-UA. In Section 6.4 we propose various ways in which the above LP based algorithm can be applied when multiple non-TVPI constraints are present. In Section 6.5 we give a strongly polynomial algorithm that gives a UTVPI-UA of a TVPI polyhedron. In Section 6.6 we briefly sketch a parametrized UTVPI-UA approximation method. In Section 6.7 we discuss the metrics and complexity of the algorithms. Finally, in Section 6.8 we conclude with a summary of the contributions, and discuss some perspectives.

6.2 The Median method for TVPI-UA

In this section, we introduce a simple per-constraint heuristic using the framework developed in Sections 5.4 and 5.5. The main idea of this approximation is Equation 5.4 on page 64 which states that the original vector can be approximated by any set of the replacement TCPV vectors, as long as the former remains in the cone of the latter.

Definition 6.2 [Median method: 3-d case]. The inequality $ax + by + cz + 1 \geq 0$ can be approximated by the set of inequalities $\{ax + by + \frac{2}{3} \geq 0; ax + cz + \frac{2}{3} \geq 0; by + cz + \frac{2}{3} \geq 0; \}$. Geometric intuition for the above derives from the observation of the polar space, where the above
The intuition for the above approximation comes from Equation 5.6 on page 65. In that equation, the values of t-variables and p-variables satisfy Equation 5.7 on page 66; such assignments have to be found out to obtain an approximation. As explained in Chapter 5, the t-variables have to be determined by a choice so that linearity is satisfied. The method in this section fixes the p variables also in a heuristic manner by dividing the available “budget” in the homogenizing dimensions equally between the values in the homogenizing dimensions of the replacement TCPV vectors. This is not the only way for obtaining an approximation. It is one of the many ways, which is intuitive and builds the platform for more powerful under-approximations that we will see in later sections. We call this the median method because the original vector is the median of the replacement vectors in the polar space.

4-d case. For illustration purposes, the approximation is the following for 4d case

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
a \\
b \\
c \\
d \\
1
\end{bmatrix} \in \text{cone} \begin{bmatrix}
\frac{1}{2}a & \frac{1}{2}a & 0 \\
\frac{1}{2}b & 0 & \frac{1}{2}b \\
0 & \frac{1}{2}c & \frac{1}{2}c \\
\frac{1}{3} & \frac{1}{3} & \frac{1}{3}
\end{bmatrix}
\]

General n-d case. The above can be easily be generalized to n-d polyhedra. Let s be the sparsity of a polyhedron, i.e., the number of non-zero variables (outside the homogenizing dimension) for a specific constraint, with \(1 \leq s \leq n\). Let \(q = \binom{s}{2} = s(s-1)/2\) and let \(r = s - 1\). The resultant set of TCPV vectors corresponding to the particular constraint are \(n+1\) dimensional, with cardinality \(q\). The coefficients of the non-homogenizing dimensions are divided by \(r\), while the homogenizing dimension is uniformly divided by \(q\).

In each of the cases, it can be seen that the approximation being proposed is a TCPV approximation, making its polar a TVPI approximation. It can also be verified using the construction given in the earlier sections and Equations 5.4 and 5.6 that the UA proposed in each case is a valid approximation.

Example 6.2 [Median method on pyramid]. Let the input system be the triangular pyramid (or 3d-simplex or Trirectangular Tetrahedron)

\[\{x \geq 0; \ y \geq 0; \ z \geq 0; \ x + y + z \leq 1\}\]
Only the inequality \( x + y + z \leq 1 \) is not TVPI and is approximated by the set of inequalities

\[
\begin{align*}
\{ & x + y \leq \frac{2}{3}; x + z \leq \frac{2}{3}; y + z \leq \frac{2}{3} \}
\end{align*}
\]

It can be seen that the approximation is a non-empty TVPI system (it is a UTVPI system), with vertices

\[
\{(0, 0, 0), (\frac{2}{3}, 0, 0), (0, 0, \frac{2}{3}), (0, 0, 0), (\frac{1}{3}, \frac{1}{3}, \frac{1}{3})\}
\]

each of which are inside the vertices of the original system \( \{(0, 0, 0), (1, 0, 0), (0, 1, 0), (0, 0, 1)\} \). The above approximation is shown in Figure 6.1. The above example is a modified form of a “classic” Farkas system \([\text{DRV00}, \text{Fea92a}]\) induced in the compilation of the matrix-vector-product: \( s[i]^+ = A * x[i] \), and as shown in the worked out example in Section 4.5 on page 53 in this thesis. \( \square \)

With reference to the choice of Farkas multiplier \( \lambda_0 \) in Theorem 5.5 it can be seen that setting \( \lambda_0 = 0 \) in the above example has the advantage that the three replacement TVPI hyperplanes intersect exactly on the original non-TVPI hyperplane. Any other strictly positive choice for \( \lambda_0 \) would mean that the point of intersection would lie strictly inside the positive half-space of the original and thus giving rise to an UA which is in a way less effective.
Example 6.2 [Median method on skewed pyramid]. Let the input system be the skewed triangular pyramid
\[ \{ x, y, z \geq 0; 1000x + 100y + 10z \leq 1 \} \]
Only the inequality \( 1000x + 100y + 10z \leq 1 \) is not TVPI and is approximated by the set of inequalities
\[ \left\{ 1000x + 100y \leq \frac{2}{3}; 1000x + 10z \leq \frac{2}{3}; 100y + 10z \leq \frac{2}{3} \right\} \]
It can be seen that the resultant approximation is a non-empty TVPI system with vertices:
\[ \left\{ (0, 0, 0), \left( \frac{1}{1500}, 0, 0 \right), \left( 0, \frac{1}{150}, 0 \right), \left( 0, 0, \frac{1}{10} \right), \left( \frac{1}{3000}, \frac{10}{3000}, \frac{100}{3000} \right) \right\} \]
each of which are inside the vertices of the original system, which are
\[ \left\{ (0, 0, 0), \left( \frac{1}{1000}, 0, 0 \right), \left( 0, \frac{1}{10}, 0 \right), \left( 0, \frac{1}{100}, 0 \right) \right\} \]

\( \square \)

It can be seen that the median method is simple and easy to implement, but does not have any guarantee of ensuring that the resultant approximation is non-empty. In the next section, we will generalize this method to formulate a parametrized approximation and formulate an LP problem to find an approximation, which satisfies the properties given in Equation 5.7 on page 66.

6.3 LP-based Parametrized TVPI approximation

To ease the exposition, we primarily deal with 3-dimensional polyhedra again; higher dimensional extensions are straightforward.

In Section 6.2, we saw a per-constraint approximation scheme in which the system \( S(x) = \{ x|a_1 x \geq b_1; \ldots; a_j x \geq b_j; \ldots; a_m x \geq b_m; \} \), with \( a_j x \geq b_j \), a non-TVPI constraint is approximated by the system \( S_1(x) = \{ x|a_1 x \geq b_1; \ldots; U A_1(a_j x \geq b_j); \ldots; a_m x \geq b_m; \} \), with \( U A_1 (a_j x \geq b_j) \) defined as the following:
\[ U A_1 (a_j x \geq b_j) = \{ x|a_{j,1}x_1 + a_{j,2}x_2 \geq \frac{2}{3}b_j; a_{j,1}x_1 + a_{j,3}x_3 \geq \frac{2}{3}b_j; a_{j,2}x_2 + a_{j,3}x_3 \geq \frac{2}{3}b_j \}. \] As seen earlier, the above median method is simple, but does not have any guarantee of ensuring that \( S_1 \) is non-empty.

The median method can easily be extended by defining the approximation as a parametrization on the values in the homogenizing dimension entries: as \( U A_2(a_j x \geq b_j) = \{ (x, p^j)|a_{j,1}x_1 + a_{j,2}x_2 \geq 2p_1^j;a_{j,1}x_1 + a_{j,3}x_3 \geq 2p_2^j; a_{j,2}x_2 + a_{j,3}x_3 \geq 2p_3^j; \sum p^j = b_j; \} \) where the values of the 3-dimensional \( p^j \)-vector are unknown and have to be found out.

In the above approximation, it can be observed that the coefficients in the non-homogenizing dimensions (\( t \)-variable values) are fixed, as in the median method. But, the coefficients in the homogenized dimension (\( p \)-variable values) are unknown and have to be decided. The context constraint \( \sum p^j = p_1^j + p_2^j + p_3^j = b_j \) is not arbitrary. It is determined by the choice of the multipliers for the \( t \)-variables so that the \( K^j \) vector is in the convex-sum of \( T^j \), as given in Equation 5.6.
The resultant system is $S_{HD}(\mathbf{x}, \mathbf{p}^j) = \{(\mathbf{x}, \mathbf{p}^j)|a_1 \mathbf{x} \geq b_1; \ldots; a_{j-1} \mathbf{x} \geq b_{j-1}; UA_2(a_j \mathbf{x} \geq b_j); a_{j+1} \mathbf{x} \geq b_{j+1}; \ldots; a_m \mathbf{x} \geq b_m; \}$. In the discussion below, we show that the Higher Dimensional (HD) system $S_{HD}(\mathbf{x}, \mathbf{p}^j)$ can be interpreted in two ways, a geometric and an algorithmic ways, each with its own merits.

### 6.3.1 A parametrized approximation

$S_{HD}$ can geometrically be considered as a parametrized approximation, with $\mathbf{p}^j$ being the parametric vector and the context constraint $\sum \mathbf{p}^j = b_j$ considered as the parametric context. When the values of the vector $\mathbf{p}^j$ are known, then the system:

$$S_2(\mathbf{x}) = S_{HD}(\mathbf{x}, \mathbf{p}^j)$$

is a non-parametrized LP problem, which can be tested for feasibility in the usual $\mathbf{x}$-variables.

The meaning of the above equation is the following: Let us assume that the rational polyhedron represented by the system $S(\mathbf{x})$ of size $m \times n$ is non-empty, and $j$ is an arbitrary non-TVPI constraint of $S(\mathbf{x})$ with $1 \leq j \leq m$; there exist a pair $\left(\mathbf{p}^j, S_{HD}(\mathbf{x}, \mathbf{p}^j)\right)$, where $\mathbf{p}^j$ is a rational vector and $S_{HD}(\mathbf{x}, \mathbf{p}^j)$ is a higher dimensional system such that the polyhedron represented by the system $S_2(\mathbf{x}) = \{\exists \mathbf{p}^j | S_{HD}(\mathbf{x}, \mathbf{p}^j) \land \sum \mathbf{p}^j = b_j\}$ is a valid under-approximation of the polyhedron of $S(\mathbf{x})$.

Since the context constraint $\sum \mathbf{p}^j = b_j$ is respected, it follows from the proofs of earlier sections that $S_2(\mathbf{x})$ is a proper approximation of $S(\mathbf{x})$. If the value of the vector $\mathbf{p}^j$ is not known, $S_2(\mathbf{x})$ can be considered as a parametrized approximation of $S(\mathbf{x})$. Note that the context constraint is only on the $\mathbf{p}$-variables, since the $t$-variables have been assigned a fixed value.

### 6.3.2 An LP formulation

Algorithmically we can consider $S_{HD}(\mathbf{x}, \mathbf{p}^j)$ to be a non-parametric LP system with unknown variables $(\mathbf{x}, \mathbf{p}^j)$. Such an interpretation is possible because there exist no non-linear terms in the definition of $S_2(\mathbf{x}, \mathbf{p}^j)$ and it is only the feasibility of the approximation that is interesting. Supposing the system $S_{HD}(\mathbf{x}, \mathbf{p}^j)$ is solved for feasibility, with the unknown variables vector as $(\mathbf{x}, \mathbf{p}^j)$, and a valid assignment for the values of both $\mathbf{x}$-variables as well as the $\mathbf{p}^j$-variables is found, then the system $S_2(\mathbf{x})$ as given by Equation 6.1 can be considered an approximation of the system $S(\mathbf{x})$, as long as the $\mathbf{p}^j$-variables satisfy the constraint $\sum \mathbf{p}^j = b_j$. On the other hand, $S_{HD}(\mathbf{x}, \mathbf{p}^j)$ is a higher dimensional system than $S(\mathbf{x})$ and hence cannot be considered as an approximation of the latter. It is an intermediate form useful for algorithmic purposes.
Example 6.3.2 [TVPI-UA: LP method]. Here is a reduced example from Banerjee’s book [Ban92]. Let the original system be

\[
S(x, y, z) = \begin{cases} 
\begin{pmatrix} x \\ y \\ z \end{pmatrix} & \begin{pmatrix} -z \\ x \\ -z \\ -y + z \\ -x + y + z \end{pmatrix} \geq \begin{pmatrix} -3 \\ 0 \\ 1 \\ -1 \end{pmatrix}
\end{cases}
\]

It is clearly not a TVPI system as the fourth constraint is non-TVPI. The median method applied to this constraint yields the system:

\[
S_1(x, y, z) = \begin{cases} 
\begin{pmatrix} x \\ y \\ z \end{pmatrix} & \begin{pmatrix} -z \\ x \\ -z \\ -y + z \\ -x + y + z \end{pmatrix} \geq \begin{pmatrix} -3 \\ 0 \\ 1 \\ -\frac{3}{2} \end{pmatrix}
\end{cases}
\]

The above system turns out to be an empty system because of the contradiction in the constraints. Such a trivial under-approximation is uninteresting. On the other hand, the method in this section leads to the following higher dimensional system:

\[
S_{HD}(x, y, z, p_1, p_2, p_3) = \begin{cases} 
\begin{pmatrix} x \\ y \\ z \\ p_1 \\ p_2 \\ p_3 \end{pmatrix} & \begin{pmatrix} -z \\ x \\ -z \\ -y + z \\ -x + y \end{pmatrix} + \begin{pmatrix} 2p_1 \\ +2p_2 \\ +2p_3 \end{pmatrix} \geq \begin{pmatrix} -3 \\ 0 \\ 1 \\ 0 \\ 0 \\ 1 \end{pmatrix}
\end{cases}
\]

where the variables \(p_1, p_2, p_3\) are additional context variables and the last pair of constraints are for the context constraint \(p_1 + p_2 + p_3 = 1\). When system \(S_{HD}\) is solved for a rational feasible point with normal lexmin as cost function using PIP [Pea88], and the set of \(p\)-variables that are obtained as solution \((p_1, p_2, p_3) = (\frac{1}{2}, 0, \frac{1}{2})\) are substituted, we obtain:

\[
S_2(x, y, z) = \begin{cases} 
\begin{pmatrix} x \\ y \\ z \end{pmatrix} & \begin{pmatrix} -z \\ x \\ -z \\ -y + z \\ -x + y \end{pmatrix} \geq \begin{pmatrix} -3 \\ 0 \\ 1 \\ 1 \\ 1 \end{pmatrix}
\end{cases}
\]
The reader can verify the non-satisfiability of approximation $S_1$ and satisfiability of the approximation $S_2$. □

The above method involves only one call to a standard LP solver. The disadvantage is that the system $S_{HD}(x, p)$ has $n + (\|a_j\|_2) = n + \|a_j\|(\|a_j\| - 1)/2 \approx O(n + \|a_j\|^2)$ dimensions, where $\|a_j\|$ is the number of non-zero elements in the vector $a_j$. As the method involves a call to an LP solver, its theoretical cost is not strongly polynomial time.

6.4 Multiple-constraint LP formulations

When there exist multiple non-TVPI constraints in $S(x)$, each one of them has to be approximated to find a TVPI approximation of the polyhedron. Let $m_k$ be the number of non-TVPI constraints in $S(x)$, with $m_k \leq m$. Without loss of generality, we can assume that the constraints have been ordered such that the non-TVPI constraints come first, followed by the TVPI constraints. This means that the constraints of $S(x)$ are $\{1, \ldots, m_k, \ldots, m\}$, with the constraints $\{1, \ldots, m_k\}$ being non-TVPI constraints and the constraints $\{m_k + 1, \ldots, m\}$ being TVPI constraints.

6.4.1 One-shot method

A straightforward way in which one can find a TVPI approximation of the above non-TVPI system $S(x)$ is to construct a system $S_{HD}(x, p^1, \ldots, p^{m_k})$ in which all the non-TVPI constraints in $S(x)$ are approximated using the scheme described in Section 6.3.2. This system can be solved using an LP formulation in variables as $\{x, p^1, \ldots, p^{m_k}\}$. An approximation of $S(x)$ could be found as $S_{HD}(x, p^1, \ldots, p^{m_k})|_{p^1, \ldots, p^{m_k}}$. It can easily be shown that the latter system is a proper approximation as long as the context constraints $\sum p^1 = b_1, \ldots, \sum p^{m_k} = b_{m_k}$ are respected.

But, finding the approximations of all the non-TVPI constraints simultaneously in the above fashion would lead to an LP system, with too an high increase in the number of dimensions. $S_{HD}(x, p^1, \ldots, p^{m_k})$ could have up to

$$n + \sum_{l=1}^{m_k} (\|a_l\|_2) = n + \sum_{l=1}^{m_k} \|a_l\|(\|a_l\| - 1)/2$$

dimensions which could be as large $\approx O(n + \|S_{m_k}\|^3)$, with $\|S_{m_k}\|$ being the average number of non-zero coefficients/elements in the non-TVPI constraints in $S(x)$.

21 Though $\|S_{m_k}\|$ itself is a small number, there are cases even in PolyBench 2.0—like adi and fttd-2d—for which, the additional dimensional increase by $\|S_{m_k}\|^3$ could be considerable. More importantly, the system is very skewed: with respect to the ratio of constraints to variables, with respect to the presence of zero and non-zero elements in the constraint elements, as well as with respect to the number of equalities (leading to a non-trivial lineality space with high dimensions). For such skewed systems, simplex based solvers like PIP take longer times, than the near cubic-time (of Observation 3.3.1 on page 28) that is generally observed. We are grateful to Paul Feautrier for pointing this complexity aspect of Simplex and PIP in a personal communication.
6.4.2 Iterative methods

We could however iterate the above process described in Section 6.3.2 on page 73 for each of the $m_k$ non-TVPI constraints in $S(x)$ on an iterative basis. Clearly, there could be choice in the method in whether the original system is being updated with the approximation constraints of each non-TVPI constraint or not. When the original system is immediately updated, we call the method incremental. When the approximations of all non-TVPI constraints are found by constructing LP formulations on the same LP system each time, we call the method independent.

It could be noticed that each of the above methods involves multiple LP calls – one for each non-TVPI constraint $S(x)$. This means making up to $O(m)$ LP calls in total for building the approximation system. But, each of the LP systems is of $O(n + \|S_m\|^2)$-dimension and is not that high-dimensional when compared to the above one-shot formulation.

6.5 Per-constraint UTVPI-UA of TVPI

Let us sketch a simple per-constraint algorithm that takes one TVPI constraint and returns its UTVPI under-approximation system.

From Lemma 5.2.3, a vector in the polarity construction needs to be TCPV and to have equal magnitude components in the non-homogenizing dimensions for the original to be UTVPI. So, the intuition for this algorithm is similar to the TCPV-OA, namely that reasoning about the TCPV original vectors in the polar space and computing a set of UTCPV vectors which over-approximate the original TCPV vector would result in an over-approximation.

Suppose the TCPV vector has components as $(a, b, p)$ in the $(x_i, x_j, x_0)$ dimension (with $x_0$ being the homogenizing dimension), then we can replace it with two UTCPV vectors. The replacement has to just take care of the fact that the new UTCPV vectors are such that the original vector is in the conical sum of the replacements. As the case when $a = b$ means that the vector is already a UTCPV vector, the other
cases can be handled in the following way:

\[
\begin{bmatrix} a \\ b \\ p \end{bmatrix} \in \begin{cases} 
  a > b : \text{ cone } \begin{bmatrix} b & a-b \\ b & 0 \\ \frac{p}{2} & \frac{p}{2} \end{bmatrix} \\
  a < b : \text{ cone } \begin{bmatrix} a & 0 \\ a & b-a \\ \frac{p}{2} & \frac{p}{2} \end{bmatrix}
\end{cases}
\]

In either of the above cases, it can be noticed that the first vector is a UTCPV vector and the second is an interval vector. The first case is illustrated in Figure 6.2.

**Lemma 6.5 [Validity of the above UTVPI approximation].** Given a TVPI constraint, the above method returns a valid UTVPI-UA of the constraint.

**Proof:** The geometric proof derives from the observation that the sum of the corresponding UTCPV replacement vectors is the original vector. Hence every vector in the polar space that is reachable by the original vector is reachable by these replacement vectors, meaning that they give an OA in the polar space. In the primal space, the replacements necessarily give an UA (Cor. 5.3.1b).

**Example 6.5 [TVPI to UTVPI-UA].** Let \( P^V = \text{conv} \left\{ \begin{bmatrix} 1 \\ 1 \\ 1 \end{bmatrix}, \begin{bmatrix} 4 \\ 1 \\ 1 \end{bmatrix}, \begin{bmatrix} 1 \\ 2 \end{bmatrix} \right\} \), with the \( \mathcal{H} \)-form of \( P \) being

\[ P^H = \{ 1 \leq x \leq 4; 1 \leq y \leq 2; x + 3y \leq 7 \} \]

It can be seen that \( P \) is trivially a TVPI system, but not a UTVPI system, as the third constraint \( x + 3y \leq 7 \) is a non-UTVPI constraint. The UTVPI approximation by the above method is \( \text{UA}(P^V) = \{ 1 \leq x \leq 4; 1 \leq y \leq 2; x + y \leq \frac{7}{2}; 2y \leq \frac{7}{2} \} \) which can be seen to be non-empty with vertices

\[ \text{UA}(P^V) = \text{conv} \left\{ \begin{bmatrix} 1 \\ 1 \\ 1 \end{bmatrix}, \begin{bmatrix} 1 \\ \frac{5}{2} \\ 1 \end{bmatrix}, \begin{bmatrix} 5 \\ \frac{7}{4} \\ \frac{7}{4} \end{bmatrix} \right\} \]

The under-approximation is shown in Figure 6.3.

The cost of finding the UA is linear and the method is simple to implement, just like the median method mentioned in Section 6.2. Just like that method, this method is not guaranteed to generate a non-empty under-approximated system.
6.6 LP-based Parametrized UTVPI Approximation

This approximation is similar to the parametrized TVPI approximation covered in Section 6.3, in the sense of searching for \( p \) variables instead of \( t \)'s.

But, as the search is for UTCPV vectors instead of TCPV vectors, the \( p \)-values that are equal in each column can as well be scaled down to \( \{-1, +1\} \) depending on the sign of the particular value in the original vector. This latter preservation of signs is needed because of the convexity restriction of Equation 5.4 on page 64. It needs a positive sum and not an arbitrary sum. If we define the sign function on a non-zero rational element \( c \) to be as 
\[
sg(c) = \begin{cases} 
  +1 & : c > 0 \\ 
  -1 & : c < 0 
\end{cases}
\]
and the vector \( \mathbf{v}^T = (sg(a_1) \ sg(a_3) \ sg(a_3) \ b)^T \) then, the approximation is 
\[
\begin{pmatrix} a_1 \ a_3 \ a_3 \ b \end{pmatrix}^T \in \text{cone} (T_j | U_j)
\]
where
\[
(T_j^j | U_j) = \begin{pmatrix}
  v_1 & v_1 & 0 & v_1 & 0 & 0 \\
  v_2 & 0 & v_2 & 0 & v_2 & 0 \\
  0 & v_3 & v_3 & 0 & 0 & v_3 \\
  p_1 & p_2 & p_3 & p_4 & p_5 & p_6
\end{pmatrix}
\]

With appropriate context constraints involving variables \( p_1, \ldots, p_6 \), and the overall linear program solved with an LP solver, the above can result in a non-empty UTVPI-UA. This similarity of this matrix with DDV-vectors is to be noted.

6.7 Metrics and Discussion

Let us now study the size of the new system, the complexity of the conversion, the overall complexity of finding a solution, and discuss some fundamental and methodological limitations of our approach.
6.7.1 Sizes

Let the original matrix be of size $m \times n$: $m$ constraints and $n$ variables with $m_k$ and $m_t$ being the number of non-TVPI and TVPI constraints respectively. Also let the overall sparsity factor of the system be $\hat{s}$, which means that for a constraint in the input system, on average $\hat{s}$ variable elements are non-zero. It will be seen in later sections that for practical purposes, $\hat{s}$ is a small constant (little more than 4) and relatively independent of $n$.

TVPI-UA. For a system described as above, each of the TVPI-UA methods (given in Sections 6.2 and 6.3) replaces a non-TVPI constraint $a_j$ with the same number of $(\|a_j\|_2) = \|a_j\| (\|a_j\| - 1)/2$ TVPI constraints. Doing the above process for each of the $m_k$ non-TVPI constraints creates an approximated TVPI system of size $m_a \times n$, where $m_a = m_t + \|S_{m_k}\| (\|S_{m_k}\| - 1)m_k/2$. It can be assumed that the new system is approximately of the size $\hat{s}^2 m \times n$. In the rare case that $\hat{s} = n$ (which means that the constraint matrix does not have any zero entries) then the size of the resultant TVPI constraint system is $n(n-1)m/2 \times n$ which is of the order of $n^2m \times n$.

UTVPI-UA. For the UTVPI approximation given in Section 6.5 the number of additional constraints is twice what it is for TVPI-UA case; this means that they have the same order of complexity increase as the previous ones.

Constraint graph (MUTVPI/DBM system). The Bellman-Ford algorithm constructs a constraint graph, or incidence matrix, of nearly twice the size of the input UTVPI system before solving it: a $m \times n$ input system results in $(2n + 1)$ nodes and $(2m + 2n)$ edges, due to simple transformations of addition of positive and negative forms ($x_i^+, x_i^-$) of each variable [Min06, Section 2.2], and addition of a pseudo-source-vertex for the shortest-paths problem [AMO93]. The former is a relaxation of UTVPI into difference constraints and is exact for rational points [Min06], though some (odd) integer points in the original are lost.

6.7.2 Complexity of conversion

Both the median method of TVPI approximation covered in Section 6.2 and the UTVPI approximation covered in Section 6.5 are strongly polynomial time algorithms as they do not use any LP call when constructing the approximation. The parametric approximation covered in Section 6.3.2 is a weakly polynomial time algorithm for it needs to solve an LP problem for finding the homogenizing dimension values.

For multiple constraints case, complexity of conversion is one LP call for the one-shot algorithm of Section 6.4.1 and one LP call per non-TVPI constraint for both incremental and independent algorithms. Each of the above numbers are weakly polynomial time in complexity, but worst-case times nonetheless.

\textsuperscript{22}Reminder: We use the $\times$ to denote the sizes of matrices or systems.
6.7.3 Complexity of finding a feasible solution

For the TVPI approximation, as the worst-case complexity of Hochbaum-Naor is $O(mn^2 \log m)$ [HN94], applying it to the resultant approximated system would lead to $O(s^2mn^2 \log \hat{s}m)$ time with constraint sparsity $\hat{s}$, and $O(n^4m \log nm)$ in the unlikely case when $\hat{s} = O(n)$.

For the UTVPI approximation, as the theoretical worst-case complexity of solving UTVPI systems is $O(mn)$ (if we use the traditional Bellman-Ford algorithm on the difference constraints), the corresponding complexities would be $O(s^2mn)$, and $O(n^3m)$ respectively. In Chapter 7, we see empirical evidence suggesting that in practise, a TVPI constraint always turns out to be a UTVPI constraint, making this method very attractive.

6.7.4 Preprocessing and Limitations

It can be noticed that our algorithms do not ask for removal of redundant inequalities, which is as hard as determining if the input system is feasible.

Polyhedra in compilation have lot of duplicate constraints, which gets reflected in the approximations as well. Compilers like PLuTo remove these by methods like textual matching which leads to a large decrease in the number of constraints. A more advanced scheme, finely-tuned to UTVPI constraints, would use a hashing or radix-sort technique [AN98] packing the UTVPI constraint in a few integers: exploiting the fact that the non-homogenizing dimension values are from $\{0, \pm 1\}$, while the homogenizing dimension values are always from a very small set $[-5, 5]$. It would bring the simplification complexity to linear time. We thus believe that the problem of duplicate elimination is asymptotically insignificant or can be divided per-dependence-edge as amortized-cost in addition to other fixed costs like dependence feasibility tests, Farkas multiplier simplification and Gaussian eliminations.

The following example shows an inherent limitation of the process of TVPI-UA itself.

Example 6.7.4 [Polyhedra with non-satisfactory approximations]. The polyhedron described using the constraints $\{x + y + z \geq -1; x + y + z \leq 1\}$ is not TVPI. Though it is unbounded in both directions, the only TVPI approximations that are possible of the above polyhedron are bounded TVPI polyhedra, which can be considered a failure of the UA approach. Similarly, the TVPI polyhedron (which is non-UTVPI) described by the constraints $\{x + 2y \geq -1; x + 2y \leq 1\}$ can only be under-approximated by UTVPI polyhedra that are finite. The second (planar) example is shown in Figure 6.4.

The above kinds of polyhedra can be considered as degenerate cases and identified by a pre-processing step that removes the lineality space from the input polyhedron. Furthermore, the Farkas polyhedra that arise in polyhedral scheduling are always pointed polyhedra and can never have non-trivial lineality space.

6.7.5 Integer scaling and TU polyhedra

One limitation of the parametric approximations of Sections 6.3 and 6.6 is that they may result in rational polyhedra, whose constraints are of the form $ax_i + bx_j \leq c; a, b, c \in \mathbb{Q}$ for TVPI and $\pm x_i \pm x_j \leq c; c \in \mathbb{Q}$, for UTVPI. Having such rational polyhedron as approximations could be a limitation in cases when an integer
solution is needed (for scheduling purposes), or an overall integer polyhedra is needed (for code generation purposes). But, by a small change in the design of these methods, per-constraint—or per-dependence (in the case of using one-shot algorithm)—methods, it can be ensured that the resulting difference constraints under-approximations have integer constraints of the type \( x_i - x_j \leq c \), where \( c \in \mathbb{Z} \).

**The integer method.** This new method would be essentially be the same as the previously mentioned methods. It would however involve scaling up the pseudo-parametric variables, changing the context constraints accordingly, and solving an ILP problem—instead of the usual LP problem—though on a per-\( P_e \) basis.

**Total Unimodularity.** Such a local transformation will not only induce integer schedules because incidence matrices are a sub-class of network matrices, but also has the additional property that all vertices of the resultant overall polyhedron are integral; this is because such matrices are Totally Unimodular [Sch86, Chapter 19].

It will be seen later that this method would help in polynomial time approximations of NP-Complete problems and code-generation. In this aspect, UTVPI systems are really special. TVPI systems do not have the property because of the result of Lagarias [Lag85], who proved that solving integer-TVPI systems is also NP-Complete.

We continue with the example 6.3.2 to show that the approximation can result in a TU matrix.

**Example 6.3.2 (continued.) [TU approximation].** In the earlier example, there are two alternatives in which the resultant system can be obtained:
\[ S_{\text{Rat}}^2(x, y, z) = \left\{ \begin{pmatrix} x \\ y \\ z \end{pmatrix} \mid \begin{pmatrix} x & -z \\ -y & +z \\ -x & +y \\ y & +z \\ -x & +z \end{pmatrix} \geq \begin{pmatrix} -3 \\ 0 \\ 1 \\ -\frac{1}{2} \\ -\frac{1}{2} \\ 0 \end{pmatrix} \right\} \]

\[ S_{\text{Int}}^2(x, y, z) = \left\{ \begin{pmatrix} x \\ y \\ z \end{pmatrix} \mid \begin{pmatrix} x & -z \\ -y & +z \\ -x & +y \\ y & +z \\ -x & +z \end{pmatrix} \geq \begin{pmatrix} -3 \\ 0 \\ 1 \\ -1 \\ -1 \\ 0 \end{pmatrix} \right\} \]

It can be noticed that the homogenizing dimension values for \( S_{\text{Rat}}^2(x, y, z) \) are rational numbers, while that for \( S_{\text{Int}}^2(x, y, z) \) are integers. Monotonizing both the systems to yield a MUTVPI (DBM) system whose homogenizing dimensions have integer values would yield a Totally-Unimodular approximation for the integer system. (Though it would need further scaling to take care of the homogenizing dimension halving in the UTVPI \( \xrightarrow{\text{TRANS}} \) MUTVPI conversion.)

In such a resultant MUTVPI (DBM) systems where each constraint is exactly of the form: \( x_i - x_j \leq c; c \in \mathbb{Z} \), solving a simple rational programming problem would automatically yield a solution all of whose values are integers. Obtaining the same for a system like \( S_{\text{Rat}}^2(x, y, z) \) would mean solving an integer programming problem, which could be much costlier because of the associated cost with Gomory cuts [Sch86].

\( \Box \)
6.8 Conclusions and Perspectives

In this section, we first discuss some conclusions and contributions, and then present some perspectives.

6.8.1 Conclusions and contributions

In this chapter, we began with the framework given in the previous chapter and gave under-approximation algorithms that take a general convex polyhedron and give some (U)TVPI under-approximations. The algorithms take polynomial time. The Table 6.1 summarizes the complexities of the methods introduced in this chapter:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Conversion of Polyhedra (UA/TRANS)</th>
<th>Metric Sizes</th>
<th>Complexity of Conversion (LP based methods)</th>
<th>Improvement in Complexity of Solution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Poly $\xrightarrow{\text{UA}}$ TVPI</td>
<td>$m \times n \xrightarrow{\text{UA}} s^2 m \times n$</td>
<td>$Z(\hat{s}^2 m, n)$</td>
<td>$Z(m, n)$ to $O(s^2 mn^2 \log \hat{s} m)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TVPI $\xrightarrow{\text{UA}}$ UTVPI</td>
<td>$m \times n \xrightarrow{\text{UA}} 2m \times n$</td>
<td>$Z(m, n)$</td>
<td>$O(mn^2 \log m)$ to $O(mn)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UTVPI $\xrightarrow{\text{TRANS}}$ MUTVPI</td>
<td>$m \times n \xrightarrow{\text{TRANS}} (2m + 2n) \times (2n + 1)$ incidence matrix</td>
<td>$-\text{incidence matrix}$</td>
<td>$O(mn)$ to $O(mn)$ (No loss of precision in rational case.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poly $\xrightarrow{\text{UA}}$ MUTVPI</td>
<td>$m \times n \xrightarrow{\text{UA}} (O(s^2 m + 2n)) \times (2n + 1)$ Tableau $\xrightarrow{\text{UA}}$ Incidence matrix</td>
<td>$Z(\hat{s}^2 m, n)$</td>
<td>$Z(m, n)$ to $O(s^2 mn)$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6.1: Complexities of Under-Approximation Algorithms

Contributions. The problem of finding an (U)TVPI-UA of a convex polyhedron is both easy and difficult because there are many solutions to the problem; for a given convex polyhedron, there always exists a non-empty (U)TVPI under-approximation. We have defined algorithms that are simple, run in polynomial time employing linear programming, and are easy to illustrate in an algorithmic and geometric sense. We believe that these algorithms can be used as they are, or can be used as a framework to design other (U)TVPI-UA algorithms.

In Section 6.7.3 we introduced an algorithm which involves solving an ILP problem on a per-dependence basis, with the result that the overall polyhedron has integral (not just rational) properties. We also believe that this is a unique contribution to polyhedral compilation, because it helps the overall intersection of per-dependence polyhedra to very cheaply have integer vertices. The system obtained can be solved using
Bellman-Ford with a very low polynomial time cost. This is because the per-dependence edge polyhedra are mostly trivially small and solving ILP problem on them is usually never more costly than solving a normal LP problem. As far as we know, this method has not been previously explored in polyhedral compilation up to now. In Chapter 8 on page 101 we study some potential applications of this method. In this aspect, it should be noted that UTVPI polyhedra are special, even when compared to TVPI polyhedra, because of the result of Lagarias [Lag85] who proved the NP-Completeness of solving integral TVPI-systems, such a Totally Unimodular approximation is not possible even with TVPI polyhedra.

6.8.2 Perspectives and discussion

Different methods for using the UA algorithms. For converting an arbitrary convex polyhedron into a TVPI under-approximating polyhedron so that Hochbaum-Naor’s algorithm [HN91] can be used, the method is the following: Poly \( \overset{\text{UA}}{\rightarrow} \) TVPI. On the other hand, for converting into a UTVPI polyhedron so that Bellman-Ford algorithm can be used to solve the resultant, the method we suggest is the following:

\[
\text{Poly} \overset{\text{UA}}{\rightarrow} \text{TVPI} \overset{\text{UA}}{\rightarrow} \text{UTVPI} \overset{\text{TRANS}}{\rightarrow} \text{MUTVPI}
\]  

(6.2)

For this latter process, one can alternatively choose the method Poly \( \overset{\text{UA}}{\rightarrow} \text{UTVPI} \overset{\text{TRANS}}{\rightarrow} \text{MUTVPI} \), where the intermediate step of involving TVPI polyhedra is skipped, but there is seldom any loss of precision when doing the approximation TVPI \( \overset{\text{UA}}{\rightarrow} \) UTVPI. This is due to the nature of constraints in polyhedral compilation, which already have TVPI-ness and constraints that are already TVPI are highly likely to be UTVPI as well. Direct UTVPI approximation from Poly to UTVPI would mean insertion of 6 vectors: the normal 3 UTCPV vectors and an additional 3 interval vectors corresponding to interval constraints: vectors of the form \( \begin{pmatrix} \pm 1 \\ 0 \\ 0 \end{pmatrix}, \begin{pmatrix} 0 \\ \pm 1 \\ 0 \end{pmatrix}, \begin{pmatrix} 0 \\ 0 \\ \pm 1 \end{pmatrix} \), where the sign of the \( \pm 1 \) vector is determined by the sign of the particular component of the vector that it is approximating.

Feasibility control. One important characteristic of under-approximation methods is the preservation or not of the feasibility of the UA. In this respect, the median method though having other advantages—like for example, ease of implementation—comes with the serious weakness that it offers no guarantee of preservation of feasibility when the input polyhedron is non-empty. The LP-independent method and LP-incremental methods are a little better in this respect, and only the one-shot method comes with an absolute guarantee that the UA is always non-empty when the input is. This aspect will be covered more in Chapters 7 and 8, where more advanced clustering techniques are discussed and implemented so that the output, in the presence of intersection of many polyhedra can come with such a guarantee. The overall intersection of under-approximations is ensured to be non-empty.

Necessity of polarity framework. The previous chapter discussed two alternate ways of reasoning about the approximations: a homogenization-polarity framework along with the equivalent application of affine form of Farkas lemma. One question this raises is whether the former is really needed. One
traditional answer is that the homogenization-polarity framework is completely subsumed by the Farkas lemma application and hence the former is redundant. But, it is our opinion that the use of polarity (in particular conical polarity) is a unique contribution to this aspect. It is indeed true that Farkas lemma makes the former redundant, but, it is also true that with Farkas lemma being such a fundamental aspect of analysis of convex polyhedra, everything else in it comes literally for free once it is assumed.

Also, the duality concept and Farkas lemma are exactly equivalent to each other, both having their ground in Farkas-Minkowski-Weyl theorem about finite generation of convex cones [Sch86, Cor. 7.1a]. So, the criticism that the polarity framework is redundant because it uses duality stands on weak ground. The reconciliation could be that the polarity framework uses the geometric aspect of duality, while the equivalent Farkas lemma application uses the equational aspect of duality.

The polarity framework offers a couple of advantages as well. Primarily, the construction using polarity offers a unique geometric perspective finding approximations. This latter aspect is obviously not provided by the Farkas lemma application. Also, the polarity construction can obviously be extended for the dual problem of OA as well. Furthermore, when applied to the problem of finding (U)TVPI-UA of a general convex polyhedron, it offers many choices, mainly because there are many ways of choosing a valid UA. Other users of the approximation framework, like for solving verification problems, may find that the study of the framework while designing their UAs be useful to provide hints at the kind of approximation that would suit their purposes.

More powerful alternatives

Other than the LP based methods that we proposed to find (U)TVPI-UA of a polyhedron, we study two alternative methods to do the same and show their limitations: one using generator representation and another using non-linear solvers or quantifier elimination methods. Obviously, neither of them scale on the overall $P$ and the only scalable means of running them would be on a per-$P_e$ basis.

**Generator representation.** The straightforward alternative of finding UA is to use the generator representation of the (U)TVPI polyhedra. This algorithm could be similar to the OA algorithm designed by Miné for UTVPI polyhedra and studied in Section 4.3.2 on page 50. Such a method could have a guarantee of non-emptiness of the approximation, and as well as an additional guarantee with respect to the volume ratio of with respect to the original. The LP based method provides the former in its one-shot variation, but not the latter. Obviously, this method comes with the prohibitive exponential cost associated with Chernikova algorithm. Except for some benchmarks—like pca and tce—in PolyBench 3.0, such a method may be acceptable on a per-dependence basis. But, the advantages it comes with are only on a single polyhedron case. Since the problem in polyhedral compilation involves intersections of many per-dependence polyhedra, such prohibitive asymptotic cost may not tolerable, except in some offline and online compilation methods.

---

23The biggest open problem here is of course to study if Under/Over-Approximation of convex polyhedra using UTVPI polyhedra may help in obtaining a strongly polynomial time bounds for the optimization problem for convex problem, as shown in Figure 6.5.
Non-linear methods. The other powerful methods would be to design quadratic or non-linear methods using the Equation 5.6 on page 65 and Equation 5.8 on page 66. As hinted earlier, the key observation here is to notice that those equations are potentially quadratic, but existentially qualified. Hence, they can be solved by quantifier elimination. These latter methods have come a long way since their original discovery by Tarski [Tar51]. The solvers of the so called Cylindrical Algebraic Decomposition (CAD) methods have been improved in recent times [ACMS94]. They have even been applied to dependence analysis, parametrized scheduling of tiled parameters and even by code generation by Größlinger [Grö09]. They however have extremely high computational complexity and come with no guarantee. Another alternative is to use geometric programming and posynomials [BKVH07]. These latter methods have also been used to extend the polyhedral compilation framework: by determining the tile-sizes (“parametric-tiling”) by framing a non-linear optimization problem by Renganarayana et al. [RR08]. As far as we are aware of, these methods also have no guarantee of worst-case polynomial complexity, and hence have low scalability.

Limitations of the UA algorithms

Clearly, there are issues with the methods proposed in this chapter: dimensional increase of the intermediate system to find the homogenizing dimension values in the parametric approximations, and the increase of the size of the resultant systems with respect to the constraint form and the vertex form.

Dimensional increase of the intermediate system. The LP-independent method involves solving an LP problem on the High Dimensional system whose number of variables increases quadratically with respect to the sparsity in the original system. However, we have found that it scales well for all the systems in the benchmarks in PolyBench 2.0, either on a per-dependence basis, or when applied to the overall Farkas system. The latter could be used for example in an offline and online compilation mode. Also, the nearly cubic size increase of the intermediate HD system for one-shot method is indeed too high to run on the overall Farkas system, unless additional precautions are taken to eliminate duplicates as suggested below. When this method of approximation is run on the overall Farkas polyhedron, clearly, the one-shot system cannot be used primarily because of the dimensional increase limitation. This was empirically observed when running the one-shot system on the PolyBench 3.0 benchmarks. The reader is also invited to read Footnote 21 on page 75 in this regard.

The method we suggest is to run the LP-independent or LP-incremental methods on the overall Farkas systems for an offline online compilation basis. On a per-dependence basis, the one-shot will scale well for
most of the benchmarks in polyhedral compilation. For the rest of the cases it may be necessary to run
the LP-independent or LP-incremental method on the per-dependence edge systems, but in those very
rare cases, we suggest using the LP-independent method because of the simplicity of the approach, and
the ease of implementation.

We see in Chapter 7 that the LP-Independent method is quite scalable. We have also found from
experiments that the one-shot algorithm on the per-dependence edge basis is scalable as well, because the
number of non-TVPI constraints on a per-$P_e$ basis is quite low.

So as to limit the dimensional increase, additional precautions, like temporary removal of the zero
dimensions in the HD system, one in which all the variables do not have any active components, could
be done. Though we have not implemented this method, it is likely to help in the scaling of any of the
methods and especially on a per-dependence edge basis, where many variables are likely to be inactive.

**Increase in number of constraints (and generators).** A quadratic increase in the number of resultant
constraints proportional to sparsity ($s^2$) for each of the methods suggested in this chapter may seem
excessive. But, it seems unavoidable because of the topological nature (limitedness) of TVPI constraints
when compared to general convex polyhedra. It is also a matter of fact that the resultant systems have
an increase in the number of vertices. If the resultant of these UA algorithms are converted to a generator
representation, for instance for verification purposes, then, a heuristic bounding of these could be applied.
See for example Kanade et al. [KAI+09].

**Duplicate constraints.** Related to the above is the increase in the duplicates in the resultant over-
approximated systems. As suggested in Section 6.7.4, they can removed by a post-processing step exploiting
the simple nature of the output (U)TVPI-UA systems. But, the duplicates can also be limited before the
LP call itself, by taking into account the repetition among the pairs of coefficients. For example, when
constructing the TVPI-UA of the system \{\(2x + 3y + 4z \leq 1; 2x + 3y - 4z \leq 1\)\} by using one-shot method,
the normal method is to construct the HD system independent of the fact that the coefficients of $x$ and
$y$ variable pair in the two constraints are exactly the same. Instead, the HD system could be formulated
taking this fact into account: having fewer variables and constraints in the HD system. Though this
leads to the formulation where the pseudo-parametric constraints have to be formulated carefully, such an
improvement also leads to having fewer constraints in the resultant UA system.

More details that are discussed at the end of next chapter, where the results of implementation of these
algorithms in the PLuTo source-to-source compiler will be presented.
Chapter 7

Experimental Evaluation of Under-Approximations

In this chapter, we study the experimental results of the UA-algorithms designed in the previous chapter.

7.1 Introduction

We carried out systematic experiments, tiling and parallelizing the 16 PolyBench (2.0) benchmarks shipped along with the source-to-source polyhedral optimizer PLuTo (PLuTo-0.6). After our experiments, a new version PLuTo (PLuTo-0.8) was released and which optionally uses ISL instead of PIP. Farkas systems are extracted from PLuTo. We compare the default linear programming calls to PIP [Fea88] with the TVPI-UA and then the UTVPI-UA algorithms. The UTVPI-UA is further relaxed into a constraint graph (or incidence matrix) which is fed to our implementation of the Bellman-Ford algorithm, along with the supporting routines. This process is:

\[
\text{Poly} \xrightarrow{\text{UA}} \text{TVPI} \xrightarrow{\text{UA}} \text{UTVPI} \xrightarrow{\text{TRANS}} \text{MUTVPI} \xrightarrow{\text{BellmanFord}}
\]

Our experimental framework used the PiPLib [Fea88] and PolyLib [Wil93] libraries, with an option to use FMLib [Pou] as well. Note that we still use PIP for the much smaller linear programming problems arising from the feasibility enhancing heuristics. Also, PLuTo makes use of PIP in parts unrelated with the scalability of affine scheduling problems: the PIP calls from PLuTo originate from the functions: dep_satisfaction_test (DS), get_dep_direction (DIR) and find_permutable_hyperplanes (FPH).

We focus on FPH calls which correspond to affine scheduling problems. There are many more calls of the DS and DIR varieties, more than two orders of magnitude, when compared to the FPH calls, but the optimization of the former pair of LP calls is entirely a different problem from the FPH variety in many ways. Primarily, the former are dependence polyhedra and need to be over-approximated [DRV00] (Section 4.1.1 on page 37) as otherwise, incorrect transformations would result. The latter of course are Farkas polyhedra, the main topic of this experimentation following our new scheme in Chapter 4 (Section 4.4 on page 52), and need to be under-approximated leading to a conservative approximation and
perhaps a loss of useful schedules.

## 7.2 Features of the polyhedra

Here we are referring to Table 7.1. The initial three columns refer to the size of the loop nest: \( L \) is the number of loops, \( S \) the number of statements, and \( D \) the number of dependences. The next sets of columns indicate the polyhedral characteristics for the different varieties of calls in PLuTo. As the DS and DIR variety are similar types of calls, they have been summarized together.

The number of polyhedra of different types are indicated in the \( P \) columns (\( P_{DS} \), \( P_{DIR} \) and \( P_{FPH} \)). As written earlier, there are lot more polyhedral calls of DS/DIR than FPH. But, assuming that the loop-nest depth \( d \) is a small bounded constant, the former are smaller systems and are linearly dependent on the size of the loop nest: \( O(\max(|E|, |V|)) \). For a particular benchmark and variety of polyhedra (DS/DIR or FPH), \( n \) and \( \hat{m} \) columns indicate the number of variables (unknowns), and the average number of constraints in the particular LP formulation respectively. The \( \hat{m}_t \) column indicates the average number of TVPI constraints for that benchmark and variety of call.

**DS/DIR.** As it can be expected, most of the constraints in the DS/DIR polyhedra are TVPI constraints. In these polyhedra, there is never more than 1 constraint per polyhedron which is non-TVPI. In all the cases, whenever a constraint is TVPI, it is always turns out to be a UTVPI constraint, having the same absolute magnitude for the two coefficients, when it has two entries. An interval constraint like \( x_i \leq c \) or \( x_i \geq c \), with only one non-zero coefficient, is of course UTVPI as well.

**FPH.** In the FPH variety, it can be noticed that the sizes of some of the FPH polyhedra are small and comparable to the DS/DIR polyhedra. This is either the result of a small problem size or because PLuTo uses Gaussian and Fourier-Motzkin elimination, along with a syntactic heuristic to reduce the duplicate constraints. As it can be expected, \( \hat{m}_t \), number of TVPI constraints in the original system, is highly benchmark dependent. But, just like in DS/DIR polyhedra, a TVPI constraint always happens to be a UTVPI constraint.

\[ \|S_m\| \] is the average number of non-zero coefficients in the non-TVPI constraints for that benchmark. It can be seen that this number, though again being benchmark dependent, is a small constant when compared to the dimension size \( n \). \( \hat{m}_a \) is the number of constraints in the new (approximated TVPI) system. As seen earlier, \( \hat{m}_a = \|S_m\|/2 + \hat{m}_t \).

The relative growth of the approximated system with respect to the original one is defined as the ratio between the sum of entries in the \( \hat{m}_a \) and \( \hat{m} \) columns. We found the average value of this to be 8, meaning that the overall sparsity factor \( \hat{s} \) is a little more than 4. Sometimes the growth of the approximated system is significant, but it has to be remembered that \( \hat{m}_a \) is the number of constraints without any simplification, while \( m \) is the obtained after systematic simplification and elimination of duplicates in PLuTo.

For comparison purposes with \( \hat{m}_a \), we have added the \( \hat{m}_u \) column, which is the average unsimplified system size when the simplification techniques used in PLuTo are turned off. It can be observed that \( \hat{m}_u \) and \( \hat{m}_a \) are comparable. Across all benchmarks, our experience shows that the approximated system
undergoes simplification and duplication removal techniques, it is reduced to a much smaller system, comparable to the one in $m$ columns. Also, asymptotically, the size increase due to the sparsity does not matter much.

### 7.3 UA feasibility

Here we are referring to Table 7.2. These columns refer to the median method discussed in Section 6.2 on page 69 and to the LP-based independent method discussed in Section 6.4.2 on page 76 respectively. For the latter LP-based independent method, we took the overall Farkas system constructed by PLuTo and we have implemented the under-approximation Poly $\rightarrow$ TVPI on only the overall Farkas system, one that is obtained after putting together all the per-dependence systems and after simplification of PLuTo; this method is not on a per-dependence basis.

The PLuTo calls of the FPH variety are for LexMin. In the current table, we discuss the results of feasibility only. The columns YY (Yes-Yes), YN (Yes-No), denote the feasibility (Y) or infeasibility (N) of the original and approximated systems respectively. They have been highlighted accordingly. Since the FPH system is used to find an optimization point in the overall system, a YN entry would mean loss of parallelization.

It can be seen that the LP based independent method performs much better than the median method. The latter performs poorly (19 YY and 26 YN cases or 6 out of 16 PolyBench problems), but surprisingly well considering the simplicity of the approach. We expect the incremental method to have much better

---

Table 7.1: Problem size, Polyhedral and TVPI-ness characteristics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Loop nest</th>
<th>DS(1)/DIR(2)</th>
<th>FPH</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Bench</td>
<td>#L</td>
<td>#S</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>adi</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>corcol</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>covcol</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dsyr2k</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dsyrk</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ftt2-d2</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>genver</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jacobi-1d</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jacobi-2d</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lu</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>matmul</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mvt</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>seidel</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ssymm</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>strmm</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tmm</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

24The explanation of the per-dependence variations and their feasibility results are explained in detail in Section 8.4.2 on page 110.
performance than the current independent method (29 YY and 16 YN cases or 10 out of 16 PolyBench problems).

7.4 Scalability comparison: Simplex vs. Bellman-Ford

Figures 7.1 and 7.2 show the execution times of the Simplex on the original system vs. Bellman-Ford (BF) on a UTVPI approximated system\(^{25}\).

- The former uses the quite well used dual-simplex implementation of PIP [Pea88] (similar [Tod02] to many LP solvers like CPLEX [Bix02]) called on a (non-parametric) rational polyhedron for feasibility.
- The latter is our implementation of a standard Bellman-Ford algorithm on the constraint-graph of almost double size obtained from the MUTVPI-polyhedron (the monotonized-UTVPI polyhedron) called for testing the presence of negative weight cycles.

The input programs matmul and seidel are the same as in Figures 2.2 on page 12, and each call of auto_trans of PLuTo to find schedule hyperplanes has tens of calls of the above variety, which explains the difference in scales between current figures (Figure 7.1 and 7.2) and in Figure 2.3 on page 13. Prior to solving either of these, the duplicates were eliminated using a syntactic matching as in PLuTo. Even on the systems with duplicates, the improvements were similar, though more prominent.

\(^{25}\)The UTVPI system used in these scalability experiments is obtained as a result of a clustering algorithm. This particular algorithm, called PD4, is a part of our methods to improve feasibility of the under-approximation. These are explained in detail in Section 8.4.2 on page 110.
Figure 7.1: Simplex (PIP) vs. Bellman-Ford (BF) for unrolled examples of matmul (ITR-MATMUL)

Figure 7.2: Simplex (PIP) vs. Bellman-Ford (BF) for unrolled example of seidel (ITR-SEIDEL)
Table 7.3: UA Code Performance. The Orig column indicates the execution times of the particular unoptimized benchmark. Columns Par cur and Til cur respectively indicate the execution times of the parallelized and tiled programs obtained by running PLuTo on the benchmarks. Columns Par cur and Til cur respectively indicate the execution times of the parallelized and the tiled programs when the overall Farkas system is replaced by the TVPI under-approximated system obtained as a result of running the LP-independent method.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benchmark</th>
<th>Orig</th>
<th>Par cur</th>
<th>Par new</th>
<th>Til cur</th>
<th>Til new</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>gemver</td>
<td>0.31</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mvt</td>
<td>1.40</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.28</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>0.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>seidel</td>
<td>11.8</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>11.5</td>
<td>11.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It can be seen from the graphs that for their respective inputs, BF (worst-case $O(s^2mn) \approx O(|E||V|) \approx O(|V|^3)$) is asymptotically as well as empirically faster than PIP’s Simplex (observed $O((m + n)mn) \approx O(|V|^5)$) (not counting that it is weakly polynomial time), meeting the scalability challenge. The regression coefficients (linear $R^2$ using the R statistical package \([\mathbf{R}]\)) for the above formulae are around 99.9%. The curves for BF appear linear because the x-axis counts the number of dependences $|E|$, which is practically $O(|V|^2)$. Though the memory improvements are not shown in the above graphs, the linear memory (worst-case $O(m + n)$) of BF is considerably lighter than the quadratic memory (worst-case $O(mn)$) of Simplex.

The relatively lesser magnitudes and hence lesser improvements of seidel when compared to matmul could be attributed to the fact that while the former has just uniform dependences which are easily amenable to the Gaussian eliminations of PIP, the latter has more affine dependences and also induces many more Farkas multiplier variables. From the magnitude of each of these curves and the relative improvements for these two example programs, it is safe to say that sub-polyhedral techniques would provide more significant improvements for programs with predominant affine dependences than for ones with predominant uniform dependences.

### 7.5 UA generated code performance

We are referring here to Table 7.3, limiting ourselves to a subset of the YY cases in the previous table that our current implementation could handle. In each case, we replaced the original system(s) by the approximated TVPI ones obtained by the independent LP method. The cost function was unchanged and the solution was found using PIP. It can be seen that performance gains closely match the default polyhedral method in PLuTo, despite the approximation taking place. The impact of YN approximations on PLuTo’s effectiveness is yet to be studied, but we express some hope on PLuTo’s loop distribution heuristic to break infeasible systems.

Though the experiments in Table 7.3 are limited in number, obtaining these itself involved a considerable engineering effort in a research prototype tool like PLuTo. This was partly because of our explicit

---

$^{26}$Initial evaluation on a Quad-Core Dell desktop with 16GB memory using the top program of linux showed up to 40% memory occupied by PIP program for an ITR-MATMUL program of around 4000 dependences. The memory occupied by BF was always less than 10%. Though more exhaustive experiments are needed, we believe that these differences are significant.
decision to not invest much further on the experimental front. We also chose to defer further evaluation until PLuTo is adapted to facilitate the integration of per-dependence approximations, and some engineering issues with the interpretation of PIP results could be circumvented. Examples of these issues include methods to interpret the schedules obtained by the Bellman-Ford algorithm to obtain permutable hyperplanes, and ways to integrate them with the rest of the scheduler, as well as need to reengineer PLuTo’s backend—for example in function like `pluto_detect_transformation_properties`—so that the per-dependence systems can be replaced by their under-approximated systems—perhaps obtained by the one-shot algorithm—in a streamlined fashion, along with calling the necessary routines like duplicate elimination and feasibility testers at proper check-point locations. More details on some of these are discussed in the perspectives section at the end of this chapter.

7.6 UA verification

We used PIP and PolyLib matrices which were compatible even with other libraries like FMLib. This opened up some possibilities of using available routines from any of these libraries for checking feasibility of the systems. PolyLib has a routine, `PolyhedronIncludes`, that takes two Polyhedra $P$ and $Q$ and returns whether $P \subseteq Q$. It needs $P$ and $Q$ in generator representation and checks for inclusivity of each of the vertices of $P$ in $Q$. Obviously, such a method does not work the large schedule matrices that PLuTo handles.

Another option is to verify the under-approximation using PIP while both $P$ and $Q$ are still in constraint form. This would involve framing an LP call to verify that none of negations of each of the constraints of $P$ have a point in $Q$; this can be done by ensuring that each of the $m$ systems $(P_i)^c \cap Q$ is empty, where $(P_i)^c$ is the negation of the $i$th constraint ($1 \leq i \leq m$) of $P$. Such a process can iteratively be applied to each of the constraints of $P$ and hence can be done in polynomial time, though it involves $m$ LP calls.

Implementation wise, the simplest option is to test for emptiness of the under-approximation by testing for a feasible point in it using PIPLib, with the proof of the UA algorithms taking care that the UA constructed is a proper UA. We have done this.
7.7 Conclusions and Perspectives

Conclusions and contributions. In this chapter we studied the implementations of the algorithms studied in the previous chapter. The methods show asymptotic improvement, scale well and show a positive answer to the scalability challenge in polyhedral scheduling. We have also shown an evidence of the execution of the optimized program.

Perspectives and discussion

Polyhedral characteristics. The polyhedral characteristics in Table 7.1 are unique in many ways because they expose the relative simplicity of the polyhedra that arise in polyhedral compilation. For example, the sizes of the benchmarks (L, S and D) with respect to the sizes and numbers of the polyhedra, the separation of dependence polyhedra from the Farkas polyhedra, the study of sparsity coefficients etc., validate some folklore hunches: such as dependence constraints are mostly (U)TVPI polyhedra, Farkas polyhedra have low sparsity, etc. Our work supersedes a previous such study by Pugh [Pug92] and Maydan et al. [MHL91]. It is hoped that our study will motivate more characteristics from more recent versions of benchmarks like PolyBench 3.0, including the crucial and possibly hard to characterize exact average case empirical complexity of simplex algorithm on these varieties of polyhedra bringing to closure the Footnote 11 on page 47.

Feasibility of UA. The result implementation of the algorithms that are introduced in Chapter 6, namely, the median and LP-independent methods, have been shown in Section 7.3. These deal only with a single polyhedron, and a limited per-dependence implementation case. More powerful techniques, like clustering methods, along with a discussion of the feasibility preservation properties, suited for the intersection of per-dependence polyhedra are discussed in Chapter 8.

Scalability comparison. One possible limitation of the numbers in Tables 7.2 and 7.3 is the lack of timing improvements for the benchmarks in PolyBench 2.0. The simple reason for this is that the number of dependences in these benchmarks are quite small to show significant relative improvements. To notice this, we can compare the number of dependences in PolyBench 2.0 as shown in Table 7.1 on page 91 (the #D columns) with the number of dependences in Figure 2.3 on page 13 (also reflected in Figure 7.1 on page 93). The former are mostly in tens, while the latter are in thousands. It is safe to think that when the number of dependences crosses 500, the improvements of our methods would be more pronounced. With the reasons explained in Chapter 2 on page 7, this should not be considered as a limitation; some benchmarks in the later released PolyBench 3.0—like pca and tce—are already large enough and have several hundred dependences. Also, as indicated in Chapter 2, LLVM/Polly has a more severe scalability problem than PLuTo. For PolyBench 2.0 examples, the compilation times are in tens of seconds which are unacceptable even for a conventional compiler. Furthermore, for scalability comparisons about asymptotic improvements like ours, we believe that curves like Figure 7.1 on page 93 and Figure 7.2 on page 93 make the strongest case.
**Generated code performance.** We have just shown a proof of concept of the executed code performance in Table 7.3 on page 94. The generated code performs well when compared to the original code that PLuTo generates when compared with PIP. The above table is only partial and should be augmented with more analysis: code performance for per-dependence methods (and their interaction with YY and YN cases), and the number of final timings of the executed code in Table 7.3 on page 94. We believe there are valid reasons for both of these in both theoretical and practical sense.

**More advanced techniques for interpreting schedules.** One theoretical reason is the way PLuTo currently makes a call to PIP for obtaining the schedule. PLuTo constructs an overall Farkas polyhedron and makes a \texttt{lexmin} call to PIP on it, while the cost function of a UTVPI polyhedron solved for a feasible point using Bellman-Ford algorithm is \texttt{max}. The dual LP program of Bellman-Ford consequently has \texttt{min} in the objective function, but the constraints are column-wise UTVPI, not row-wise. This problem could be overcome by using Johnson’s algorithm \cite{CSRL01}, after running a Bellman-Ford on the constraint graph.

Briefly, Johnson’s algorithm for finding All Pair Shortest Paths begins with an application of Bellman-Ford algorithm on an augmented graph which has an additional source vertex connected to all the other vertices by zero-weight edges. It also involves an application of Dijkstra’s algorithm on each of the vertices. But, as this latter algorithm can only be applied when the edge weights are non-negative, it constructs a new graph—obtained as a result of a reweighing step—using the original graph and the solution given by Bellman-Ford. The overall algorithm is not much costlier than Bellman-Ford; it takes an overall time of $O(|V|^2 \log |V| + |V||E|)$, which is comparable to $O(|V||E|)$ of the latter.

The reweighing step of Johnson’s algorithm is equivalent to interpreting the shortest paths solution returned by Bellman-Ford and hence which can be used to apply the schedules in PLuTo to find permutable hyperplanes. It can even be thought of as skewing or rotating the axes accordingly.

**Schedule interpretation of permutable hyperplanes.** Closely related to the above is the interpretation of permutable hyperplanes as well as fusion heuristics implemented in PLuTo for application of schedules. The PLuTo algorithm of Bondhugula et al. \cite{BHSRS08} needs as many independent hyperplanes as there are dimensions for each statement in the input program. Hence it accumulates the best solution available in an iterative fashion all the time ensuring that linear independence \cite{Pen55} is satisfied till all the dependences are satisfied. The above method we suggested—of obtaining a feasible point using Bellman-Ford and applying it using Johnson’s algorithm—should be tuned to this process of PLuTo, and we leave this as an open problem for now.

**Some implementation issues**

**Advanced algorithms to remove duplicates.** Our current method to eliminate duplicate constraints is a simple syntactic one employing lexical comparison of the constraints. We improved from the one implemented in PLuTo. For constructing a non-duplicate system from an input system of size $m \times n$, it takes $O(mn \log m)$ time, with sorting of the constraints (using \texttt{quicksort} routine) dominating the complexity. For general polyhedra, this cost can obviously not be improved any further. But as indicated in the earlier
chapter, this cost can be reduced to linear time for UTVPI system using radix sort based schemes \cite{AN98}, and such an improvement could make a significant difference. We think that it is imperative that a UTVPI approximation employing Bellman-Ford algorithm should employ the latter because of the comparable $O(mn)$ complexity of Bellman-Ford.

**Integer vs. rational solutions.** The traditional method is to solve a rational LP problem on a per-dependence basis; this results in rational coefficients in the homogenizing dimension as discussed in Section 6.3.1 on page 73. This method can be improved by solving an ILP formulation on a per-dependence basis; this results in integer coefficients in the homogenizing dimensions as discussed in Section 6.7.5 on page 80. This improvement also comes at a price with respect to scaling of the coefficients. Namely, choosing to have integer homogenizing dimension values raises two issues: increase of homogenizing dimension coefficients in the higher-dimensional intermediate system $S_{HD}$, and the corresponding increase of the homogenizing dimension values in the resultant approximated system.

The solution to the integer program may not be the same as the one obtained by running a rational program and simply scaling it up. Also, the choice of integer solution may lead to insufficiency of normal (32-bit) precision offered by PIP \cite{Fea88}. With all the examples in PolyBench 2.0, we did not need to use more precision than 32-bits for integers. However, this may not always be the case. A wider precision like 64-bits, or even the use of multi-precision libraries like GMP, may be needed to solve the intermediate systems and store the resultant homogenizing dimension values.

It has also to be noted that for both TVPI as well as UTVPI sub-polyhedra, the algorithms to solve the overall system $P$—Hochbaum-Naor for TVPI polyhedra and Bellman-Ford for UTVPI polyhedra—are strongly polynomial algorithms. So, this increase in precision will not affect the overall complexity asymptotically. It will however affect it, though only by a constant factor. Such is not the case with ILP formulation on the overall polyhedron, which potentially takes exponential time and depends on the bit size as well, because of its strong NP-Completeness.

**Bounding box for pseudo-parametric dimensions.** The pseudo-parametric variables, as defined in our LP formulations, necessarily have a non-trivial lineality space: the variables are unbounded in either direction because their constraints have equalities. When asked to provide a $\text{lexmin}$ on such unbounded polyhedra (especially ones with non-trivial lineality space), PIP returns unbounded values by encoding them as rational numbers with 0s in the solution’s denominators\footnote{We thank Cédric Bastoul for helping to decode this apparent “error” of PIP.}. The corresponding numerators also do not respect the pseudo-parametric constraints, as they were never expected to do so.

This issue could be overcome by a minor trick; bounding the HD system in a fixed size box, by adding additional constraints to the pseudo-parametric variables: $-K \leq p_1, \ldots, p_m \leq K$, where $2K$ is the width of the bounding box. In this way, the lineality space issue would not be an issue in PIP and the solution values would respect the constraints. As the homogenizing dimension values could be either positive or negative, the $p$-variables need to be bound in both directions with the bounding box needing to span either directions of the origin.
The size of the bounding box however, is not straightforward to obtain: it needs some empirical testing and could be even be benchmark dependent. Too small bounding box values, like $K = 1$ may lead to overflows when solving the resultant system because their non-homogenizing dimension coefficients have large values\(^{28}\). On the other hand, too big bounding box values like $K = 100$, have the detrimental effect of the overflow of the intermediate system. By experimentation, we have found that any value of $K$ less than 10, for example like $K = 8$, is a good value for benchmarks in PolyBench 2.0.

In this chapter, we studied the implementation of the algorithms studied in earlier chapters. In the next chapter, we will study a program theoretic application of the under-approximation.

\(^{28}\)This is because PIP does not take in rational constraints: a constraint like $2x + 3y \leq \frac{1}{10}$, where the $\frac{1}{10}$ is obtained as homogenizing dimension value from solving the higher dimensional system should be re-encoded as $20x + 30y \leq 1$. 
Chapter 8

Applications to Loop Transformation Problems

In the previous chapters, we have mainly focused on Farkas polyhedra arising in Feautrier’s scheduler and its application in FCO scheduling for tiling. One important strength of our under-approximation framework is its ability to trade precision for scalability using (U)TVPI approximations of polyhedra. Scalability arises from the excellent worst-case complexities of sub-polyhedral operations, and the ability to largely implement the approximation as an independent optimization problem for each dependence-edge. Because of the strength of these properties in our approach, it happens to be general enough to be applied to other compilation problems, related and unrelated to scheduling. In this chapter, we will see a variety of compilation and loop-transformation problems which could benefit from our framework.

8.1 Introduction

The following is a brief overview of this applications chapter.

LP formulations for affine loop transformations. In Section 8.2 we apply the approximation to shifting 1-d loops for pipelining as formulated by Calland et al. [CDR98] and for compaction as formulated by Darte and Huard [DH00a]. This formulation is particularly interesting because of the use of a variation of min-cost flow algorithm by the authors, whose dual program has TVPI constraints. This is followed by DAG scheduling problems in circuit synthesis [CZ06, JZPC08, CLZ09] which use formulations with UTVPI constraints and Total Unimodularity results.

In Section 8.3, this is followed by a brief summarization of Darte and Vivien’s scheduling algorithm [DV97a] and a suggestion to apply an approximation. This is followed in Section 8.4 by more general affine scheduling techniques that are based on application of Farkas lemma; namely Feautrier’s framework [Pea92a, Pea92b] in Section 8.4.1 and Forward Communications Only (FCO) framework [GFG02, BHR08] in Section 8.4.2 For approximating the latter, we also discuss some practical feasibility enhancing techniques: namely, clustering of the constraints. Since the PLuTo framework already provides a way
in which these could be evaluated, we show the experimental results of implementing the above methods in Section 8.4.3. These experimental results are extensions of the ones shown in Chapter 7.

**ILP and mixed 0–1 ILP formulations of loop transformations.** Within the loop transformations themselves, some problems have been shown to be NP-Complete, with their algorithms consisting of ILP or mixed-0-1-ILP formulations. We discuss a sample of these problems and show how our approximating frameworks can be used for obtaining heuristics. These techniques use the approximation technique introduced in Section 6.7.5 on page 80.

For doing the above, first, in Section 8.5, we cover the ILP formulation of multi-dimensional shifting as formulated by Darte and Huard [DH02]. Then in Section 8.6, we explain how some formulations in Darte and Huard’s array contraction results for shifting or fusion [DH05] can utilize the approximation framework for obtaining approximate solutions. Since these latter formulations also subsumes some previously other formulations like [MS97], we summarize them as well.

**A framework for approximation of loop transformations.** In Section 8.7, we formulate a general framework for approximation, which summarizes the above formulations and our methods to approximate the techniques.

**Implication of UTVPI approximation on code generation.** The above will be followed by briefly discussing in Section 8.8 how the above Totally-Unimodular results hinted in Section 6.7.5 on page 80 can possibly be used to generate simpler code.

In Section 8.9, we discuss some conclusions and perspectives.
8.2 Shifting 1d-loops for Pipelining and Compaction

Since the general resource constrained optimal cyclic scheduling problem is known to be NP-Hard [HM94], the problem has traditionally been decomposed into two phases: first solving a cyclic scheduling problem without resources constraints where the shifting factor is found using retiming techniques, followed by solving an acyclic graph scheduling problem taking into account the resource constraints using traditional list scheduling techniques.

To solve the cyclic scheduling (decomposed software pipelining) problem, Calland et al. [CDR98] give an LP formulation whose constraint matrix is built from incidence matrices of the original and a retimed dependence graph, and prove it to be a Totally Unimodular (TU) matrix. The following is their LP formulation:

\[
\begin{align*}
\min & \sum_{e \in E} \delta(e) \\
\text{subject to} & \\
\quad & 0 \leq \delta(e) \leq 1 \text{ for all } e \in E \\
\quad & q(v) - q(u) + d'(u, v) \geq 1 \text{ for all } u, v \in V; e = (u, v) \in E \\
\quad & q(v) - q(u) + d(u, v) \geq 1 \text{ for all } u, v \in V \\
\quad & \text{such that } \Delta(u, v) > \Phi_{\text{opt}}
\end{align*}
\]  

(8.1)

It should be noted that in the above LP formulation, \(q\) and \(\delta\) are the variables. The former \(q(v)\) standing for the rational retiming applied on vertex \(v\), and the latter \(\delta(e)\), which is a binary decision variable, for whether the edge \(e\) is selected or not as a result of the retiming. Also, the functions \(d'\) and \(\Delta\) are defined over pairs of vertices using the Lieserson-Saxe retiming algorithm [LS91], and are found out prior to the above LP formulation by solving an All Pairs Shortest Paths problem on \(G\).

The above LP formulation can be written in matrix-constraint form as the following:

\[
\begin{align*}
\min \left\{ (0, 1) \begin{pmatrix} q \\ \delta \end{pmatrix} \right\} \begin{pmatrix} 0 & -I \\ 0 & I \\ C & I \\ C' & 0 \end{pmatrix} \begin{pmatrix} q \\ \delta \end{pmatrix} \leq \begin{pmatrix} 0 \\ 1 \\ d - 1 \\ d' - 1 \end{pmatrix}
\end{align*}
\]  

(8.2)

where \(C\) is the transpose of the \(|V| \times |E|\) size incidence matrix of \(G\), \(C'\) is the transpose of the incidence matrix of \(G'\) whose edges are the pairs \((u, v)\) such that \(\Delta(u, v) > \Phi_{\text{opt}}\), and \(I\) is the \(|E| \times |E|\) identity matrix. Also, the vector \(d - 1\) (resply. \(d' - 1\)) is of size \(|E| \times 1\) (\(|E'| \times 1\), where \(|E'|\) is the number of edges in \(G'\)) and constructed with the edge weights of the original graph \(G\) (resply the retimed graph \(G'\)).

It may seem that solving the above set of inequalities in (8.2) may need an ILP solver because of the binary nature \(\{0, 1\}\) of the \(\delta\)-variables, but Calland et al. give the following result, which proves the polynomial nature of above problem:

**Theorem 8.2.1** [TU of Calland et. al’s LP formulation]. The constraint matrix of the above formulation (Equation 8.2) is a Totally-Unimodular (TU) matrix.

For proving the above we need the following characterizations of TU matrices:
Lemma 8.2.2 [Characterization of TU matrices]. Let $A$ be a matrix with entries from $\{0, \pm 1\}$, then the following are equivalent:

1. $A$ is totally unimodular, i.e., each square submatrix of $A$ has a determinant $\{0, \pm 1\}$;

2. [Ghouila-Houri characterization of TU matrices [GH62]] Each collection of rows of $A$ can be split into two parts so that the sum of rows in one part minus the sum of the rows in the other part is a vector with entries from $\{0, \pm 1\}$.

3. [Raghavachari’s constructive characterization of TU matrices [Rag76]] If a row (or column) of $A$ has at most one non-zero element, then $A$ is TU iff the matrix obtained by removing the particular row (or column) is TU.

Proof of Theorem 8.2.1: The sets of rows $\begin{pmatrix} 0 & -I \\ 0 & I \end{pmatrix}$ and $\begin{pmatrix} 0 & I \\ 1 & 1 \end{pmatrix}$ are obviously TU. The submatrices $C$ and $C'$ are TU because they are incidence matrices of directed graphs, and the latter are TU because they are a sub-class of network matrices. So, the sub-matrix $\begin{pmatrix} C' & 0 \end{pmatrix}$ is TU as well. For seeing that the remaining rows $\begin{pmatrix} C & I \end{pmatrix}$ are TU, notice that the $I$ matrix adds exactly one additional 1 to each of these rows of the matrix. Any square sub-matrix which includes any row from these sets of rows will have determinant from $\{0, \pm 1\}$ because of Ghouila-Houri theorem. When applying the above theorem, it note that Schrijver [Sch86] uses the transposes of the matrices referred to here.\footnote{After writing the above proof, a much simpler and alternative proof for the above was noticed by the author. It uses the above mentioned Raghavachari’s constructive characterization of TU matrices [Rag76], listed as Lemma 8.2.2.3.}

UTVPI-UA of the above formulation. It can be noticed that as given, the formulation in (8.2) has at most 3 non-zero elements per row in the $\begin{pmatrix} C & I \end{pmatrix}$ rows and is clearly not a (U)TVPI polyhedron. But, it can benefit from our framework as the constraints are constructed on a per-dependence-edge basis, and the constraint matrix elements belong to the set $\{0, \pm 1\}$. To do the above, three strategies can be used to obtain the (U)TVPI approximation:

\[
P^0_e = \begin{pmatrix} C(e) & I(e) \end{pmatrix} \begin{pmatrix} q \\ \delta \end{pmatrix} \leq (d(e) - 1)
\]

\[
P^1_e = \begin{pmatrix} 0 & -I \\ C(e) & I(e) \end{pmatrix} \begin{pmatrix} q \\ \delta \end{pmatrix} \leq \begin{pmatrix} 0 \\ 1 \end{pmatrix}
\]

\[
P^2_e = \begin{pmatrix} 0 & -I \\ C(e) & I(e) \end{pmatrix} \begin{pmatrix} q \\ \delta \end{pmatrix} \leq \begin{pmatrix} 0 \\ d(e) - 1 \end{pmatrix}
\]

In the above, the $P_e$’s are the per-dependence-edge polyhedra that are being sent to the Under-Approximation engine for approximation. The $\left[ \begin{pmatrix} C(e) & I(e) \end{pmatrix}, d(e) - 1 \right]$ row corresponding to $P^0_e$-polyhedron
is the actual per-edge constraint, which can be annotated with the additional rows as a way of augmentation.

In \( P^0_e \) strategy, the approximation is done only for \( P^0_e \), while in the \( P^1_e \) strategy, the bounding box constraints are added to the \( P^0_e \) constraints, and finally for \( P^2_e \) strategy, the \( \left[ \begin{array}{cc} C' & 0 \\ \textbf{d}' - 1 \end{array} \right] \) constraints are added.

**Feasibility preservation of UA systems.** It is important to notice that the following matrix is always feasible because it encodes the identity schedule:

\[
P_{\text{base}} = \begin{pmatrix} 0 \\ 0 \\ C(e) \\ C' \end{pmatrix} \begin{pmatrix} \mathbf{q} \end{pmatrix} \leq \begin{pmatrix} 0 \\ 1 \\ d(e) - 1 \\ \mathbf{d}' - 1 \end{pmatrix} \equiv \begin{pmatrix} C(e) \\ C' \end{pmatrix} \begin{pmatrix} \mathbf{q} \end{pmatrix} \leq \begin{pmatrix} d(e) - 1 \\ \mathbf{d}' - 1 \end{pmatrix}
\]

The presence of \( \delta \)-variables is forces us to answer the feasibility question. We also have to note that in this particular formulation of Calland et al.’s, the above formulation \( P_{\text{base}} \) is already UTVPI. But, this discussion is relevant because we see this Calland et al.’s formulation as a sub-case of more powerful LP/ILP formulations, where the UTVPI-ness of the matrices in the absence of variables equivalent to \( \delta \)-variables of Calland et al. is not necessarily guaranteed.

\( P^0_e \) can be approximated by the median method and so can be \( P^1_e \) and \( P^2_e \). Each of these can also be approximated using the one-shot method. The latter can also be done on even the entire even \( P_e \) as well resulting in an offline online strategy.

This original schedule can be added into the rest of the constraints as a means of seeding; namely, by adding some solutions of \( P_{\text{base}} \) to each of \( P^0_e \), \( P^1_e \) or \( P^2_e \). Then there will be some points which are common to each of the per-dependence methods. Once this seeding is done, the Under-Approximation can happen on a per-dependence basis. The following lemma directly follows.

**Lemma 8.2.3 [Seeding Lemma]** The Under-Approximation will always preserve the canonical schedule.

The trick for the above proof is to use the one-shot approximation technique, which always guarantees the feasibility of the UA. The resulting UA will have the canonical schedule and be UTVPI as well.

In the rest of this section, we cover two additional applications that use a very similar framework.

**Darte-Huard’s Loop Shifting for compaction.** Darte-Huard’s loop shifting for compaction [DH00a] uses a very similar framework to the above paper, where an LP formulation which is a variation of a min-cost flow problem is used with the goal of finding a valid retiming such that the number zero-weight edges in the retimed graph is minimizied. Just as in the formulation of Calland et al., the zero-weight edges correspond to the number of active edges in the \( i \)th iteration, and hence minimizing them corresponds to a per-iteration constraint graph which is more amenable to the list scheduling process that follows. Darte-Huard propose an purely graph theoretic algorithm using out-of-kilter techniques for solving min-cost flow problem, resulting in an overall algorithm with \( \mathcal{O}(|E||V|^2) \) worst-case complexity. Though the
above technique is by itself strongly polynomial, we propose that the above algorithm could as well benefit from a UTVPI approximation resulting in a lower complexity strongly polynomial time algorithm.

**DAG scheduling in circuit synthesis.** In a series of papers, Cong et al. [CZ06, JZPC08, CLZ09] propose scheduling using difference constraints and Totally Unimodular concepts. More specifically, Cong and Zhang [CZ06] propose scheduling of DAGs using difference constraints so that behavioural synthesis of hardware (#States, #Cycles etc.) can be optimized. Jiang et al. [JZPC08] extend the above work and propose DAG scheduling for low-power optimization in behavioural synthesis. They prove that the scheduling constraints are rational difference constraints \( x_i - x_j \leq c; c \in \mathbb{Q} \) and hence TU, resulting in polynomial time scheduling problem. Finally, Cong et al. [CLZ09] extend the above case for integer difference constraints of the form \( x_i - x_j \leq c; c \in \mathbb{Z} \) with addition of what they term as soft-constraints (ones that can be broken), again with the overall goal of low-power behavioural synthesis. The overall system is again a difference constraint matrix and hence satisfies TU properties.

**Cyclic-scheduling techniques being more general than DAG scheduling.** It can be seen that the above circuit synthesis formulations [CZ06, JZPC08, CLZ09] are a sub-problem of Calland et al’s [CDR98] and Darte-Huard’s [DH00a] cyclic scheduling formulations. This is because an algorithm for cyclic scheduling can very easily be used for solving a DAG scheduling problem: for example, by creation of a pseudo-loop around the body. Even the use of TU matrices in either of these formulations is very similar. Also, the LP formulations from the above circuit synthesis are very similar to the list scheduling techniques of Hanen-Munier [HM01, HM94] (Chapter 2 of [DRV00]). These latter results have greedy algorithms using which can be seen to subsume the above mentioned results from circuit synthesis.

**Relationship of UA framework to the above sets of problems.** Since we have shown in the above section that Calland et al’s formulation can be approximated using our UA technique, the above circuit synthesis problems can also be solved with the same cubic-time complexity of Bellman-Ford.

**Similarity of problems from different areas.** The above similarity of our concepts to problems from another area (namely circuit synthesis) is very encouraging, but we should also note that the problem of scheduling is very vast with many applications from fields quite unrelated to each other. In fact, the concepts of scheduling graphs with delays either on vertices or on edges, with or without cycles, and with the vertex/edge weights being uni/multi-dimensions is extremely powerful to encode not just from loop-optimization or circuit synthesis, but even from other areas such as job-shop or task scheduling. Due to the above reason, it is likely that the concepts of Totally Unimodularity get reused many times. The formulation by Durr and Hurand [DH06] for list scheduling can be considered as another instance of a scheduling application using TU concept.
8.3 Darte-Vivien’s PRDG Scheduling

Darte-Vivien’s scheduling algorithm [DV97a] builds on their previous work which revisits the decomposition of Karp-Miller-Winograd (KMW) on Systems of Uniform Recurrence Equations (SUREs) [DV95]. Their works bring out the connection between the KMW decomposition algorithm to determine the computability of SUREs and polyhedral scheduling algorithms.

Darte-Vivien show that for dependence graphs annotated with direction vectors (multi-dimensional dependence vectors whose components are from $\mathbb{Z} \cup \{+,-,0+,0-,\}$), an *apriori uniformization step* can transform these dependence graphs into an equivalent Polyhedral Reduced Dependence Graph (PRDG) which encodes the polyhedral representation of these dependences. Also, the *computability test of KMW* can directly be used to find schedules of this PRDG with uniform dependences. Further, there exists a simple linear programming *duality relationship* between the computability and the PRDG scheduling algorithm.

Feautrier’s algorithm [Pea92a, Pea92b] is generally accepted to be the most powerful framework and algorithm to detect and extract parallelism. Also, Darte-Vivien’s scheduling algorithm accepts uniform dependences which are more restricted than the affine dependences accepted by Feautrier’s algorithm. However, it is rather surprising to note that if optimality is defined such that it involves detecting the amount of parallelism in the particular encoding accepted by the parallelization algorithm, Darte-Vivien’s algorithm is optimal [Viv03]. It should also be noted that as the scheduling algorithm of Darte and Vivien takes in only uniform dependences as a result of the uniformization step, it does not need to use the affine form of Farkas lemma as used by Feautrier. But, the algorithm still needs duality techniques when constructing the schedule vectors obtained as the result of KMW-decomposition.

In this section we cover neither the computability result of KMW nor the uniformization step of Darte-Vivien, instead referring to the excellent coverage in [DRV00] Ch. 4 and 5]. The following is the main result of Darte-Vivien:

**Theorem 8.3.1 [Darte-Vivien’s Computability and Scheduling].** Let $G = (V,E,w)$ be a Polyhedral Reduced Dependence Graph (PRDG) with $w : E \rightarrow \mathbb{Z}^d$ be the multi-dimensional edge weights (or dependences). The computability test of the above PRDGs can be adapted to find linear schedules using LP duality techniques. More precisely, the following are equivalent:

\[
\min \left\{ \sum_{e} v_e \mid q \geq 0; \ v \geq 0; \ q + v \geq 1; \ Cq = 0; Wq = 0; \right\} \quad \text{Computability Formulation} \quad [P_{DV}^{COMP}] \quad (8.3)
\]

\[
\iff \min \left\{ \sum_{e} v_e \mid q \geq 0; \ v \geq 0; \ x \geq 0; \ q + v = 1 + x; \ Cq = 0; Wq = 0; \right\} \quad \text{Computability Formulation} \quad [P_{DV}^{COMP}] \quad (8.4)
\]

\[
\equiv \max \left\{ \sum_{e} z(e) \mid 0 \leq z \leq 1; \ Xw(e) + \rho_v - \rho_u \geq z \right\} \quad \text{Scheduling Formulation} \quad [P_{DV}^{SCH}] \quad (8.5)
\]
where $C$ is the $|V| \times |E|$ size incidence matrix of $G$, $W = [w_1, w_2, \ldots, w_{|E|}]$ is the $n \times |E|$ size dependence matrix whose columns are the weights of edges of $G$. The formulations in equations (8.3) or (8.4) are essentially the same except for the additional (slack) variables $x$. Equations (8.4) and (8.5) are of course related by duality.

Darte-Vivien suggest a KMW style decomposition algorithm to determine the schedule of the input PRDG. Instead of determining the computability of the input SURE, Darte-Vivien decomposition algorithm returns the schedule for PRDG $G$, with $(X_1^{d_1}, \rho_1^{d_1}), (X_2^{d_2}, \rho_2^{d_2}), \ldots, (X_{d-1}^{d_{d-1}}, \rho_{d-1}^{d_{d-1}})$ returning the $d$-dimensional schedule for each vertex of PRDG, with the some number of dependences satisfied at each level of the decomposition, inducing smaller sub-graph $G' \subset G$, where $G'$ is generated by all the edges of $G$ that belong to at least one multicycle with zero-weight.

They show also show the following property of the graph $G'$:

**Lemma 8.3.2 [Darte-Vivien’s schedules and Strong and Weak Separability].** Let $G'$ be the subgraph of $G$ induced by zero-weight multicycles. The edges of $G'$ can be characterized by the following property

$$
\begin{cases}
\text{Weakly Separating Hyperplane } e \in G' : & Xw(e) + \rho_v - \rho_u = 0 \\
\text{Strongly Separating Hyperplane } e \notin G' : & Xw(e) + \rho_v - \rho_u \geq 1
\end{cases}
$$

(8.6)

**Approximation of Darte-Vivien’s formulations.** Before designing (U)TVPI-UA strategies specific to Darte-Vivien’s scheduling algorithm, we need a few observations. Firstly, as pointed above, the input of Darte-Vivien is (polyhedral) direction vectors and hence by itself can be considered as an approximation of the exact (affine) polyhedral dependences of Feautrier [Fea91]. Hence, (U)TVPI-approximation applied to Darte-Vivien’s algorithm for purposes of scalability needs to have a good guarantee of feasibility. Secondly, there already exists some practical evidence [Mei96] to show that for dependences which are amenable to both Darte-Vivien’s algorithm as well as Feautrier’s, the former is more scalable than the latter. Thirdly, the approximation can proceed using either of the formulations in (8.3) or (8.5). Obviously, in the former, it needs to be a OA, while in the latter it needs to be a UA of the overall polyhedra. Finally, the matrix $C$, which is used in the computability formulation of Darte-Vivien is already a UTCPV matrix because it is the incidence matrix of a directed graph with each column having exactly one $+1$ element, and exactly one $-1$ element. Also, the $W$ matrix has tendency to have low column-wise sparsity with elements most likely from $\{0, \pm 1, \pm 2\}$. These can be further transformed into a unit-PRDG matrix $W$, whose elements are from $\{0, \pm 1\}$ with this transformation involving addition of pseudo-nodes much similar to Darte-Vivien’s uniformization step.

**Approximation strategies for Darte-Vivien.** The following are suggestions of some approximation strategies for Darte-Vivien.

1. **[DV-UA1] Enumeration by fixing the $z$-variables:** The $z$-variable in (8.5) can be redefined to be a binary decision variable, i.e., $z \in \{0, 1\}$, with the binary values defining whether the particular edge $z_e$ is selected at that particular level of decomposition (1) or not (0). Each of the
resultant polyhedra \( P_{DV \text{FIXZ}}(X, \rho) = P_{DV \text{SCH}}(X, \rho)|z \) can be approximated using one-shot strategy \( \text{UA}(P_{DV \text{FIXZ}}(X, \rho)) \). Note that this latter polyhedron is always a feasible polyhedron and results in a valid under-approximation. For example, for \(|E| = 3\), this yields three polyhedra \( P_{DV \text{SCH}}(X, \rho)|z_1\), \( P_{DV \text{SCH}}(X, \rho)|z_2\) and \( P_{DV \text{SCH}}(X, \rho)|z_3\). Once this approximation is done, so as to maximize the number of edges satisfied at the lowest depth, the edges that are left can be maximized. This can proceed in a decreasing fashion for \(|E|, |E| - 1, \ldots, 2, 1\) edge.

2. **[DV-UA2] Per-Dependence UA strategy:** The per-dependence polyhedron can be constructed as
\[
P_e = \{ 0 \leq z \leq 1; Xw(e) + \rho_v - \rho_u \geq z \}
\]
which can be approximated using the one-shot approach. The overall collection of Under-Approximations \( \text{UA}(P_e) \) can be solved. The above can be run on a cluster (bigger collection of dependences) of dependences, like per-SCC component as well.

3. **[DV-UA3] OA of the Computability constraints:** For this, we need to notice that between the two LP formulations for computability, the main constraints are \( \{ Cq = 0; Wq = 0; \} \). These could be approximated into UTCPV constraints as well.

Each of the above could happen on a strongly connected component of the PRDG. The theoretical feasibility results of the above strategies are left for future work. Also, evaluating the efficacy of the above approximation strategies is difficult because polyhedral optimizers have no implementation of Darte-Vivien’s algorithm.

### 8.4 Affine Scheduling Frameworks and Clustering

The previous sections discuss algorithms for the under approximation of one single polyhedron, so that the UA polyhedron can be solved as a means of trading expressiveness (e.g., the ability to find “good” affine transformations) for scalability. In affine scheduling however, the overall system \( P \) is an intersection of many polyhedra, each of them arising from a dependence-edge as in the case of Feautrier’s scheduler [Fea92a, Fea92b], or the above along with some additional constraints as in the case of Bondhugula’s scheduler [GFG02, BHRS08]. More specifically:

- Feautrier’s scheduler to minimize latency: \( P_L = \cap_{e \in E} P_e \), where \( P_e \) is the per-dependence-edge Farkas polyhedron. A given dependence edge induces a (weak satisfaction) constraint in the system until it is strongly satisfied by outer dimensions of the multidimensional affine schedule (i.e., the sink of a dependence is scheduled at a strictly higher time step than the source).

- Bondhugula’s FCO scheduler to expose loop tiling opportunities: \( P_{FCO} = \cap_{e \in E} P_e \cap_{v \in V} H_v \cap_{v \in V} N_v \), where \( P_e \) is similar to Feautrier’s scheduler’s per-dependence polyhedron, enforcing weak dependence satisfaction only, but at all dimensions of the multidimensional affine schedule; while \( H_v \) collects the per-statement linear independence constraints, and \( N_v \) collects the per-statement non-negativity or trivial solution avoidance constraints.
These two cases are different because, thanks to the conditions in [Fea92b], the polyhedron built by Feautrier’s multi-dimensional scheduler is known to be always feasible. This condition however is not necessarily true for FCO-based systems: though the number of problematic, additional constraints $|H_V| + |N_V|$ is small (around $2|V|$ or less than 10%) when compared to Farkas multiplier constraints $|P_E|$, the overall polyhedron could be empty, complicating the UA procedure.

The feasibility preservation problem is to find a non-empty $UA(P)$ in each of the above cases, without making any queries—like an LP call—on the overall system $P$. In this section we discuss practical methods to increase the control on feasibility for the overall approximated system.

### 8.4.1 Feautrier’s latency minimization

Let us first discuss a technique for Feautrier’s scheduler. Let us start by approximating each of the $P_e$ by calling the one-shot algorithm discussed in Section 6.4.1 and construct the overall approximation by putting all the individual approximations together: $UA(P) = \cap_{e \in E} UA(P_e)$. The overall approximation is the result of $|E|$ calls to the one-shot procedure. This will be affordable because each of the $P_e$-s is quite small.

Feautrier’s algorithm always finds a (rational) multi-dimensional affine schedule, which guarantees that $P$ is a feasible polyhedron. The main question is whether feasibility is preserved when intersecting the per-dependence approximations. Surprisingly, the answer is yes. Notice that the original schedule of the source program is always feasible. The key idea is to seed the approximation of the per-dependence $P_e$ polyhedra, forcing this original schedule into the UA. It simply amounts to substituting the values of the coefficients of the original schedule in the Farkas constraints, and adding the resulting (in)equality to the systems before applying the one-shot UA method.

This result is important because of the large number of affine scheduling heuristics deriving from Feautrier’s algorithm. Feautrier’s fine-grain parallelization method is already useful for loop vectorization [Fea92b]. Our seeding approach is directly applicable to coarse-grain parallelization heuristics of Lim and Lam [LL97] as well.

We could have stopped here and declared success. But more advanced methods combining tiling for locality enhancement and parallelism extraction require additional effort to preserve feasibility. The next section studies the most successful of these heuristics, pushing us to enhance the under-approximation method to tackle feasibility preservation in presence of more complex affine constraints.

### 8.4.2 Griebl et al.’s Forward Communications Only tiling in PLuTo

In this section, we discuss the approximation of $P$ in the context of Bondhugula’s FCO scheduler, as implemented in PLuTo. Here, seeding with the original schedule is not possible since the loops of the source program may not be directly permutable/tilable. We study four Per-Dependence (PD) constraint clustering techniques: PD1–PD4.

---

30If such a query could be made, then it could as well be used to solve for the objective function resulting in the schedule...
**PD1: Fully-separate.** Each $P_e$ is approximated alone, and all the additional constraints are approximated together as in:

$$UA(P) = \bigcap_{e \in E} UA(P_e) \bigcap \bigcap_{v \in V} H_v \bigcap_{v \in V} N_v$$  \hspace{1cm} (8.7)

The overall approximation is the result of $|E| + 1$ applications of the one-shot method.

**PD2: Total augmentation.** Each $P_e$ is augmented with all the additional constraints, and this augmented polyhedron is approximated, as in:

$$UA(P) = \bigcap_{e \in E} UA\left( P_e \bigcap_{v \in V} H_v \bigcap_{v \in V} N_v \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (8.8)

The overall approximation is the intersection of $|E|$ one-shot approximations, and each element in $H_V$ and $N_V$ could be approximated multiple-times.

**PD3: Selected augmentation.** Each $P_e$ is augmented with its section of the additional constraints $H_u$ and $N_u$ (for statements $u$ on either side of dependence edge) and the augmented per-dependence polyhedron is approximated. If $e : v_1 \rightarrow v_2$,

$$UA(P) = \bigcap_{e \in E} UA\left( P_e \bigcap_{v \in V} H_v \bigcap_{v \in V} N_v \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (8.9)

The overall approximation is the intersection of $|E|$ one-shot approximations.

**PD4: Just Farkas.** Each $P_e$ is approximated independently, just like in Feautrier’s scheduler, while the additional constraints are thrown away. The overall approximation is the intersection of $|E|$ one-shot approximations.

This method clearly does not give an UA. It is meant to better characterize the source of the infeasibility in the previous three methods. Indeed, considering the intersection of UAs of per-dependence, weak-satisfaction constraints we know that the $P_e$’s are homogeneous cones. This tells us that the origin can be used as a seed to build a non-empty approximation. But since the additional constraints are of a very specific and well understood form, and are in a way artificial, can be subjected to graph theoretic routines in the final Bellman-Ford routine. Our view is that separation of the Farkas-polyhedra on a per-dependence basis is the main problem, as they constitute the majority of constraints.

**Clustering of dependences.** The method here is to run the approximation on a larger partition or a cluster of the dependence graph instead of a single dependence edge. In this hierarchy, a cover or a selection of edges of the graph is selected, and the UA algorithm runs on the Farkas-polyhedron induced by the edges in that cover. There are many choices for such a cover, depending on the methodology used, whether program theoretic (loop based), algorithmic (graph based), or operational (linear programming based).
### Table 8.1: UA effectiveness with constraint and dependence clustering techniques (18 out of 36 benchmarks from PolyBench 3.0)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Benchmark</th>
<th>(P_{FPH})</th>
<th>YY</th>
<th>YN</th>
<th>YY</th>
<th>YN</th>
<th>YY</th>
<th>YN</th>
<th>YY</th>
<th>YN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>adi</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>corcol</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>covcol</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>doitgen</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dsyr2k</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dsyrk</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>fdtd-2d</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gemver</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jacob1d</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jacob2d</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lu</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>matmul</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>matmul-init</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mvt</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>seidel</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ssymm</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>strmm</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>tmm</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUM</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

8.4.3 Experiments in feasibility of clustering techniques

In Table 8.1, the calls denote the number of polyhedra of FPH variety for that benchmark, same as their numbers in Table 7.1 on page 91. These numbers are for TVPI-UA. The results for UTVPI-UA are exactly similar to these: the feasibility characteristics are invariant with respect to TVPI and UTVPI methods because rational polyhedra are used in the approximations.

These columns refer to the median method discussed in Section 6.2 on page 69 to the LP-based independent method discussed in Section 6.4.2 on page 76 and the per-dependence methods discussed in Section 8.4.2 respectively. All the columns except for the LP-independent method refer to the per-dependence methods. The LP-independent method however, was again implemented on the overall Farkas system: that is obtained after putting together all the individual systems and after simplification by PLuTo.

The PLuTo calls of the FPH variety are for lexmin. In the current table, we discuss the results of feasibility only. The columns YY (Yes-Yes), YN (Yes-No), denote the feasibility (Y) or infeasibility (N) of the original and approximated systems respectively. They have been highlighted accordingly. Since the FPH system is used to find an optimization point in the overall system, a YN entry would mean loss of parallelization.

It can again be seen that the LP-indep method (29 YY and 16 YN cases or 10 out of 16 PolyBench problems) performs much better than the median method (19 YY and 26 YN cases or 6 out of 16 PolyBench...
problems). The latter performs not as poorly as the simplicity of the approach would hint to. We expect the incremental method to have much better performance than the current independent method. The results of PD1 fare only marginally better than the median method. The results of PD2 are close to LP-indep and are better than the median method (24 YY and 21 YN cases or 8 out of 16 PolyBench loop nests). Advanced clustering strategy PD3 has not been implemented. PD4 (Just Farkas) gives 100% feasibility preservation results (45 YY and 0 YN), making it quite attractive. The next sections study the impact on compilation time and on the performance of the generated code. Interpreting these UA systems so as to get permutable loops is left for future work.

8.5 Darte-Huard’s Multi-dimensional Shifting for Parallelization

Darte and Huard in their multi-dimensional loop alignment [DH02] show that the external shifting problem is NP-Complete. Their result is surprising because this particular transformation can be framed as part of general affine transformations. Indeed, the framework of Feautrier [Fea92a, Fea92b] uses a formulation which uses rational LP program and hence can be solved in (weakly) polynomial time. And, shifting could be a result of this formulation as it is encoded in the search space as well [DSV97].

Darte-Huard however point out the difference between general affine transformations and what could be called as niche transformations. The former, with their (haystack) formulations encode in themselves multitudes of useful transformations, and even sequences of transformations in the search space. The latter (needle) formulations encode specific varieties of transformations, like shifting, fusion, distribution, etc., which are particularly useful for many reasons like smaller complexity of the parallelizer, more control of the solution, simplicity of the code generated etc. As an example of these latter kind of transformations, Darte-Huard prove that the complexity of multi-dimensional-loop shifting for parallelization, namely finding a constant shift to the outer loops so that inner loops can be parallelized—a simple enough transformation, and a multi-dimensional variation of the 1d-shifting, which is circuit retiming [LS91] studied in Section 8.2—is NP-Hard.

8.5.1 Introduction

A sequence of loops with unit steps and uniform dependences, and each statement is surrounded by exactly \( n \) loops, such a program can be modelled as a directed graph \( G = (V, E, w) \), where \( V \) is the set of statements, \( E \) is the set of dependences and \( w : E \rightarrow \mathbb{Z}^n \) is a \( n \)-dimensional weight vector annotating each dependence edge \( E \).

**Notation:** The \( i \)-th component of the weight vector \( w(e) \) is denoted by \( w(e)_i \). Applying a retiming \( r : V \rightarrow \mathbb{Z} \) to a 1-dimensional dependence graph \( G = (V, E, w) \) changes the edge weight of an arc \( e = (u,v) \) from \( w(e) \) to \( w'(e) = w(e) + r(v) - r(u) \). Analogously, applying a multi-dimensional retiming \( r : V \rightarrow \mathbb{Z}^n \) to a graph of dimension \( n \), can be considered to be a composition of \( n \) scalar retimings, one for each of 1-dimensional graph. We can denote by \( G' = (V, E, w') \) the graph obtained from \( G \) after a retiming \( r \). Applying a retiming \( r : V \rightarrow \mathbb{Z}^n \) changes the set of weights of an arc \( e = (u, v) \) from \( w(e) \) to
\[ w'(e) = w(e) + r(v) - r(u). \]

The conditions given by Leiserson-Saxe \cite{LS91} for the retiming of a 1-dimensional graph state that a retiming is legal if and only if all the resulting edges have non-negative weights. An \( n \)-dimensional extension of the conditions can be given which states that a \( n \)-dimensional retiming is legal iff each of the resulting arc weights in \( G' \) are lexico-nonnegative.

Following the above notations, Darte-Huard define internal and external shifting.

### 8.5.2 External shifting complexity

#### Circuits and cycles.
In defining the different varieties of shifting, Darte-Huard make the crucial and unique distinction between circuits and cycles. In the general graph theoretical notations \cite{CSRL01,Die06}, a circuit is loosely used as equivalent to a cycle. Also, the weight of a path is defined to be the sequence of edges while respecting the edge directions. For purposes of multi-dimensional retiming, Darte-Huard use the same meaning with respect to circuits, but they point out that for cycles, the direction does not matter.

Using the above distinction in extending the conditions of Leiserson-Saxe \cite{LS91} means that there is a correspondence between the weight of (undirected) cycles and the presence of valid retimings: namely, there is a multi-dimensional retiming which induces zero-weight edges in the retimed graph iff the original graph has zero-weight cycles. (This is rather counter-intuitive, but has been explained by Darte and Huard \cite{DH00b}.) Darte and Huard also make the distinction between internal and external shifting (which is used in multi-dimensional shifting).

#### Internal and external shifting.
Internal shifting is but self-retiming, where parallel loops are searched for on a per-dimension basis. External shifting is trying to shift the outer dimensions so that the inner loops can be parallelyzed by internal shifting.

Darte-Huard prove that the internal shifting can be solved using a \( O(|E| + |V|) \) time algorithm, which is a variation of Depth-First-Search. External shifting, on the other hand is a much harder problem. Darte-Huard prove the NP-Completeness of external shifting.

The following is Theorem 2 of Darte-Huard \cite{DH02}.

**Lemma 8.5.1 [NP-Completeness of External Retiming]** Let \( G = (V, E, w) \) be a graph of \( 2 \)-dimensions and the problem of deciding if there exists a legal retiming, in the first dimension, such that \( G_r \) has only zero-weight cycles is strongly NP-Complete.

**Proof:** The proof involves a reduction from 3SAT to a variation of shifting problem. For details, refer Darte and Huard \cite{DH00b}. □

Since the problem is NP-Complete in general, Darte-Huard give an exact ILP formulation.

**Lemma 8.5.2 [ILP formulation of Darte-Huard].** Let \( G = (V, E, w) \) be a graph of \( 2 \)-dimensions and define the quantity \( \chi = \max(\sum_{e \in E} |w(e)|_2, 1) \). There exists a legal retiming such that the innermost loop is
parallel if and only if there exists a retiming \( r \) such that, for each arc \( e = (u, v) \), we have \( \chi w'(e)_1 + w'(e)_2 \geq 0 \) and \( \chi w'(e)_1 - w'(e)_2 \geq 0 \).

The above lemma mentions about two retimings, the first being the internal retiming (or self-retiming of the inner-loop), and the second one being the external retiming. Or, in other words, the external retiming prepares the dependences of the inner loop, and then, internal retiming exposes the inner parallel loop.

To understand the above ILP formulation, we need to remember that for a vector \( \mathbf{w}(e) \), the \( i \)th component is denoted by \( w(e)_i \). Hence the weight vectors in two dimensions of an edge \( e \) are \( \begin{pmatrix} w(e)_1 \\ w(e)_2 \end{pmatrix} \). Also intuitively, the constant \( \chi \) can be considered to be a multiplier larger than the weight vectors in the 2nd dimension, so that they can be carried by the outer dimension. The \( \geq \) condition is nothing but the multi-dimensional extension of the Leiserson-Saxe [LS91] retiming conditions. For a PRDG in 2-dimensions, the above ILP formulation is equivalent to the following:

\[
\forall e = (u, v) \in E, \chi (w(e)_1 + r(v)_1 - r(u)_1) \pm (w(e)_1 + r(v)_1 - r(u)_1) \geq 0; \quad (8.10)
\]

Since \( \chi > 0 \), assuming that there exists such a retiming \( r \), the above constraints can be used to derive (using Farkas lemma) the additional first dimension retiming constraint \( w(e)_1 + r(v)_1 - r(u)_1 \geq 0 \), which can also be obtained because of retiming conditions.

As an illustration, the following is an example from Darte-Huard.

![Figure 8.1: Darte-Huard External Retiming Example](image)

**Example [ILP formulation example]**. We begin with the example shown in Figure 8.1 (This example is same as Figure 12 in [DH02] or Figure 13 in [DH00b]). Here, \( \chi = \max((1 + 1 + 0), 1) = 2 \). The constraints are the following:

\[
\begin{align*}
  e_1 &= (b \rightarrow a) : \quad 2w'(e_1)_1 \pm w'(e_1)_2 \geq 0; \\
  e_2 &= (a \rightarrow b) : \quad 2w'(e_2)_1 \pm w'(e_2)_2 \geq 0; \\
  e_3 &= (a \rightarrow b) : \quad 2w'(e_3)_1 \pm w'(e_3)_2 \geq 0;
\end{align*}
\]
which leads to the following equivalent system, assuming \( \mathbf{r}_a = \begin{pmatrix} r_1^a \\ r_2^a \end{pmatrix} \) and \( \mathbf{r}_b = \begin{pmatrix} r_1^b \\ r_2^b \end{pmatrix} \):

\[
\begin{align*}
e_1 &= (b \rightarrow a) : \quad 2(1 + r_1^a - r_1^b) \pm (1 + r_2^a - r_2^b) \geq 0; \\
e_2 &= (a \rightarrow b) : \quad 2(0 - r_1^a + r_1^b) \pm (1 - r_2^a + r_2^b) \geq 0; \\
e_3 &= (a \rightarrow b) : \quad 2(0 - r_1^a + r_1^b) \pm (0 - r_2^a + r_2^b) \geq 0;
\end{align*}
\]

The change in signs in the above system for the \( r \)-variables is because of change in directions of the arcs: for \( e_1 \) it is \( b \rightarrow a \), while for \( e_2 \) and \( e_3 \) it is \( a \rightarrow b \). The above system is equivalent to the following:

\[
\begin{align*}
e_1 : \quad &+2r_1^a - 2r_1^b + r_2^a - r_2^b + 3 \geq 0; \quad +2r_1^a - 2r_1^b - r_2^a + r_2^b + 1 \geq 0; \\
e_2 : \quad &-2r_1^a + 2r_1^b - r_2^a + r_2^b + 1 \geq 0; \quad -2r_1^a + 2r_1^b + r_2^a - r_2^b - 1 \geq 0; \\
e_3 : \quad &-2r_1^a + 2r_1^b - r_2^a + r_2^b \geq 0; \quad -2r_1^a + 2r_1^b + r_2^a - r_2^b \geq 0;
\end{align*}
\]

Darte-Huard suggest that the above ILP formulation can be solved using standard ILP solvers. Also, they suggest the following retimings: \( \mathbf{r}_a = \begin{pmatrix} r_1^a \\ r_2^a \end{pmatrix} = \begin{pmatrix} 0 \\ 0 \end{pmatrix} \) and \( \mathbf{r}_b = \begin{pmatrix} r_1^b \\ r_2^b \end{pmatrix} = \begin{pmatrix} 1 \\ 1 \end{pmatrix} \) as a possible solution.

It can be seen by substitution that these values satisfy the system in Equation 8.11.

\[\square\]

### 8.5.3 Heuristics and approximations

For a retiming problem of \( d \)-dimensions, the above problem formulation by Darte and Huard has \( d|V| \) variables and \( 2d|E| \) constraints. But, it can be noticed that the above ILP formulation is constructed on a per-dependence-edge basis and has 4 non-zero variables per constraint. Also, the constraints are general (not just \( \{0, \pm 1\} \)) because of the \( \chi \)-coefficients. The above system leads to a variety of heuristics and approximations.

First we begin with some heuristics suggested by Darte and Huard:

**Heuristic 8.5.4 [Heuristics of Darte-Huard].** (i) Beginning from the innermost loop till the outermost loop, use internal shifting on a per-loop basis, exposing as many parallel loops at each individual level. (ii) Use Bellman-Ford on the outer loops to expose zero-weight edges on each innerloops.

Of the above methods, (i) can be done in linear time because of the strategy suggested by Darte-Huard where the directions of the edges are obliterated by using cycles instead of circuits, and using a depth-first-scan based algorithm to expose parallelism. Also, (ii) can be done in a very affordable \( \mathcal{O}(|E||V|) \) worst-case time. More details are in [DH00b]. The above methods are inexpensive, but are not as powerful as ones based on external retiming. The cases when they work may be limited.

We can also have the following approximation using a LP rounding scheme.

**Approximation 8.5.5 [LP relaxation].** A simple approximation would be to relax the ILP program of Darte-Huard in Equation (8.10) into an LP program. The resulting rational LP constraints could be solved in polynomial time using the simplex algorithm. Indeed, rational relaxation of an ILP formulation
and LP-rounding of the rational solution to obtain an integer point for the original problem has been a standard way in which approximation algorithms of NP-Complete problems has been designed \cite{Vaz01}.

But, the above approach has the limitation of needing a proper rounding scheme which preserves the legality of the resultant rational retimed graph. A legal rational retiming can directly be applied to \(G\) followed by an expansion of \(G\), but, it solves the retiming of the expanded graph, not of the original graph. Also, such an expansion has the undesired side-effect of increasing the code size. Furthermore, the LP-relaxation may be quite expensive to solve as well, with no guarantee of worst-case running time. This is particularly true because of the large size \((2d|E| \times d|V|)\) of the LP formulation, which takes up to \(O(d^2|E|^2|V|) \approx O(|V|^5)\) time assuming the observed time of simplex algorithm for bounded \(d\).

The above limitations of a straightforward LP-relaxation leads to the following approximation using UTVPI-UAs.

**Approximation 8.5.6 [Rational (U)TVPI-UA as heuristic].** A heuristic for Darte-Huard’s formulation that builds on our approximation techniques is one that UTVPI-UAs each per-edge constraints and solves the overall system using Bellman-Ford algorithm. This is valid because rational relaxation and subsequent UA will result in fewer integer points, but no new ones. The overall UA, if non-empty, can be solved in polynomial time. Since the sparsity of the input system is small and constant \((= 4)\), the (U)TVPI systems have about \(d|V|\) variables and \(16d|E|\) constraints. The UTVPI systems, or equivalently their difference constraint MUTVPI approximations, can be solved in \(O(d^2|E||V|)\) worst-case time, which is around \(O(|E||V|)\) worst-case time for bounded \(d\).

The above approximation comes with a guarantee of bounded cubic worst-case running time, but does not come with a guarantee of non-emptiness of the resultant polyhedron. Also, the question of rational retiming still remains unresolved, which leads to the following approximation.

**Approximation 8.5.7 [Integer UTVPI-UA as heuristic].** This approximation is the same as Approximation 2, but uses the integer scaling discussed earlier so as to directly result in an integer multi-dimensional shift. In this method, an ILP problem is solved on a per-\(P_e\)-basis, while solving a normal Bellman-Ford problem on the overall UA polyhedron resulting in an integer multi-dimensional shift.

Such a polynomial time shifting algorithm is not possible even with a TVPI-UA, as solving integer-TVPI polyhedra is known to be NP-Complete by the result of Lagarias \cite{Lag85}.

**Validity of UTVPI-UA heuristic** It should however be noted that the claim in the above UA-based heuristics (Approximations 8.5.6-7) is quite different from the claim made in the algorithm given in \cite{SLP96}. In this latter paper, the authors give a polynomial time algorithm for shifting for fusion by formulating an LP problem with difference constraints, and propose to solve the resulting system using Bellman-Ford algorithm which has worst-case cubic running time. Furthermore, the authors claim (Theorems 3,12 of \cite{SLP96}) that their algorithm always finds such a retiming function. As the external shifting problem has been proved by Darte-Huard to be NP-Complete, unless \(P = NP\), the claimed polynomiality of the above result is invalidated by Darte-Huard’s result.
Our above claim on the other hand is much weaker because it is just a heuristic. Also, our approximations can be considered to be similar to, as well as an extension of heuristics given by Darte-Huard [DH02, DH00b], where linear or Bellman-Ford based heuristics are given. Furthermore, note that the above approximation could result in UAs that are empty when run on a per-dependence edge basis.

**Feasibility preservation.** We propose some methods by which the problem of feasibility of the TVPI-UA could be solved:

1. **One-shot UA-method:** Running a one-shot algorithm on all the constraints obviously guarantees that the per-dependence UA is feasible, but still does not provide a guarantee that the overall intersection of per-dependence UAs is non-empty.

2. **Fixing the sign of the retiming vectors:** One limitation of the TVPI approximations is that they are sign unaware and the approximation spans too many orthants. To alleviate this problem, the sign of the retiming vectors could be fixed a priori: namely by redefining each retiming vector $r = (r^+ - r^-)$, with $r^+, r^- \geq 0$. By this assignment, followed by fixing one of the $r^+$ or $r^-$ to be 0 so that the resultant retiming constraints are of the form $\sum a_i r_i + c \geq 0$ where $a_i$ is a non-negative constant, then it could be ensured that the overall UA space spans only the positive orthants and hence is non-empty (this method can be considered to be a rotation of the orthants so that the polar vectors are in one single positive space).

3. **Seeding method for UTVPI-Approximations:** For feasibility guarantee of the constraint system, we need to observe that the variables in the constraint system are the components of the retiming vectors. The origin is always a feasible retiming; and a retiming of 0 at each of the vertices of the PRDG is always a valid retiming with the retimed graph corresponding to the original program. If this seed value is preserved in each of the per-dependence UAs, the overall intersection of the per-dependence UAs will have this point as well as (hopefully) other interesting points, which can be searched for by the Bellman-Ford algorithm.

Empirical evidence is needed to determine the efficacy of the above methods in practical problems and the corresponding improvement on running times. As in Darte-Vivien, we are not aware of any implementation of the above algorithm.

### 8.6 Darte-Huard’s Array Contraction and other ILP problems

Darte and Huard [DH05] show the NP-Completeness of two problems *Loop Fusion for array contraction* and *Loop Shifting for array contraction*. In this section, we show that both the formulations by Darte-Huard are amenable to using our framework in multiple ways: under-approximation or enumeration with the basic engine being a strongly polynomial time UTVPI solver.
8.6.1 Loop fusion for array contraction

In loop fusion for array contraction, Darte-Huard give the following exact ILP formulation. Let $G = (V, E)$ be the dependence graph annotated by uniform dependence distances—with the non-uniform dependences handled in an appropriate way, like uniformization—and let $\mathcal{A}$ be the set of array variables. Also, they define simple conditions which classify each arc $e$ as contractable or not. An arc $e = (u, v) \in E$ is called fusion-preventing if it is annotated by a negative dependence distance; this means that source $u$ and destination $v$ should be placed in different loops, and the source in a loop textually before. An arc $e = (u, v) \in E$ with a non-negative distance is not fusion preventing; the source should be placed in a loop before the destination, or it can be placed in the same loop. The overall resultant of this variety of fusion partition is a partition of vertices $V$ into disjoint subsets, as long as they satisfy legality conditions. Darte and Huard suggest the following ILP formulation for the same:

$$
\begin{align*}
\min & \quad \sum_{a \in \mathcal{A}} \delta_a \\
\text{subject to} & \quad \begin{cases} 
\text{if } e = (u, v) \in E \text{ is not fusion preventing} & \rho_v \geq \rho_u \\
\text{if } e = (u, v) \in E \text{ is fusion preventing} & \rho_v \geq \rho_u + 1 \\
\text{if } e = (u, v) \in E \text{ is fusion preventing} & N\delta_a \geq \rho_v - \rho_u
\end{cases}
\end{align*}
$$

(8.12)

It can quickly be noticed that in the above ILP formulation: (i) $\delta_a$ is a binary variable representing whether the array variable $a \in \mathcal{A}$ can be contracted or not; (ii) $N$ is a constant and is heuristically set to number of edges; (iii) the cost function minimizes the number of contractable arrays.

**UTVPI Under-Approximations using enumeration.** For designing an approximation or enumeration strategy for the above formulation, we have to observe that the $\delta$-variables are binary variables and define the cost function. If these variables are set, the rest of the polyhedron induces a UTVPI polyhedron, which can be solved using Bellman-Ford. The $\delta$-variables could be iterated upon with their range simply being $0 \ldots |\mathcal{A}|$. The above strategy gives rise to a very straightforward enumeration method using UTVPI polyhedra. Since the objective is to minimize the number of accesses, the enumeration can proceed by increasing the array variables that are to be contracted, in a sequential manner.

8.6.2 Loop shifting for array contraction

In their second ILP formulation, Darte-Huard give an ILP formulation for loop shifting for array contraction, that extends the above formulation for array contraction and their earlier formulation for multidimensional shifting [DH02], which was studied in Section 8.5. Hence, the approximation-strategies listed in Section 8.5 as well as and enumeration strategy listed in Section 8.6.1 can be applied to design heuristics or enumeration methods. The quality of result is equivalent by construction.
8.6.3 Other 0-1 ILP problems: weighed loop fusion

Darte and Huard’s above mentioned fusion models [DH05] are more powerful than the ones by Song et al. [SXWL01]. Also, Darte and Huard’s models for contraction rectify, and make precise the NP-Completeness result for weighed loop fusion by Kennedy and McKinley [KM94].

Darte and Huard [DH05] also extend the models of Megiddo and Sarkar [MS97] for the weighed loop fusion problem. This latter paper by Megiddo and Sarkar also has ILP formulation, with a corresponding LP relaxation. Furthermore, they show that a simplification of this LP relaxation has a Totally-Unimodular constraint matrix and hence admits strongly polynomial time solutions. We study these formulations because of their relevance to our work.

Megiddo-Sarkar’s input model. The input to Megiddo-Sarkar’s algorithm is a directed (but acyclic) graph, called Loop Dependence Graph LDG, whose vertices are perfectly nested loops and whose edges are dependences (data dependences, like array variables) from the source loop vertex to target loop vertex. Though the input model of Megiddo-Sarkar is quite weak when compared to the other formulations in this chapter—like Darte-Huard’s formulation [DH05]—but it will be elaborated upon because of their use of LP relaxations of ILP formulations and TU approximations of the same.

Megiddo and Sarkar denote by $C \subseteq E$, as the set of ordered pairs of vertices (“contractable arcs”) and $B$ the set of unordered pairs of nodes (pairs of nodes that have non-zero weight but are not connected by a summary arc). They formulate an ILP formulation (Problem 3.5 of Megiddo and Sarkar [MS97]) and then give approximations and relaxations. Also, using a series of transformations, they convert the above formulation into the following (Problem 6.3 of Megiddo and Sarkar [MS97]). Let $\epsilon_{ij} \in \{-1, 1\}$ for every $(i, j) \in B$. A constant $\epsilon_{ij}$ is chosen a priori for edge $(i, j)$, and $\pi$-variables are to be found out.

**Lemma 8.6.1 [LP relaxation of MS97].** The following LP formulation gives a solution to the $\pi$-variables:

\[
\min_{\pi} \sum_{(i,j) \in B \cup C} \epsilon_{ij} w_{ij} (\pi_j - \pi_i) + \sum_{(i,j) \in C} w_{ij} (\pi_j - \pi_i)
\]

subject to

\[
\begin{align*}
\pi_i - \pi_j & \geq 1 \quad (i, j) \in NC \\
\pi_i - \pi_j & \geq 0 \quad (i, j) \in C \\
(\pi_j - \pi_i)\epsilon_{ij} & \geq 0 \quad (i, j) \in B
\end{align*}
\]

Megiddo-Sarkar’s formulations and UTVPI approximations. Megiddo and Sarkar claim that the above LP relaxation in Equation (8.13) is TU, which means that it can directly result in an optimal solution in strongly polynomial time. Instead, the LP-relaxation and its UTVPI approximation will be a direct consequence of using our approaches in this dissertation, and more particularly in this particular chapter; the suggestion above is directly advocating for our UTVPI, and consequently MUTVPI, approximation approaches.
8.7 A General UA-Framework of Loop Transformation Polyhedra

**UA framework.** The formulations seen above in this chapter, there is a common pattern of formulating mixed 0–1-ILP problems, where some variables \( x \) are restricted to rationals \( (\mathbb{Q}) \), some \( y \) to integers \( (\mathbb{Z}) \), while the rest \( \delta \) to binary \( \{0,1\} \) decision values. We use this insight to develop a general framework for MILP approximation that is particularly suited for loop transformation polyhedra: polyhedra whose solutions are valid affine loop transformations.

For this let us consider the general set of scheduling constraints:

\[
\begin{aligned}
\min & \quad \sum c(x, y, \delta) \\
\text{subject to} & \quad Ax + By + C\delta \leq d \\
& \quad x \in \mathbb{Q}^n; \ y \in \mathbb{Z}^n; \ \delta \in \{0,1\}^n
\end{aligned}
\]  

(8.14)

where \( A, B, C \) are constraint matrices and \( x, y, \delta \) are the variables of the scheduling problem. \( c \) is a linear cost function specific to the problem at hand.

We can use this above generic MILP formulation to design under-approximation algorithms for loop scheduling or affine transformation problems. We use Table 8.2 to characterize the different problems and their complexities. We use the notation of Section 3.4 on page 30: SPT means strongly polynomial Time, WPT means Weakly Polynomial Time because the algorithm has been reduced to LP, and NPC means that the problem is NP-Complete.

Using the above notation, Calland et al. [CDR98] and Darte and Huard [DH00a] use TU properties of \( A \) to formulate a (strongly) polynomial time algorithm. This is possible because \( A \) is derived using \( G \).

Similarly, Darte and Vivien [DV97a] formulate an LP formulation, which, though using binary decision variables, takes weakly polynomial time. Feautrier [Fea92a, Fea92b] and FCO of Griebl et al. [GFG02, BHRS08] formulate weakly polynomial time LP based algorithm, where the \( x \)-variables are constructed using Farkas multipliers. Feautrier’s multi-dimensional scheduling and the FCO scheduling use appropriate binary decision variables, though the overall algorithm taking weakly polynomial time. In a similar way, Lim-Lam [LL97] and Thies et al. [TVA07], use a similar framework, though for purposes of synchronization free parallelism and memory optimization respectively.

Darte and Huard [DH02] formulate NP-Complete problems where \( y \)-variables are constructed using the retiming vectors. Darte and Huard [DH05] build from the above formulation and the structure of the graph to formulate a 0–1 ILP formulation for the NP-Complete problems of array contraction.

**UA strategies.** Broadly, using the above framework, we can design UA strategies so that each of the above problems can be solved with a low worst-case polynomial complexity: This can be done in three different ways: (i) relaxing all 0–1 variables and integer \( (\mathbb{Z}) \) variables to rationals \( (\mathbb{Q}) \), and finding a UA in a relaxed framework; (ii) replacing the \( \mathbb{Q} \)-polyhedron by its UA, followed by enumeration of the 0–1 variables; (iii) separating the overall \( \mathbb{Q} \)-polyhedron to smaller scalable sub-problems that can be under-approximated using graph theoretical properties.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Algorithm</th>
<th>Goal</th>
<th>$\mathcal{O}(?)$</th>
<th>Characterization of variables in the formulation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Calland et al., [CDR98] and Dartee-Huard [DH00a]</td>
<td>Shifting for Parallelization and Compaction</td>
<td>SPT</td>
<td>$A$ is function of incidence matrix of $G$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$B$ and $y$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$(y \in \mathbb{Z}^n)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$C$ and $\delta$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$(\delta \in {0,1}^n)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$\delta_i$ represents whether edge $i$ is chosen or not as a result of retiming.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Darte-Vivien [DV97a]</td>
<td>Multi-dimensional scheduling for inner loop parallelization</td>
<td>WPT</td>
<td>$A$ is function of incidence matrix of $G$ and (uniform) dependence weight vectors</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$B$ and $y$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$(y \in \mathbb{Z}^n)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$C$ and $\delta$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$(\delta \in {0,1}^n)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$\delta_i$ represents whether edge $i$ is chosen or not at that level of KMW decomposition.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feautrier [Pea92a, Pea92b]</td>
<td>Latency minimization</td>
<td>WPT</td>
<td>Per-dependence edge Farkas polyhedron</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$B$ and $y$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$(y \in \mathbb{Z}^n)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$C$ and $\delta$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$(\delta \in {0,1}^n)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Griebl et al. [GFG02, BHRS08]</td>
<td>Expose permutability for tiling</td>
<td>WPT</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$B$ and $y$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$(y \in \mathbb{Z}^n)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$C$ and $\delta$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$(\delta \in {0,1}^n)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Darte and Huard [DH02]</td>
<td>Multi-dimensional shifting for compaction</td>
<td>NPC</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$B$ and $y$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$(y \in \mathbb{Z}^n)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$C$ and $\delta$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$(\delta \in {0,1}^n)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$\gamma$ represents the multi-dimensional retiming vector</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Darte and Huard [DH05]</td>
<td>Loop fusion for array contraction</td>
<td>NPC</td>
<td>Function of dependence graph</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Loop shifting for array contraction</td>
<td>NPC</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$B$ and $y$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$(y \in \mathbb{Z}^n)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$C$ and $\delta$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$(\delta \in {0,1}^n)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>$\gamma$ represents the multi-dimensional retiming vector similar to [DH02]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8.2: Framework for Unifying Loop Transformation Problems ($G$ is the dependence graph of the input program)
A combination of the above methods could also be used. Even when the UA methods of is not effective, it could give rise to an effective enumeration strategy that could be used. Briefly, relaxation has already been used in Calland et al. [CDR98] and Darte and Huard [DH00a]. Relaxing $y$ to rational variables followed by (U)TVPI approximation has been suggested for Darte and Huard’s multi-dimensional scheduling [DH02]. Enumeration on $\delta$-variables using the UA of the relaxation could be used for any NP-Complete problems with ILP/MILP formulations. Furthermore, the unit-schedule (canonical schedule) preserved in the UA could be used for a feasibility preservation.

8.8 Schedules with no Modulos

We state in Section 6.7.5 that thanks to the Totally Unimodular (TU) property, a restriction of the homogenizing dimensions to integers can ensure that all the vertices of the resultant UTVPI-UA are integers. In this method, the under-approximation is again performed on a per-dependence basis, though with the additional restriction that the homogenizing dimension of the under-approximation is integer. This latter restriction is possible by scaling the homogenizing dimension choices along with appropriate pseudo-parametric values, and making an ILP call, rather than the usual LP call per-dependence. The overall result is a UTVPI approximation.

Because of the TU property, this latter approximation is a polyhedron with integer vertices. When using these UAs in scheduling, the primary advantage is that the schedule can be found in strongly polynomial time with very low $O(mn)$ complexity; it has the additional advantage of simpler code being generated, even with affine schedules obtained as a result of (rational) linear programming. The FCO scheduler in PLuTo uses integer linear programming by default for the same purpose, and such a use could be expensive. Rational schedule coefficients may indeed induce modulos in loop bounds and conditional expressions of the generated code. This is eliminated by such an a priori restriction of the schedules.
8.9 Conclusions and Perspectives

We review the conclusions and contributions of this chapter and summarize some related work.

Conclusions

In this chapter, we have provided a preliminary idea on how the under-approximation strategies developed in earlier chapters could be applied to various scheduling problems in loop optimization. We began with the simplest case of problems [CDR98, DH00a] that have already been reduced to strongly polynomial time. This was followed by more general transformations [DV97a, Fea92a, Fea92b, GFG02, BHRS08] that are linear programming based and hence have a weakly polynomial time complexity. This was further followed by special case transformations [DH02, DH05], which are computationally much harder problems because of their NP-Completeness reductions. We suggested heuristics, approximation and enumeration strategies on a case by case basis. The methods should be seen as initial approaches on how UA methods could be applied, with more study being needed.

Contributions

Under approximation of scheduling problems. We think that this is perhaps the first systematic and algorithmic approximation scheme to be applied to formulations in loop scheduling. Firstly, we studied a gradation of problems: according to the type of loop transformations they target (1d-transformations, more general nd-transformations, or specific nd-transformation), and according to their algorithmic complexity—strongly polynomial time, weakly polynomial time, or NP-Complete). Each of these transformations could benefit from the under-approximation methodology developed in the previous chapters.

Though we have suggested for some NP-Complete problems, it could even be used with more recent and more powerful techniques as well. This means the fusion in the presence of hardware and other constraints by Bondhugula et al. [BGDR10], and the complete convex characterizations of loop transformations by Pouchet et al. [PBB+11]. Each of these could benefit from our framework, where the rational part is simplified (UA’d) to a (U)TVPI polyhedron in a preprocessing step, before the actual solution step.

Parts of the experiments (clustering techniques) and some of the applications listed in this chapter have been presented in [UC13].

Scheduling amenable to code generation. In Section 8.8 we had suggested a very preliminary method in which the schedule module of the polyhedral code generation is made aware of the latter code generation module. This can be considered to be in the same spirit of Darte and Vivien [DV97a] and Darte and Huard [DH02] who hint that more complicated schedules may not practically yield sufficient advantage because the code generated for those schedules may be very complicated. But, as far as we are aware of, this aspect of exploiting Totally-Unimodularity has not been previously approached in loop optimization. The approach in this section should however be seen as different from the approach in the
following chapter (Chapter 9), where the complexity of the code generation is independently reduced to polynomial time using the complexity guarantee of (U)TVPI polyhedra.

**Limitations**

The under-approximation methods are limited in a couple of ways: feasibility and practical effectiveness. For many of the applications in this chapter, more study of the preservation of feasibility via the preservation of the unit schedule is needed. Furthermore, most of the applications in this chapter need more empirical study regarding their effectiveness.

**Feasibility and effectiveness.** In particular, the approximations for the 1d-transformations [CDR98, DH00a] and even more general transformations like Darte-Vivien [DV97a] may not be practically significant because of the restricted practicability of the original formulations. However, the insights given by these original formulations and the approximation or enumeration techniques are significant to be applicable to problems of greater use and complexity. Feautrier’s formulation [Fea92a, Fea92b], FCO formulation [GFG02, BHRS08], and the NP-Complete formulations of Darte and Huard [DH02, DH05] are such problems.

Even though the effectiveness of these latter three applications may also be limited, and the approximation or enumeration techniques suggested may be too simple to begin with, it is hoped that the ideas presented here will lead to a new method to derive approximation algorithms for loop transformation problems. In this sense, the effectiveness of the approximations is related to finding approximations to NP-Complete problems by Hochbaum [HMNT93, Hoc04].

**Improvement of methods.** Lack of the feasibility guarantee of the approximations is a limitation. It could be overcome using the idea of preservation of canonical schedules suggested many times in the chapter. Furthermore, the constraints or the dependences could be grouped using clustering techniques similar to those suggested in Section 8.4.2. Finally, some of the enumeration strategies given here have the severe limitation that they do not have a polynomial time guarantee. They can however be improved by studying the particular problem carefully, as indicated in Section 8.7.

From Chapter 4 till the current chapter, we applied the (U)TVPI sub-polyhedra based under-approximation techniques to affine scheduling problems. In this chapter, the application was extended to a variety of affine transformation problems. In the next chapter, we change tracks by applying the use of (U)TVPI polyhedra to the polyhedral code-generation problem.
Chapter 9

An Approach for Code Generation using (U)TVPI Sub-Polyhedra

In this chapter, we explore how we can use TVPI polyhedra for sequential code generation, with a goal of polynomial time complexity guarantee. Though our goal is to solve the code generation problem, the problem we actually solve is a sub-problem: that of polyhedra scanning using TVPI sub-polyhedra. The difference between the two is that the latter scanning problem does not need to take care of how the imperfectly nested loops are encoded, how the code for the statements in the loop (loop body) is encoded etc.

9.1 Introduction

Beginning from a schedule—possibly a multi-dimensional schedule—for a set of input statements, the problem of code generation is loosely defined to finding a scanning order by touching each integer point in the domains exactly once, while respecting the dependences between the statements. For serial code, the scanning order means to generate for loops for the input domains. In this chapter, we will propose TVPI based methods for doing the same in asymptotically polynomial time using TVPI properties.

Structure of this introduction. For doing the above, we would first quickly summarize the current code generation methods in Section 9.1.1. This will be followed by Section 9.1.2, where we will identify the problem in code generation to be the exponentialities in the algorithm by Quilleré et al. [QRW00]. This will be followed by listing of the goals and some hypothesis in Section 9.1.3, followed by showing the potential of TVPI polyhedra in Section 9.1.4.
A summary of current code generation methods

Very broadly, the three main methods of polyhedral code generation are based on the geometric algorithms of Fourier-Motzkin (FM), Parametric Integer Programming (PIP) and separation of polyhedra. Three primary metrics are used to evaluate these methods: the size of the generated code, the execution time of the code generator, and the execution time of the generated code.

**FM based method.** The FM based methods are based on the seminal work of Ancourt and Irigoin [AI91], who suggested using Fourier-Motzkin algorithm for generating the loop bounds for the for loops. The main intuition of this method is to use the projection method of FM to each of the individual dimensions. The resultant bounds of each loop index are affine terms of the outer dimensions and the parameters and can be used to generate the bounds of their corresponding loops. This method has been extended by many researchers for the cases of multiple polyhedra and statements cases.

A primary limitation of FM is the algorithm itself, that is known to take worst-case doubly exponential time because of the large number of redundant constraints that are generated. Inspite of good implementations in libraries like FMLib [Pou] and Omega [Pug91], the algorithm has a doubly exponential time complexity. Also, the main limitation of the FM based methods is not only its time complexity, but also the inactive or redundant areas in the generated code. This is a direct result of the redundant constraints generated by the algorithm.

An implementation of this method improved with a redundancy eliminating mechanism has been suggested by Kelly, Pugh and Rosser [KPR95] and exists in the Omega library. This code generator,CodeGen, is one of the most widely used and has recently been improved by the work of Chen [Che12] in Omega 2.0 to CodeGen+. This latter improvement is discussed in the related work section at the end of this chapter.

**PIP based method.** The PIP based method are the work of Boulet and Feautrier [BF98]. This latter algorithm is based on the intuition that the successive integer points that have to be scanned can be found as a result of integer programming \texttt{lexmin}s, and these calls can further be parametrized. Similar to the FM based methods, the PIP methods still generates redundant control and even needs to duplicate code. The method is based on the PIP [Fea88], but, there is no widely used implementation of this method for the case of multiple polyhedra. So, it is not known how it practically fares on real benchmarks. Furthermore, it does not aim to generate high-level loop statements like the other tools.

**Separation based method (QRW algorithm).** The separation based methods started with the algorithm by Quilleré, Rajopadhye and Wilde [QRW00], called the QRW method. The QRW method is the only method of the above three methods which can generate exact code with non-redundant control. This algorithm has been extended and implemented in CLooG [Bas04a, Bas04b] and is the most widely used among the above three algorithms. The main intuition of this method is based on separation of polyhedra and their projections. The algorithm is given in a simplified form [Bas11, Bas12] in Figure 9.1.
Input: A polyhedron list $D_i$, a context $C$ and the current dimension $d$.
Output: The AST of the code scanning the input polyhedra.

1. **Intersect** each polyhedron with the context $C$.
2. **Project** the polyhedra onto the outermost $d$-dimensions.
3. **Separate** these $d$-dimensional projections into disjoint polyhedra.
   (This step generates loops for dimension $d$ and lists of polyhedra for dimension $d+1$.)
4. **Sort** the loops to respect the lexicographic order.
5. Recursively generate loop nests that scan each list with dimension $d+1$, under the context of the dimension $d$.
6. Return the AST for dimension $d$.

Figure 9.1: Algorithm QRW for Polyhedral Code Generation

The QRW algorithm is a high-level one, involving only abstract domain operations—such as intersection, projection, separation (involving difference), image—on polyhedral objects. The polyhedral objects are separated into disjoint unions of polyhedral objects. This contributes to the high cost of the algorithm. Furthermore, many of the above operations cannot be performed with the $H$-form representation only. They involve a $V$-form representation as well, and a corresponding $V \leftrightarrow H$ conversion of the underlying polyhedral objects, which again contributes to the time complexity of the algorithm.

As suggested in the QRW paper, a version of CLooG, which we refer to as CLooG-PolyLib, employs PolyLib [Wi93] for these polyhedral operations. This library uses the dual representation of polyhedra, where both the constraints and generators of polyhedral objects are maintained. The Chernikova algorithm is used for the dual conversion.

### 9.1.2 The complexity problem: exponential complexities in the QRW method

**Approaching QRW method.** We believe that polynomial time properties of (U)TVPI sub-polyhedra can be used to reduce the time complexities of either of the FM-based methods or the QRW algorithm. However, due to the above listed advantages of QRW algorithm as well as the widespread use of CLooG, we target it for generating code in polynomial time. So as to understand what *Polynomial time code generation* means, we define and understand where the exponential complexities in Quilleré et al. [QRW00] [Bas04a], as implemented in CLooG-PolyLib [Bas04a] [Bas04b], are coming from.

**The two exponential steps in QRW.** In the QRW algorithm implemented in CLooG-PolyLib, there are two sources of exponential complexity, the first from the abstract set theoretic separation of polyhedral

31Reminder: As in the rest of this thesis, we use the notation that $H$-form is for constraint representation, while $V$-form is for generator representation.
objects, and the second from the representations of the polyhedral objects and the underlying algorithms of the corresponding polyhedral operations.

The first exponential complexity involves taking \( n \) abstract polyhedral objects and performing set theoretic domain operations on them. The key step is the decomposition into a disjoint union of polyhedra. As illustrated in Figure 9.2.a, it is easy to see that separation of \( n \) objects returns \( 3^n \) objects. If \( |V| \) is the number of statements to be scanned, and \( d \) is the number of non-parameter dimensions, the complexity of separation is \( 3^{|V|d} \) operations \[Bas12\, Section 5.2\].

The second complexity is from the polyhedral operations that the QRW algorithm uses and builds from. The polyhedral operations that are needed for the separation based algorithm are projection, intersection, union, image, separation, difference etc.\[32\]. As noted earlier, the QRW algorithm itself is independent of any particular implementation, and hence uses any library that can support these abstract domain operations. These operations are typically supported by polyhedral libraries like PolyLib \[Wil93\], or Presburger arithmetic library like Omega \[Pug92\], or integer set libraries like ISL \[Ver10\]. With any of these libraries, the operations are expensive because of the non-convexity of the operations, or because of the internal representation of the polyhedral operations, or simply because they have high and typically non-polynomial-time asymptotic computational complexity. Though the internal representation by the library is only incidental to the running of the QRW algorithm, it is a fact that it increases the overall complexity further.

If the polyhedral objects are represented using a library like PolyLib \[Wil93\], it uses a canonical dual representation, where both \( \mathcal{H} \) and \( \mathcal{V} \) forms are internally stored for each polyhedral object and the \( \mathcal{V} \leftrightarrow \mathcal{H} \) conversion is done when necessary. Given two convex polyhedra \( P_1 \) and \( P_2 \) and affine function \( T \), the operations projection \( \text{Proj}(P_1, x_i) \), intersection \( P_1 \cap P_2 \), \( \text{Image}(P, T) \), and \( \text{PreImage}(P, T) \) are closed operations on polyhedra, while operations like difference \( P_1 - P_2 \), and consequently separation \( \text{Separate}(P_1, P_2) \) are not even closed for convex polyhedra, typically returning a union of polyhedra.\[33\] Also, some of these operations like \( \text{conv}(P_1, P_2) \) are best done in \( \mathcal{V} \)-form. Furthermore, for many of these operations, PolyLib uses \( \mathcal{V} \leftrightarrow \mathcal{H} \) conversion for simplification purposes \[Wil93\]. This dual representation is algorithmically supported by Chernikova algorithm \[Ver92\] and is well known to take worst-case exponential time. Hence, these operations add a layer of exponentiality.

Alternatively, if the abstract objects are represented using \( \mathbb{Z} \)-polyhedral or integer-set libraries like Omega \[Pug92\] or ISL \[Ver10\] a similar argument shows that these operations involve solving problems like minimization on ILP polyhedra \[Sch86\], Generalized Basis Reduction \[Coh93\] etc., each of which are NP-Complete \[GJ79\].

Illustrations of the above exponentiality is shown in Figure 9.2.b.

The overall cost. The overall cost of code generation is the product of the above two terms \[Bas04a\, Bas04b\]. Though the product of the two terms is not apparent in the way the algorithm is written in Figure 9.1 it is indeed true because the QRW algorithm is a recursive one with the domain lists, as well

\[32\] CLooG-PolyLib also uses some additional operations like PreImage in its implementation.

\[33\] Computing the difference of two convex polyhedra is not a straightforward implementation needing the constraints in DNF followed by a \text{conv.hull} operation for over-approximation. One polyhedral implementation is in PolyLib \[Wil93\] thanks to Wilde, while another is in the PIPS \[PIP\] compiler, thanks to Leservot \[Les96\].
\[
\text{Separate} (S_1, S_2) = \{S_1 - S_2, S_1 \cap S_2, S_2 - S_1\} \\
\text{Separate} (S_1, S_2, S_3) = \{S_1 - S_2 - S_3,\ldots, S_3 - (S_1 - S_2),\ldots, (S_1 \cap S_2) - S_3,\ldots, S_1 \cap S_2 \cap S_3\}
\]

(a) Separation of \( n \) abstract objects into their disjoint union resulting in an exponential size output

\[
\begin{align*}
P_1 \cap P_2 &\equiv P_1^H \cap P_2^H \\
P_1 \cup P_2 &\equiv P_1^V \cup P_2^V
\end{align*}
\]

(b) Operations on polyhedra need expensive algorithms like Chernikova, resulting in exponential time.

Figure 9.2: Illustration of the two exponentialities associated with QRW algorithm, when it uses PolyLib for representation of its polyhedral objects.

as the context passed as parameters from dimension \( d \) to \( d + 1 \). A separation at dimension \( d \) gives more polyhedral objects to be processed in the higher dimensions. Furthermore, the list of polyhedra processed at dimension \( d \) needs to be processed by a \( \mathcal{V} \leftrightarrow \mathcal{H} \) conversion because of the operations in the next dimension \( d + 1 \): separation at step \( d \) which is best done with \( \mathcal{V} \)-form is followed by an intersection at step \( d + 1 \) which is best done with \( \mathcal{H} \)-form.

Our reduction of exponential cost of code generation to polynomial time is based on CLooG-PolyLib implementation, which uses the PolyLib library for representation of its polyhedral objects. In this chapter, we would be referring to only CLooG-PolyLib. Hence, we would informally be referring to these complexities as the two exponential complexities in polyhedral code-generation.

9.1.3 Our goal, the inputs and some hypotheses

In this section, we define the goal of this chapter, followed by understanding the restricted variety of domains that the sub-polyhedral code-generation algorithms take as inputs. Since there are bound to be domains which are not of this specific form, we suggest some methods of preprocessing the inputs which are not of this restricted variety.

**TVPI input:** The primary goal of this chapter is to analyze and suggest improved QRW-algorithms in the case when each domain \( D_i \) is a (U)TVPI domain. Though we will specifically mention TVPI polyhedra in this chapter, many statements are valid for UTVPI polyhedra as well.

**Legal input:** Each domain \( D_i \) can be a parametrized domain, but in a limited way. For example, if we consider indices \( i, j \) and parameters \( M \) and \( N \), \( i + j \leq 10 \) is allowed and so are \( i \leq N + 10 \) and \( M \leq N \); but \( i + j \leq N \) or \( i \leq N + 2M \) are not. Though this restriction seems limited when compared to general convex constraints, constraints like \( i + 2j \leq 10 \) as well as \( i + 10 \leq 2N \), which cannot be encoded by interval
“box” constraints are encoded by TVPI. Since the meaning of variables is known, we refer to constraints without distinguishing the indices from the parameters.

There are two ways of managing domains which are not already TVPI:

**TVPI over-approximation of domains:** Domains which are already not TVPI can be over-approximated first and de-approximated later. This approximation and de-approximation process can happen on a per-statement basis. These over-approximations act like a padding of the domains of the individual statements so that additional integer points, that do not belong to the actual specified domain of the statement can be scanned. The padding is simplified in a post-processing phase, after the QRW code generation. Since the per-statement domains are likely to be very small constraint systems, the over-approximation algorithm based on the generator representation could be used. The over-approximation algorithms in Chapter 4.3 on page 50, with examples illustrated in Figure 4.3 on page 50 can be used.

**Instantiation of parameters.** Parameters can be instantiated into constants using extraneous domain information. For example, if it is known statically that \( N < M \), then \( N \) and \( M \) can be assigned constants sufficiently large or sufficiently characteristic of the particular input so that constraints involving \( N \) and \( M \) can be analyzed as TVPI constraints. For example, constraint \( i + j \leq N \) becomes \( i + j \leq 100 \) and constraint \( i - j \leq M \) becomes \( i - j \leq 200 \); also, constraint \( i + j \leq N + 2M \) results in the constraint \( i + j \leq 500 \) with \( N = 100 \) and \( M = 200 \) as instantiation.

### 9.1.4 Potential of TVPI sub-polyhedra

Suppose we do begin with some of the above mentioned hypotheses: for example, the over-approximation of each domain by sub-polyhedra, followed by possible instantiation of parameters so as to reduce the number of active variables per constraint. The questions we want to answer in this chapter are the following:

- Can we give a guaranteed time complexity for code generation assuming the underlying method is CLooG-PolyLib implementation of QRW algorithm? For the above, do (U)TVPI sub-polyhedra help?
- Is the guaranteed time-complexity polynomial as well (like \( \text{POLY}(\text{Stmts, Constr, Loops}) \) etc.)? Which of the two exponential steps get reduced to polynomial time complexity and how?
- Since the gain in complexity requires a trade-off in the other metrics of code size and/or generated code execution time, what will the (U)TVPI-approximation lose when compared to general convex polyhedra?

Briefly, the answers to the above questions are: TVPI sub-polyhedra indeed do help in polynomial time code generation by reducing both of exponential steps to polynomial time. The generated code will be intermediate to, and in between what is generated by a naïve method using interval polyhedra, and the most sophisticated method of QRW as available in CLooG. The loss of precision—measured in terms of scanning the inactive code—would be due to two reasons: the approximation of non-TVPI domains into TVPI polyhedra and because of using TVPI sub-polyhedra.
Our exposition would alternate between the closure properties, graphical representation and geometric properties of TVPI polyhedra. Here is a brief summary of our approach.

**A summary of our approach.** We primarily rely on polynomial time geometric and closure operations offered by (U)TVPI polyhedra. As discussed in Chapter 3, the polynomial time closure operations let us extend the geometric algorithms developed for planar polyhedra to general TVPI polyhedra. This implies that the projection and separation of polyhedral objects, which are the two key polyhedral operations used by the QRW algorithm, can be performed in guaranteed polynomial time for TVPI sub-polyhedra.

Specifically, we exploit the fact that, while the enumeration of generators of general convex polyhedra takes exponential time because of the inherent nature of generators, the enumeration of the vertices of the $n(n - 1)/2$ planar projections of TVPI polyhedra can be done in polynomial time. If we begin with TVPI sub-polyhedra as domains, we can design algorithms that allow for guaranteed polynomial time projection and separation operations.

These ideas result in the design of a sub-polyhedral code-generation schema: QRW-TVPI and two consequent specializations of the QRW algorithm using TVPI sub-polyhedra: QRW-TVPI1, a per-dimensional algorithm with lesser precision but using linear time separation complexity, and QRW-TVPI2, a planar algorithm with polynomial time complexity which uses a closure-based separation method. This second one comes with two specializations: a heuristic-based one with lower precision and a closure-based algorithm which provides better control overhead of the generated code.

Our methods are illustrated in Figure 9.3.
9.1.5 An overview of this chapter

We begin with a quick reminder of the properties of TVPI sub-polyhedra in Section 9.2. This section is a rewrite of material in Chapter 3 with some additional key lemmas and remarks.

In Section 9.3, we introduce QRW-TVPI: a TVPI code generation schema based on the polynomial properties of TVPI polyhedra. This can be used to create two variations of the QRW algorithm each of which provide a guarantee in the complexity. In Section 9.4, we present QRW-TVPI1, which is a simple per-dimension variation of the method. This is followed in Section 9.5 by the introduction of QRW-TVPI2, a variation of QRW algorithm for TVPI polyhedra. Both these algorithms are small variations of the QRW algorithm and reduce the two exponential steps in the QRW algorithm to polynomial time.

In Section 9.6, we quickly re-summarize some additional related work. Finally, this chapter is concluded in Section 9.7 with a list of contributions, perspectives and comments about related work.

9.2 TVPI Polyhedra Properties: A Quick Summary

The following result is by Graham [Gra72, dBKS00] (“Graham’s scan” algorithm) shows the polynomiality of finding the vertices of planar polyhedra (polygons). It has been improved by Simon and King [SK04] to the problem of finding the generators (both vertices and rays) of planar polyhedra taking many special geometric cases of unbounded polyhedra, lineality space etc., into consideration:

Lemma 9.2.1 [Convex hull of planar $\mathcal{H}$-Polyhedra]. Given a planar polyhedron with $m$ constraints, its generator representation (convex-hull) can be found in worst-case polynomial time $O(m \log m)$.

The above very low complexity polynomial time algorithm is to be contrasted with the corresponding exponential time complexity for 3-dimensional and higher dimensional (general convex) polyhedra of the usual Chernikova algorithm [Ver92]. This latter exponential time is not a limitation of the Chernikova algorithm, but characteristic of the output itself which could be up to $n \left\lfloor \frac{m}{2} \right\rfloor$ size on non-planar polyhedra. Even the classic interval “box” polyhedra (a hypercube) in $n$-dimensions which is the simplest case of sub-polyhedra has an exponential number of vertices. The above complexity result holds true for TVPI sub-polyhedra as well: the problem of enumerating all their vertices takes exponential time.

Polyhedral vs. graphical methods for TVPI polyhedra. It is well known that for general convex polyhedra, obtaining the exact projections on any 2-dimensional plane takes exponential time using either of the Chernikova or Fourier-Motzkin methods. But, following the classic works of Shostak [Sho81] and Aspvall and Shiloach [AS80], the breakthrough in TVPI algorithms by Hochbaum and Naor [HN94] is in noticing that the 2-dimensional projections of a TVPI polyhedron can be computed using graph-theory methods, rather than polyhedral ones. On a 2-dimensional projection, using polyhedral methods, however, does not imply exponential time because of the polynomial complexity of the Graham’s scan algorithm (see above).

---

34 This corresponds to what the Omega paper [Pug92] calls as 2d-dark-shadow.
Given a general TVPI polyhedron, let the \textit{breakpoints} be the set of vertices associated with the $i$-th dimension. In other words, they define the envelopes of each of the $i - j$ planes for $1 \leq j \leq n; j \neq i$. The following result is from Hochbaum and Naor [HN94].

\textbf{Lemma 9.2.2 [Number of breakpoints].} Given a general TVPI polyhedron with $m$ constraints in $n$ dimensions, the number of polyhedral vertices associated with any dimension $i$ is linear in the total number of constraints: $O(m)$. (The actual number is $m + 4n$.)

The following result is also by Hochbaum and Naor [HN94].

\textbf{Lemma 9.2.3 [Fourier-Motzkin on TVPI polyhedra].} The Fourier-Motzkin elimination to determine the feasibility of general TVPI polyhedra—as opposed to planar polyhedra—can be performed in strongly polynomial time with complexity $O(mn^2 \log m)$.

As noted in Chapter 3, the above result is surprising, because FM is known to take doubly exponential time on general convex polyhedra, taking up to $\lceil \frac{m^2}{2} \rceil$ time. The FM method on TVPI polyhedra is related to the following corollary of TVPI polyhedra, again due to Hochbaum and Naor [HN94]:

\textbf{Corollary 9.2.4 [Projection and TVPI polyhedra].} Given a TVPI polyhedron in $n$ dimensions, projecting out a dimension (variable) results in a TVPI polyhedron in $n - 1$ dimensions. The complexity of this projection is $O(mn \log m)$.

This means that TVPI polyhedra are closed under projection. The intuition for this can be obtained in a geometric way or a graph theoretical way. The graph theoretic intuition for the same is shown in Figure 9.4. All the TVPI algorithms involve a simple graph-based representation of the TVPI constraints and a polynomial time closure. This operation is cubic: $\max(n^3, m^3)$.

\textbf{Closure properties.} The closure operation on TVPI polyhedra adds additional constraints to its $H$-form; these additional constraints can be considered to be all possible projections of the TVPI system. Using this so-called closed system, the projection of the system on the plane $x_i \times x_j$ can be inferred using only the constraints in which $x_i$ and $x_j$ have non-zero coefficients. Furthermore, obtaining the closure simplifies many operations involving multiple TVPI systems. For example, convex union of two TVPI-systems $P_1$ and $P_2$ can be done by first obtaining the closure of both $P_1$ and $P_2$, followed by performing a planar convex-hull on each of the $\frac{n(n-1)}{2}$ planar systems, with the overall method having very low complexity. The conventional method on the other hand, would involve finding the $V$-form of each of the systems and hence has high computational complexity.

Graph theoretically, as TVPI polyhedra can be represented using directed graphs, closure can be said to be adding additional directed edges to the graph with specific weight so that the sub-graph induced by vertices $x_i$ and $x_j$ can be used to infer the properties between variables $x_i$ and $x_j$. This is shown in Figure 9.4.

\textsuperscript{35}Hochbaum and Naor [HN94] refer to these as breakpoints.
Original (non-closed) TVPI system

Equivalent (closed) TVPI system

\[
\begin{align*}
\{ \left( \begin{array}{c}
ax + by \\
dx + ez
\end{array} \right) \leq \left( \begin{array}{c}
c \\
f
\end{array} \right) \} & \quad \Rightarrow \\
\{ \left( \begin{array}{c}
ax + by \\
dx + ez
\end{array} \right) \leq \left( \begin{array}{c}
c \\
ae - bdy \\
af - cd
\end{array} \right) \} & \quad \Rightarrow
\end{align*}
\]

Figure 9.4: Closure of TVPI constraints. If \( a > 0 \land d < 0 \) (and \( b < 0 \land e > 0 \)), an additional transitivity edge can be added between variables \( y \) and \( z \) resulting in a closed system.

**Lemma 9.2.5 [Differences of two planar polyhedra].** Given two planar polyhedra \( P_1 \) and \( P_2 \), with a total of \( m \) constraints, their differences \( P_1 - P_2 \) and \( P_2 - P_1 \), are computed in time polynomial in \( m \): \( \text{POLY}(m) \).

Though we do not provide the details of the above crucial step, the main proof of its polynomiality is in Lemma 9.2.1, which guarantees the polynomiality of the convex hull operation for planar polyhedra. Even less efficient algorithms like the one by Avis and Fukuda \cite{AF92} which takes quadratic time, or an out of box implementation of the Chernikova algorithm \cite{Ver92}—which is readily available from a library like PolyLib—which takes a cubic time, could be used, while still guaranteeing a polynomial time. Since the intersection of two polyhedra \( P_1 \cap P_2 \) can also be performed in polynomial time, we can say that separation of two planar polyhedra can be done in time polynomial time.

### 9.3 Our Schema for TVPI-based Code Generation Algorithms

The general schema for sub-polyedral code generation methods in this chapter:

**Algorithm QRW-TVPI: CG using TVPI sub-polyhedra.**

1. Over-approximate the domains to result in TVPI polyhedra.
2. Preprocess the individual TVPI polyhedral domains.
3. Run a variation of QRW algorithm.
4. De-approximate each of the over-approximations.

The above algorithm schema builds from the ideas introduced in Section 9.1. We explain each of its steps in the following sub-sections below.
9.3.1 Over-approximation and de-approximation

In Step 1 of QRW-TVPI, we do the over-approximation of the domains, followed by a possible instantiation of the parameters. The overall goal of the step is to ensure that all the constraints of all domains given to the QRW-TVPI algorithm are in the (U)TVPI form. As this step is performed on a per-statement basis, it can as well use a costly algorithm that uses the \( \mathcal{V} \)-form. The effectiveness of the TVPI based code generation methods depends on the OA method, as statements whose projections do not originally intersect may intersect. Hence a costly algorithm, which uses the generator representation, could be used.

Miné \cite[Section 4.3]{Min06} adapts the vertex method for finding the UTVPI-OA of a general polyhedron. This could be used as the per-statement systems are extremely small. Simon et al. \cite[Section 3.2.6]{SK10} propose an iterative algorithm for the TVPI-OA of a general polyhedron using Linear Programming. These algorithms are briefly summarized in Section 4.3 on page 50.

This over-approximation however should be carefully designed, as otherwise, it may lead to inseparability of the over-approximations when the original statements are separable. In Figure 9.5, we show a 3-dimensional extension of the figure from Quilleré et al. \cite[Figure 1, page 472]{QRW00}. The projection of Figure 9.5.b on the \((i,j)\)-plane results in the QRW example.

Example 9.3.1 [OAs and precision]. Figure 9.5.a shows two statements \( S_1 \) and \( S_2 \) in three dimensions. The statement \( S_1 \) has a domain that is non-TVPI (\( D_{S_1} = \{0 \leq i, j, k; i + j + k \leq 1 \} \)) while the statement \( S_2 \) has a TVPI domain (\( D_{S_2} = \{k = 1; i = j; 1 \leq i, j \leq 2 \} \)). The original domains do not intersect and can be separated using the current scheme in CLooG-PolyLib. \( S'_1 \) and \( S''_1 \) are two possible TVPI over-approximations of domain of \( S_1 \). As shown in Figure 9.5.b, using the TVPI over-approximation \( S'_1 \) for \( S_1 \) leads to intersection of the domains of \( S'_1 \) and \( S_2 \) and more complicated separation cases. In contrast, as shown in Figure 9.5.c, the over-approximation \( S''_1 \) for \( S_1 \) does not intersect with \( S_2 \) leading to separability of the two statements \( S''_1 \) and \( S_2 \). The former will lead to guards for the cases and hence code with more control overhead, while the latter would lead to more simpler code with less control-overhead.

\[ \square \]

![Figure 9.5: Per-statement over-approximation as pre-processing of code generation and consequent loss of precison](image-url)
Loss of precision by OA. As illustrated in Figure 9.5b, the OA leads to possible control overhead in the TVPI code generation scheme. Even when the original domains are disjoint, the over-approximations and their projections can intersect with each other: This is because \( S_1 \cap S_2 = \emptyset \implies \text{OA}(S_1) \cap \text{OA}(S_2) = \emptyset \).

De-approximation. Step 4 of QRW-TVPI is the de-approximation step and is the conjugation of Step 1. It is similar to the post-processing of Omega, or to the backtracking and pattern-matching phase in CLooG.

9.3.2 Preprocessing and variations of QRW algorithm

In Step 2 of QRW-TVPI, we preprocess the domains. Then Step 3 with a small variation of the QRW algorithm, sketched in Section 9.1.1 is applied. These variations are different for the two algorithms that we introduce in this section.

Preprocessing. Each of the algorithms in the QRW-TVPI schema, namely QRW-TVPI1 and QRW-TVPI2, need some preprocessing similar to Hochbaum-Naor’s, which is finding the generators of all the planar projections. Alternatively, each of the per-statement TVPI domains could be subjected to closure in their graph theoretical representation. These steps reduce the overall complexity since the algorithms we introduce are based on utmost pair-wise planar projections.

The variations of QRW algorithm are based on the observation that in steps 1–3 of the QRW algorithm, the \(d\)-dimensional projections are polyhedral objects in the separation algorithms. These operations can be done with guaranteed polynomial time on TVPI polyhedra. At \(d\)th step of recursion of the original QRW algorithm, the separation is using the \(d\)-dimensions projections of each of the domains. So, the specializations depend on the following key observation:

Lemma 9.3.2 [Sub-dimensional projections for scanning]. Assume that the scanning order of the dimensions in the QRW algorithm is \(x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_d\), with \(x_1\) being the first dimension that has been scanned, and \(x_d\) being the current dimension being scanned (\(d \geq 2\)). Any separation scheme which looks at the projection of the current \(d\)-dimensional domain on only some of the dimensions from \(\{x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_d\}\) is valid as long as the (current) \(d\)th-dimension \(x_d\) is also being considered.

The above lemma means that a separation of the domains which looks at only the \(d\)th dimensional 1-dimensional objects (which are interval ranges) is valid. So is the separation of domains which looks at the 2-dimensional projections, like the ones on \(x_{d-1} \times x_d\) or \(x_1 \times x_d\) planes. Sub-dimensional scheme for the \(d\)th dimension that looks at only the projection on \(x_{d-2} \times x_{d-1}\) plane however, is not valid.

This observation leads to two variations of the QRW-TVPI scheme: QRW-TVPI1 which uses a per-dimensional projection and separation method, and QRW-TVPI2 which uses a planar projection and separation scheme.

\[\text{[9.3.2]}\text{[Sub-dimensional projections for scanning].}\]

Since both methods rely heavily on the Fourier-Motzkin of Hochbaum-Naor, they can alternatively be called FM-TVPI1 and FM-TVPI2, but for the fact that they do a separation and sorting after projection, similar to the QRW algorithm.
QRW-TVPI1: a per-dimension separation. In this variation, the separation of the polyhedra in Step 3 of QRW is on a per-dimensional basis, using only the \( d \)th dimension. Consequently, in Step 2 of this method, the projection is found on the \( d \)th dimension only. The main intuition for this method is that for each domain of each statement, all the dimensions other than dimension \( d \) can be eliminated (projected away) in guaranteed polynomial time using Hochbaum and Naor’s Fourier-Motzkin elimination method. The correctness of this method is clear from the above Lemma 9.3.2. The polynomiality of this method is from the polynomiality of Hochbaum-Naor’s algorithm in Lemma 9.2.3. We discuss this method and its limitations in Section 9.4.

QRW-TVPI2: closure based planar separations. In this variation, the separation of the polyhedra in Step 3 of QRW is on a planar basis. Since choosing the \( d \)th dimension \( x_d \) is mandatory, we can use the planar projection on the \( x_i \times x_d \) plane (for \( d \geq 2 \) and for any \( i \) such that \( 1 \leq i \leq d - 1 \)). The key design issue is which \( i \) is to be chosen, among the \( d - 1 \) possible choices. A possible heuristic is to fix \( i = d - 1 \), but another possible alternative is to generate code for all the \( d - 1 \) planes \( \{ x_i \times x_d \mid 1 \leq i \leq d - 1 \} \), and to choose the best of the projections among different \( i \)'s according to a metric. Again, the correctness of this variation is clear from Lemma 9.3.2. The polynomiality of this method is from Lemmas 9.2.3–5. We discuss this method and its limitations in Section 9.5.

9.4 QRW-TVPI1: a Per-dimension Separation Method

In this section, we discuss the QRW-TVPI1 algorithm, its strengths and weaknesses. In Section 9.4.1, we study the QRW specialization for TVPI polyhedra, with an example. We study its complexity and other metrics and some limitations in Section 9.4.2.

Preprocessing. As algorithm QRW-TVPI1 just involves finding the \( d \)th dimensional projection of TVPI polyhedra, the preprocessing involves finding the TVPI approximations of each per-statement domains, followed by possible instantiations. The algorithm needs only the 1-dimensional ranges of each statement on each dimension.

9.4.1 QRW-TVPI1: Algorithm, details and example

The algorithm QRW-TVPI1 is given in Figure 9.6. It is nothing but a simple per-dimension specialization of QRW algorithm. Due to the similarity with the latter, we highlight the differences with the QRW algorithm sketched in Section 9.1.1.

Details. Steps 1, 4–6 are identical to the QRW algorithm. In Step 2, the domain TVPI polyhedra is projected on dimension \( x_d \), for which, the Fourier-Motzkin of Hochbaum-Naor’s algorithm can be used. In Step 3, these projections are separated into disjoint polyhedra. Since these projections are linear interval ranges, a simple sort based scheme can be used, which also simplifies Step 4.
**Input:** A polyhedron list, a context $C$ and the current dimension $d$.

**Output:** The AST of the code scanning the input polyhedra.

1. **Intersect** each polyhedron with the context $C$.
2. **Project** the polyhedra onto the $x_d$-dimension.
3. **Separate** these 1-dimensional projections (intervals) into disjoint polyhedra.
   (This step generates loops for dimension $d$.)
4. **Sort** the loops to respect the lexicographic order.
5. Recursively generate loop nests that scan each list with dimension $d + 1$, under the context of the dimension $d$.
6. Return the AST for dimension $d$.

Figure 9.6: Algorithm QRW-TVPI1: Per-Dimension TVPI Specialization of QRW

**Example 9.4.1 [QRW-TVPI1].** In Figure 9.7, we illustrate the steps of the algorithm which does the per-dimensional projection and scanning. The first dimension ($i$) does the exact separation, just like QRW and then generates the code for scanning. However, for scanning on the second dimension ($j$), the algorithm again obtains the per-dimensional projections using Fourier-Motzkin and uses them for separation of the projections. These separations are used for generating code for scanning this dimension. On the other hand, the QRW algorithm does exact separation of the domains, obtaining minimal control-overhead. The figure also shows the extra code which is scanned by QRW-TVPI1.

9.4.2 Complexity, metrics and discussion

We have the following two results about the complexity:

**Projection and separation.** Step 2 can be done in strongly polynomial time because of Lemma 9.2.3 for the Fourier-Motzkin of Hochbaum-Naor.

In Step 3, there is a separation of the linear interval ranges as in the QRW algorithm, though specialized for linear interval ranges. This is followed by sorting of the interval ranges. Both of these can be done in linear time thanks to the following lemmas.

**Convexity of statement spans.** The domain of each statement is a convex polyhedron. So, its rational projection is a convex region as well. The statements can be considered to have lifetimes. A statement has a beginning and ending of its lifetime. A statement spans contiguous set of breakpoints. Once the statement is finished for the last time, it never “restarts”. For showing the polynomiality, we need the following lemma from from the theory of chordal perfect graphs [Go04].
Figure 9.7: QRW-TVPI1: per-dimension separation and code generation for two statements on a planar polyhedral domain. Also shown are projections of the two statements on the two axes which enable the code generation.

Lemma 9.4.2 [Statement Elimination Order of Statement]. The statement endings form a linear Perfect Elimination Order (PEO).

The above is a straightforward result from the convexity of the original domains. The above result means that a Lexicographic Breadth First Search (LexBFS) on the statement endings can be done as suggested by Rose, Leuker and Tarjan [RTL76]. This means that the sorting can be done in linear time, where the ranges are iterated upon by maintaining an annotated list of statement ranges. A statement enters this list at the beginning of its lifetime and gets removed at its last occurrence.

Lemma 9.4.3 is a consequence from the above results.

Lemma 9.4.3 Projection, separation and sorting in QRW-TVPI1 can be done in polynomial time. Hence QRW-TVPI1 does code generation in polynomial time.

We show a limitation of the code generation method in the following example:

Example 9.4.4 [A hierarchy of precisions]. The example in Figure 9.8 shows that the QRW-TVPI1 can help in generating code which is more powerful than one generated by a simple bounding box, but less powerful than Omega’s CodeGen, with all of them being less powerful than the QRW’s scheme in CLooG. □

9.5 QRW-TVPI2: Closure Based Planar Separations

In this section, we extend the per-dimension variation studied in the previous section to introduce planar variations. In Section 9.5.1 we study the QRW specialization for planar polyhedra, and illustrate it with an example. Then, we study its complexity, other metrics and its limitations, and list open questions in Section 9.5.2.
9.5.1 QRW-TVPI2: Algorithm, details and example

The algorithm QRW-TVPI2 is given in Figure 9.9. Algorithm QRW-TVPI2 is a planar specialization of the QRW algorithm. Again, due to the similarity with the latter, we highlight the differences with the QRW algorithm sketched in Section 9.1.1.

Details Just like in QRW-TVPI1, Steps 1, 4–6 of this algorithm are identical to the QRW algorithm. In Step 2, the TVPI over-approximated domain are projected on the plane $x_i \times x_d$. This is by the Fourier-Motzkin of Hochbaum-Naor’s algorithm. Alternatively, it could be done by closure-based graph theoretical methods—where the per-statement TVPI domains are subjected to closure—so that the overall effort is amortized. In Step 3, these projections are separated into disjoint polyhedra as in QRW algorithm.

Example 9.5.1 [QRW-TVPI2]. In Figure 9.10 we illustrate the steps of the algorithm QRW-TVPI2 which performs planar projection and scanning. The scanning order of the dimensions is $i \to k \to j$, and as shown in Figure 9.10a, the domains are TVPI polyhedra to begin with. In this particular example, the dimension $k$ is degenerate as the for loops for that particular dimension are but simple if cases. This was simply for purpose of geometric illustration of the two cases.

The first dimension to be scanned is $i$. The algorithm does exact separation just like QRW, using linear
Input: A polyhedron list, a context $C$ and the current dimension $d$.
Output: The AST of the code scanning the input polyhedra.

1. **Intersect** each polyhedron with the context $C$.
2. **Project** the polyhedra onto the $x_i \times x_d$-plane.
   ($\{i \mid 1 \leq i \leq d - 1\}$ is found by a search mechanism, or fixed by a heuristic.)
3. **Separate** these 2-dimensional projections into disjoint polyhedra.
   (This step generates loops for dimension $d$ and lists of polyhedra for dimension $d+1$.)
4. **Sort** the loops to respect the lexicographic order.
5. Recursively generate loop nests that scan each list with dimension $d + 1$, under the context of the dimension $d$.
6. Return the AST for dimension $d$.

Figure 9.9: Algorithm QRW-TVPI2: Planar Specialization of QRW algorithm

interval polyhedra. This is shown in Figure 9.10b. For generating code for the next dimension $k$, as the context is two dimensional $(i, k)$, the algorithm does a Fourier-Motzkin on the plane $(i, k)$ and does exact separation, again just like QRW. This is shown in Figure 9.10c.

For generating code for the third dimension $(j)$, as the context is 3-dimensional $(i, k, j)$, the algorithm can use either of the $(i, j)$ or $(k, j)$ planar projections for separating and consequently for generating code. Assuming that the algorithm has to use the plane $(i, j)$, it does exact separation, just like QRW algorithm. This is shown in Figure 9.10d.

9.5.2 Complexity, metrics and discussion

In this section we discuss the complexity and limitations of this algorithm.

**Complexity.** The projection of Step 2 can be performed by Hochbaum-Naor’s Fourier-Motzkin in strongly polynomial time. Alternatively, as the per-statement domains can be represented using graph representation, closure based method can be used for ensuing a polynomial time. Step 3 can be done in polynomial time because of Lemma 9.2.5.

Since the key operations of intersect, project and separate operations can be done in polynomial time, we have the following lemma:

**Lemma 9.5.2 [Complexity of QRW-TVPI2].** Code generation algorithm for TVPI polyhedra using the planar method QRW-TVPI2 has polynomial time complexity.

Clearly, QRW-TVPI2 is more powerful than QRW-TVPI1. The domains in Example 9.4.1 as well as in Example 9.4.4 can be scanned exactly by this algorithm without loss of precision because the domains
(a) Original domains. Both $S_1$ and $S_2$ are representable by TVPI polyhedra.

(b) Projection and separation onto the first dimension $i$.

(c) Projection and separation onto the first two dimensions $i, k$ (the $i-k$ plane). Both QRW and QRW-TVPI2 function similarly.

(d) Projection and separation onto the $i, j$ plane by QRW-TVPI2. QRW algorithm projects onto (all) the $i, j, k$ dimensions.

Figure 9.10: QRW-TVPI2: planar separation and code generation for two statements on 3-dimensional domain. Also shown are projections of the two statements on the two axes which enable the code generation. The scanning order is $i \rightarrow k \rightarrow j$. 
there are planar and hence representable by TVPI polyhedra. For 2\(d\)-loops, loops with at most two indices, the algorithm works exactly as QRW algorithm. But, for higher dimensional loops, it offers a choice.

**Mechanism for selecting \(x_i\):** In the above QRW-TVPI2 algorithm, for each \(d \geq 2\), a dimension \(\{i \mid 1 \leq i \leq d - 1\}\) has to be chosen. Among these \(d - 1\) choices, we suggest the following alternatives for selecting \(x_i\).

- **Search:** Since there are \(d - 1\) possible choices, a linear search can be done. The key issue here is designing a cost function which can be used as an evaluation metric: namely, which \(\{i \mid 1 \leq i \leq d - 1\}\) ensures that code generated using the \(x_i \times x_d\) plane is the best?

- **Heuristic:** Alternatively choose \(i\) to be \(d - 1\) (or even to any predetermined \(\{i \mid 1 \leq i \leq d - 1\}\)), such that code is always generated using the projection on the \(x_i \times x_d\) plane. This method has the advantage of very simple implementation, though there could be loss of precision when better alternatives exist. For example, there may exist a \(\{i' \mid 1 \leq i' \leq d - 2\}\) such that code generated by the plane \(x_{i'} \times x_d\) is much superior to the one generated by the choice of \(x_{d-1} \times x_d\).

To show the limitations of the heuristic and the power of the search mechanism, we use Example 9.5.1 again.

**Example 9.5.1 (contd.) [search vs. heuristic].** In this example, when generating code for the third dimension \(j\), there exists a choice as to which planar projection to choose for separation: \(i \times j\) or \(k \times j\). If the algorithm QRW-TVPI2 uses the plane \(k \times j\), then, the code generated for the dimension \(j\) is trivial: it is equivalent to what the less powerful per-dimensional scheme QRW-TVPI1 generates.

Instead, as illustrated in Figure 9.10.d, choosing the planar projection \(i \times j\) for the same purposes would mean that the code generated is exact, and equivalent to the one generated by QRW algorithm. \(\square\)

The above example shows that the heuristic selection of \(i\) is limited and can result in a poor choice for code generation. It also shows that there exists a choice while selecting a planar projection for separating the domains. The QRW algorithm does not need to make this choice as it can use the \(d\)-dimensional polyhedra for separation. By making this choice however, QRW-TVPI2 runs in guaranteed polynomial time, while being more powerful than QRW-TVPI1.

We leave this sub-section with the following open questions:

**Open questions:**

- In the search mechanism suggested, what are possible metrics to evaluate the best of the \(\{x_i \times x_d \mid 1 \leq i \leq d - 1\}\) planes?

- Among these \(d - 1\) choices, can the metric provide a control in the generated code, similar to CLooG’s -1 and -f options?

- Also, for real world examples, how effective are the above alternatives in terms of reduction of scanning of inactive code?
Furthermore, can the separation problem in Step 3 of QRW-TVPI2 be reduced to a graph theoretical problem by making a correspondence between the above choices and the code generated?

9.6 A Summary of Additional Related Work

We summarize additional related work.

Code generation methods and QRW algorithm. An excellent summary of code generation methods is in the encyclopedic reference by Bastoul [Bas11]. The above reference helped in preparation of Section 9.1.1 on page 128 of this chapter. Quilleré et al’s [QRW00, Bas04a] algorithm (QRW algorithm) whose extension is in Bastoul [Bas04a] and Bastoul [Bas04b] Chapters 6,7. The algorithm is implemented in the widely used code-generator CLooG with many improvements. CLooG is designed so that the basic implementation within is independent of the library which supports the necessary polyhedral operations. The focus of this chapter is however on CLooG-PolyLib, which uses the PolyLib library for polyhedra operations.

Implementation of closure operation. An implementation of the algorithms suggested in this chapter could use the closure based implementations like TVPI by TVPI-lib [SKH02] or Octagons by Apron [JM09] or PPL [PPL].

Chen’s recent PLDI work. Recently, Chen [Che12] improved CodeGen to CodeGen+. The latter is based on Omega 2.0 and it appears from the algorithm that it is quite similar to the one by Kelly, Pugh and Rosser [KPR95], with the improvements being limited to changes in the post-processing methods along with changes in the way control structures in the AST—in particular the if conditionals—are removed by post processing.

CodeGen, and hence CodeGen+ operate with the philosophy that the input should come with a lexicographic ordering of the statements. Such a method is quite different from how CLooG operates, which expects separate inputs for the domains and the scattering functions. This kind of separation gives CLooG more freedom in generating many varieties of code with its many flavors—like its two options -l <depth> and -f <depth>—which allow tuning the amount of control in the generating code, which Omega based code generators cannot do. This latter reason makes the paper under consideration [Che12] mistate that CLooG could generate incorrect code, while actually CLooG does not need to know about the correctness of the generated code: its responsibility solely being limited to respecting the input scattering functions which it does all along.

The implementation of CodeGen+ has also been compared to a version of CLooG. Among the metrics of code compactness (generated code size), code generation time, GCC compile time (of the generated code) and code performance, Chen’s implementation reports dramatic improvements over CLooG on the code size (and consequently, the GCC compile time) and the code generation time metrics. It however appears from the numbers in the paper that the improvements of the executed code of CodeGen+ on CLooG are not significant. This is not surprising because the algorithm of QRW which is the main engine
of CLooG, generates exact code with no redundancy and hence improving on the executed code is not possible. On the other hand, improving on the complexity of the QRW algorithm is possible because of the cost of the algorithms used in it, and it is likely that the significant gains in code generation time of Chen’s implementation are due to the core engine and the above improvements.

In spite of the improvements of Chen’s algorithm over CLooG over running time, it is unlikely that offers asymptotic improvements over CLooG. This is because the basic engine of CodeGen+ is potentially as costly—if not more costly—as the basic engine of CLooG. It is likely that the Omega 2.0 does efficient pattern matching for common cases as suggested much earlier by Pugh [Pug92]. But, as we pointed out in Chapter 4, these heuristics of Omega need to be augmented with an appropriate over- or under-approximation methods so as to obtain asymptotic improvements.
9.7 Conclusions, Perspectives and Related Work

In this section, we review the conclusions and contributions of this chapter, as well as discuss some perspectives.

9.7.1 Conclusions and contributions

**Conclusions.** In this chapter, we showed how the polynomial complexities of TVPI polyhedral operators can be exploited to obtain polynomial time complexities for code generation. First, we identified the two sources of exponentiality in QRW algorithm: the separation of abstract polyhedral objects, and the complexities associated with the algorithms of the underlying polyhedral operations. Then, we proposed a TVPI code generation scheme which exploits the polynomial properties of TVPI polyhedra. Using this scheme, we presented two algorithms—a per-dimensional one, and a planar one—each of which are specializations of the QRW algorithm and which do the crucial polyhedral operations of projections and separation in asymptotically polynomial time. The insights for these algorithms are very simple: for TVPI polyhedra, finding the $2d$-projections for each pair of dimensions, Fourier-Motzkin and hence, the crucial operations of polyhedral projection and separation can be performed in a guaranteed polynomial time.

**Loss of precision.** Though guaranteeing a polynomial time complexity, the algorithms presented exhibit two causes of precision loss. The first source of precision loss is the over-approximation method. This can lead to non-empty intersection of the over-approximated domains $\text{OA}(S_1) \cap \text{OA}(S_2) = \phi$, even when the original domains are disjoint, $S_1 \cap S_2 = \phi$. This leads to an increase of code-size, and hence an increase of compilation time of the generated code, and an increase of the control overhead and hence execution time the generated code.

The second source of precision loss is the projection and separation methods. In the per-axis (per-dimension) separation method QRW-TVPI1, the loss of precision can be significant. The planar schemes in QRW-TVPI2 are better. In these latter, the heuristic which uses the $x_{d-1} \times x_d$ plane for separation is less precise than the closure-based search scheme which generates the code for each of the $x_i \times x_d$ planes with $\{i \mid 1 \leq i \leq d - 1\}$, and chooses the one with the best code that is generated, with best defined according to an appropriately pre-defined metric, like controlling the control-overhead.

**Hierarchies of precision.** Let us use the symbol $\leq$ to denote, rather loosely, a gradation of precision of two sub-polyhedral code-generation algorithms. Informally, it captures the quality of generated code in terms of control overhead, or equivalently the volume of non-active code scanned: $A_1 \leq A_2$ for two algorithms $A_1$ and $A_2$ means that $A_1$ has more control overhead, and hence scans more inactive code than $A_2$. With the above notation, the algorithms introduced fit in the following hierarchy of code generation:

$$\overbrace{\text{QRW-TVPI1} \leq \text{QRW-TVPI2}_{\text{Heuristic}} \leq \text{QRW-TVPI2}_{\text{Search}}}^{\text{Polynomial Time}} \leq \text{QRW} \quad \text{Exponential Time}$$
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In addition to the algorithms listed above, we have the corresponding additional UTVPI specialization of
the QRW algorithm: QRW-UTVPI1 and QRW-UTVPI2, which use similar ideas and all of which introduce
the following hierarchy:

\[
\text{QRW-UTVPI1} \leq \text{QRW-TVPI1} \leq \text{QRW-UTVPI2} \leq \text{QRW-TVPI2}
\]

Each algorithm in the above hierarchy is polynomial because of the reduced complexities of projection
and separation.

**Contributions.** The result in this chapter could be seen either as a new code generation method, or a
more precise complexity analysis for CLooG when the domains are (U)TVPI polyhedra. We introduced
some open problem which could be used to make a closer connection between the geometric methods used
in polyhedral code generation, in particular the QRW algorithm and graph theory.

The material in this chapter has not been published anywhere before.

**Memory improvements.** As for sub-polyhedral scheduling, the memory savings of (U)TVPI polyhedra
could be considerable, making the overall system very light on the system. We believe that, as suggested
in Halbwachs et al. [HMG06], many techniques could be used to improve the memory requirement, but
beyond an certain level, asymptotic improvement is not possible and sub-polyhedral methods like ours
have to be used.

**9.7.2 Perspectives and discussion**

**Advantages in using (U)TVPI polyhedra**

**Improvements over general polyhedra.** When compared to general convex polyhedra, the improve-
ments in complexities suggested by the TVPI specializations of QRW and its approximations can be
gauged from the following: for normal polyhedra, obtaining the \(d\)-dimensional projections may take ex-
ponential time. Given a TVPI-OA of each domain, we can run QRW algorithm, but the \(d\)-dimensional
separation algorithm takes exponential time. So, using (U)TVPI polyhedral over-approximations, along
with the improvements to the QRW algorithm is one simple way in which the exponential parts can be
reduced to polynomial time.

**Practical utility and limitations.** Alternatively, it also true that the exponentialities mentioned in
Section 9.1.2 on page 129 are rarely observed and the running time of CLooG is quite fast. In fact, this
has been reported many times in the polyhedral literature—for example by Wilde [Wil93] in PolyLib, An-
court [Cor91] for PIPS, Pugh [Pug92] for Omega—that the exponentialies due to the polyhedral operations
(“second exponentiality” in Section 9.1.2) in are seldom observed in practical inputs. Even the QRW paper
suggests similar reasons for using PolyLib with its first implementation: that it scales well because the
number of dimensions is small. Furthermore, CLooG-PolyLib has been a successful code-generator. But,
this chapter is about improvement of theoretical complexity using better guarantees offered by (U)TVPI
polyhedra. Beyond the above limitations, the new methods proposed also do need a backtrack or unapproximation phase in which the guards have to be removed. This process may be costly and could be difficult to implement as well.

**Statistical verification.** One of our assumptions is that a good portion of constraints from real-world benchmarks are TVPI to begin with. A thorough experimental verification from CLooG benchmarks, as well as, from Omega benchmarks could be done; such a validation could help formalize many folklore lunches, like our earlier statistical study in Section 7.2. Also helpful in this aspect are the statistics referring to (U)TVPI domains in Maydan et al. MHL91 and the subsequent comments by Pugh Pug92. Furthermore, looking at how Omega handles UTVPI domains may be helpful.

Though in this chapter we focussed mainly on TVPI polyhedra, UTVPI specialization would have some additional advantages:

**QRW’s modulo operations and UTVPI polyhedra.** It is known Bas04b, Bas12 that the QRW algorithm is limited by the costly modular operations it generates. In the previous chapter, in Section 8.8 on page 123 we suggest that obtaining a UTVPI-UA of the per-dependence Farkas polyhedron which has integer homogenizing dimension values would result in the overall Farkas polyhedron to have just integer vertices because of Total-Unimodularity. The same reason applies to removing the modularities associated with QRW algorithm. These can be removed by obtaining UTVPI over-approximations and using the Totally Unimodularity and integer vertices associated with UTVPI sub-polyhedral over-approximations. A similar method has originally been hinted by Bastoul and Griebl Bas04b, Section 6.2.2, page 134 who suggest restricting the transformation coefficients to \{0, ±1\} so that modulos are not generated. Using UTVPI schedules has the advantage of integer-vertices along with the additional advantage of improved guarantee of polynomial time complexity.

**Dealing with non-TVPI constraints**

The non-TVPI constraints have to be over-approximated on a per-statement basis initially. After the QRW-TVPI code generation, they have to be de-approximated.

**Over-approximations.** For general convex polyhedra, the methods suggested in this chapter need an over-approximation algorithm. The effectiveness of the TVPI based code generation methods depends on the OA method as domains with non-intersecting original projections may intersect when over-approximated. Hence a costly algorithm which uses the generator representation could be used. Miné Min06, Section 4.3 adapts the vertex method for finding the UTVPI-OA of a general polyhedron. This could be used because the per-statement domain systems are extremely small. Simon et al. SK10, Section 3.2.6 propose an iterative algorithm for the TVPI-OA of a general polyhedron using Linear Programming. We have summarized these algorithms briefly in Section 4.3 on page 50. But, this overapproximation should be carefully designed as it could decrease the quality of the generated code by introducing additional guards, i.e., control overhead.
Limitation for un-approximable domains. Similar to the polyhedra in Section 6.7.4 on page 80 for which there exist only trivial under-approximations, there may be real world domains—for examples, ones with non-trivial lineality space—that cannot be over-approximated by a TVPI domain. For these kinds of degenerated cases, the usual QRW method can be followed. Or, techniques which involve splitting of these domains along with an under-approximation method could be used.

De-approximation. Though we have not discussed the implications of the over-approximation process in this chapter, in particular the de-approximation (un-approximation) algorithm, we consider its design and practical implications quite crucial for the success of the schemes suggested here. This phase could be similar to the methods in CLooG or CodeGen of Omega. We however leave its discussion for future work.

Code generation and (U)TVPI as abstract domain

The understanding that operators on (U)TVPI sub-polyhedral domains have excellent complexity measures led to their use in static analysis with wide ranging success. The very same reason led to the proposal of (U)TVPI sub-polyhedral scheduling and (U)TVPI sub-polyhedral code-generation as a means to reduce the complexity of the most prominent loop parallelization applications of scheduling and code generation. But, sub-polyhedral scheduling, which is the main contribution of this thesis and covered in the earlier chapters, does not use the abstract domain properties of sub-polyhedra at all, instead directly relying on the complexity of under-approximation algorithms, and the complexity of solution of (U)TVPI sub-polyhedral linear programs. In contrast, sub-polyhedral code generation proposed in this chapter, by its reliance of image, projection, intersection, and union operations, uses (U)TVPI sub-polyhedra more as an abstract domain.
Chapter 10

Conclusions and Perspectives

It is well true that automatic loop parallelization is the most powerful optimization designed as part of compiler optimizations. Though it is surprising that it took a couple of decades for main stream compiler community to accept the polyhedral compilation framework, it has now become the acceptable norm for compilation of loop programs. Examples are the implementations of variations of the Forward Communications Only framework of PLuTo implemented in the various polyhedral compilers like IBM-XL, Reservoir Labs R-Stream, GCC-GRAVITE and LLVM/Polly. A direct consequence of the above success, is that it is likely that the size of the input programs to the polyhedral compiler would increase, and hence it becomes more pertinent for the polyhedral community to solve the scalability challenge.

Summary. In this thesis we contributed to some of the challenges of scalability in polyhedral compilation by introducing algorithmic analysis and complexity based approximation based methods to use (Unit-)Two-Variables-Per-Inequality sub-polyhedra. More particularly, we proposed sub-polyhedral compilation using (Unit-)Two-Variables-Per-Inequality as a means of obviating the scalability challenges in polyhedral compilation. The methods in this thesis should only be seen only as the initial steps in solving the hard to solve scalability problem.

Contributions

The following are the contributions of this thesis.

Scalability challenges and sub-polyhedral compilation

The first contribution of this thesis is the complexity driven analysis of the different modules of the polyhedral compiler. In particular with the success of various polyhedral compilers one is directly lead to ask the obvious questions: “Will they scale for large inputs? If not, what are the techniques to make them scale?”. For answering the above questions, using theoretical and empirical analysis of the various modules of polyhedral compilation, we showed that current methods that use general convex polyhedra as polyhedral abstractions (for dependences, domains and transformations) do not scale. Trying to integrate the polyhedral compiler as a phase in any compiler would mean solving the scalability challenge.
The suggestion of *sub-polyhedral compilation* is but a natural progression from the above answers. We suggested that sub-polyhedra could be used in affine scheduling and polyhedral code generation so that practically scalable and asymptotially better algorithms could be designed. The key concepts in our approaches are *algorithmic approaches* and *complexity driven approximations*.

**Affine scheduling using (U)TVPI sub-polyhedra**

In understanding the various options available options for use in scalability in sub-polyhedra, *(Unit-)*Two-variables-Per-Inequality Sub-Polyhedra or *(U)*TVPI sub-polyhedra come at the forefront. We studied in Chapter 3 that these latter flavors of sub-polyhedra have been used both by the theoretical (algorithmic) community as well as by the static analysis community.

The advantages with these varieties of sub-polyhedra are that they admit *graph theoretic algorithms for solving linear optimization problems* when the input problem formulations are of restricted *(U)*TVPI form. More particularly, TVPI constraints can be solved using (generalized) min-cost flow algorithms, while UTVPI constraints can be solved using Bellman-Ford and Johnson’s algorithms. For the same reasons, the static analysis community has been successfully using *(U)*TVPI sub-polyhedra as abstract domains for abstract interpretation problems.

In Chapter 4, we introduced the concept of *sub-polyhedral scheduling using Unit-Two-Variables-Per-Inequality polyhedra*. This method solves the scalability problem from within the affine scheduling framework by using the concept of *sub-polyhedral Under-Approximations (UA)* and can be applied in two main ways: UAs of the per-dependence Farkas polyhedra to result in an intersection of these individual approximations, and UA of the overall Farkas polyhedron which can be used on an offline/online basis.

**Polynomial time algorithms for (U)TVPI approximation**

The above sub-polyhedral affine scheduling methods also do need approximation algorithms with low complexity. We proposed worst-case polynomial time algorithms to compute *(U)*TVPI under-approximations beginning from a general convex polyhedron.

For doing the above, in Chapter 5 we developed a simple *polarity based framework* that can be used to design approximation algorithms. In Chapter 6 we used the above framework to design simple and *asymptotically worst-case polynomial time algorithms* that take a general convex polyhedron and under-approximate it into *(U)*TVPI polyhedra. One of the algorithms finds the UA in a heuristic fashion, while the other by framing a higher dimensional linear program. To stay within polynomial time, care was taken to linearize the under-approximation model, avoiding the exponential vertex and ray construction associated with the Chernikova algorithm. We explored different heuristics relying on bounded-size linear programs to trade complexity for feasibility.

In Section 6.7.3 we also suggested a small variation of the above framework to obtain *integer polyhedral approximations of rational polyhedra*, by using ILP formulations of small size. This method brings the concept of *Total-Unimodularity* from the mathematical programming community to be used in polyhedral compilation.
Experimental evaluation of our techniques

In Chapter 7 we showed initial results of the above approximations when integrated into the PLuTo polyhedral compiler. We began with a study of the polyhedral characteristics of the benchmarks in PolyBench 2.0.

This was followed by studying the experimental results of preservation of feasibility of the under-approximations using various algorithms that we proposed. We showed that the feasibility is preserved for 10 out of 16 number of benchmarks from PolyBench 2.0. We also studied the scalability experiments, where we compared the running times of solving the original system using traditional simplex vs. solving the under-approximated system using Bellman-Ford. We showed an asymptotic improvement in scalability, answering positively the scalability challenge. We also showed that a preliminary integration of the above UA polyhedra into PLuTo yields code for a few PolyBench 2.0 benchmark cases that does not suffer significant increase in execution time.

Applications to various loop transformation problems

In Chapter 8 we showed an illustration of the power of our approximation scheme by applying it for important loop transformation problems. We introduced a hierarchy of loop transformation problems regarding the type of transformations they can affect: 1d transformations, more general multi-dimensional (affine) transformations which encode multitudes of useful transformations, and specific tailor-made multi-dimensional transformations. We also introduced a gradation of these problems regarding their computational complexity: strongly-polynomial time, weakly polynomial time and hence admitting LP formulations, or NP-Complete and hence admitting ILP or MILP formulations. Each of the above problems can admit polynomial time under-approximation algorithms, which can be used for both understanding the problem complexity, as well as for obtaining algorithmic solutions.

Unique to the above under-approximation based solutions is the use of Total Unimodularity result in approximations in scheduling which was introduced in Section 6.7.5. By this method, an integer polyhedral under-approximation is obtained by solving an ILP formulation on a per-dependence basis. When the per-depence under-approximations are UTVPI approximations, the resultant overall under-approximation—which is the intersection of all these individual under-approximations—will result in a system for which LP formulation will automatically result in an integer optimal solution as well, in cases when the under-approximation preserves the feasibility.

Sub-polyhedral code generation

In Chapter 9 we proposed a sub-polyhedral code generation using (U)TVPI polyhedra. For doing the above, we began with a complexity oriented theoretical study of the of Quilleré, Rajopadhye and Wilde [QRW00] (QRW) algorithm, which is considered to be the most successful of the polyhedral code generation schemes because of their implementation in the widely used code generator CLooG [Bas04a]. We identified that the two causes of exponentiality that can cause scalability challenges in the code generation can be reduced to polynomial time using (U)TVPI polyhedra.
Using simple concepts like (U)TVPI sub-polyhedral over-approximations of per-statement domains and use of sub-dimensional projections for scanning, we introduced a scheme to create specializations of the QRW algorithm. Using the above scheme, we proposed two new algorithms: a per-dimensional one which does the separation of the domains on a per-dimensional basis; and a planar one which does the separation by using projections on planar polyhedra.

Both of these algorithms can solve the polyhedral code generation in guaranteed worst-case polynomial time.

**Perspectives**

Though we have raised many questions in the course of this thesis and provided only a few answers, we hope that the methods suggested in this thesis are interesting enough to be starting points for further research. The following are some broad directions in which the methods suggested in this thesis could be extended.

**Program theoretic approach**

One primary focus of this thesis is on the algorithmic (complexity theoretic) advantages that (U)TVPI sub-polyhedra offers, and designing the ways in which these can exploited in polyhedral compilation. Such a kind of approach could be further strengthened by complementing it with a study of program theoretic (and transformational) approach as well. In this, a study of the kind of programs that are best suited for (U)TVPI sub-polyhedral compilation could be done. Or, a classification of transformations could be made which are easily possible by solving the inexpensive graph theoretic algorithms of min-cost flow or Bellman-Ford algorithms in the dual space. However, this understanding could be quite different from the approach of Balasundaram and Kennedy [BK89], in the sense that the work in the new direction is still on the Farkas polyhedron; and our suggested method still does an under-approximation of this latter, while preserving specific interesting program transformations in the primal.

Examples where such under-approximations could help are the the multi-dimensional shifting by Darte and Huard [DH00a] and the array contraction results by Darte and Huard [DH05]. Though both of these transformations are interesting, the NP-Completeness of the associated problems could hinder their practical application. However, approximations which preserve interesting transformations from these formulations would be of use to the community. Equally important is the case of the fusion heuristics by Pouchet et al. [PBB+11] which could also benefit from (U)TVPI approximations.

**Feasibility preservation**

Related to the above direction is the problem of preservation of feasibility of intersections of under-approximations. Indeed, the difficult problem in the methods given in Chapter 6 is the lack of a scalable way to reliably preserve the non-emptiness of the under-approximation when the original polyhedron is non-empty. The one-shot linear programming method offers this guarantee, but is clearly not in strongly polynomial time and there could be limitations in applying it over multiple dependences. We know that
this problem of finding a feasible UA by paying a small cost is difficult, because a strongly polynomial method with this guarantee could directly lead to a solution of finding strongly polynomial feasibility test for general polyhedra.

In Chapter 8 we have provided some hints for preserving the feasibility in the presence of multiple-dependences arising from different loop transformation applications; namely by preserving the unit-schedule (canonical schedule) for each dependence and collecting the overall under-approximations, clustering the constraints and dependences so that one-shot method can be applied to the individual clusters, and even clustering of input sections of programs. Still, this problem largely remains unsolved and there needs to be further theoretical study as well as practical work in each of these directions.

Such a study is bound to be complicated for an affine formulation like Forward Communications Only. In this latter transformation as formulated by a scheduler like PLuTo, the LP problems are on a level-by-level basis searching for permutable hyperplanes, and with the inherent limitation that there is no guarantee of preservation of feasibility in the original (un-approximated) Farkas constraint system. For such input systems, the study of preservation of feasibility of the under-approximated systems (as in the YY or YN cases), along with the consequent impact on the amount of parallelism lost is indeed bound to be challenging.

Experiments and impact on the transformed code

Another limitation of the methods suggested in this thesis is the fact that we have been successful in generating code only for a few cases from PolyBench as part of experiments. Though we have discussed this issue at length in the conclusions section of Chapter 7, this needs more work in the sense of a complete evaluation of the performance impact of the approximation on all PolyBench benchmarks using an approximated objective function compatible with the algorithm which is used for solving the approximated systems. The latter aspect which is measured in terms of the running times of the output generated code, is the true measure of the loss of performance and hence another answer to the precision vs. cost tradeoff.

Future experiments should also include fast duplicate elimination schemes and their impact on the running times, and a complementary study of the memory complexity of the original as well as the under-approximated systems, known to be overwhelmingly in our favor.

Memory complexity reduction

This latter aspect of memory reduction of the polyhedral compiler is, at least sometimes arguably more important than the time-complexity reduction, which we have primarily focused in this thesis. Though it is well understood that both polyhedral scheduling and polyhedral code-generation are memory intensive operations, little can be done with the current algorithms themselves, because of their inherent limitations.

The polyhedral scheduling inherently reduces to constructing a large (quadratic) size simplex tableau, which can be quite costly in practice. Also, polyhedral code-generation of the QRW algorithm is well known to be highly memory intensive, primarily because of the need for dual representations of polyhedra and the way existing libraries like PolyLib implement these. (CLooG-PolyLib is known to face these memory scalability problems.) While both these operations can be prohibitively
expensive even for a conventional compiler, they will be more so for a compiler like LLVM/Polly, and steps should be taken to reduce them. In contrast, either of the (U)TVPI sub-polyhedra can be encoded in linear memory and hence are extremely light on the memory requirements—which has been practically observed in the course of experiments in this thesis—and this will be quite useful for any variety of compilation system.

**Sub-polyhedral code generation**

The particular aspect of raising more questions than answering them is true more so for our work on polyhedral code generation in Chapter 9, where we have relied on the complexities of the (U)TVPI sub-polyhedra to design polynomial time code generation schemes. This result could be improved in several ways.

One important subroutine in the design of sub-polyhedral code-generation schemes is the method to deal with non-(U)TVPI constraints and domains. The method we have focused in the chapter is to over-approximate the per-statement domains by using existing algorithms, followed by a de-approximation phase. Both of these phases need to be designed carefully because of the possible impact they have on the running time, as well as the quality of code-generated. We have suggested some options for both of these phases in the above chapter. Either of these operations could be based on the generator representation because of the small cost of the per-statement domains, and hence designing them should be done with an emphasis more on improving precision in the form of generated code, and not with reducing the running time of the algorithms.

Equally important is the study of the impact of the precision vs. cost tradeoff on practical inputs. Use of (U)TVPI polyhedra is bound to result in loss of precision which reflects in the form of more control-overhead in the generated code, but it remains to be seen how it effects practically. Trying to reduce the control-overhead using heuristics methods like Omega does for CodeGen [KPR95] is an option, but it is likely that such method would be engineering intensive, and more importantly lose the simplicity of the QRW algorithm.

There is also a need for designing a graph theoretic algorithm to choose the proper plane with an appropriate cost function in case of our planar algorithm QRW-TVPI2. Since the algorithm in effect has to search for a plane (among the possible \(d-1\) alternatives) to project the domains such that a proper cost function is minimized, its design could also involve a tunable parameter by which one can control the precision of the generated code.

Further, there is need for representative examples, whether real or artificial, which clearly illustrate the exponentialities of the QRW algorithm as implemented in CLooG-PolyLib [Bas04a, Bas04b]. Beginning with such examples would clearly illustrate the improvements in the running time as well as showing the loss of precision by use of our specializations.

We believe each of these are challenging aspects to be solved in sub-polyhedral code-generation to achieve asymptotically better code-generation schemes which are practically useful as well.

*****
A Chronological Order

The following is a chronological order of the contributions in this thesis:

- ... 2009-2010: Wide success of PLuTo algorithm and its implementation. Scalability challenges in IBM compiler and Reservoir Labs R-Stream compiler. Integration of a polyhedral compiler in the GCC’s GRAPHITE.

- Early and mid 2010: Study of use of (U)TVPI polyhedra by the theoretical community and sub-polyhedra by the static analysis community.

- Late 2010: Proposal of sub-polyhedral affine scheduling using under-approximations.


- Early 2011: Scalability complexity study with unrolled examples.

- Mid 2011: Design of (U)TVPI Under-approximation algorithms.

- Late 2011: Implementation in PLuTo polyhedral compiler.

- IMPACT-12 [UCT12] acceptance and feedback.

- Early and middle 2012: Implementation, asymptotic improvement by using UTVPI polyhedra. Various applications, Total-Unimodularity result.


- Late 2012: Proposal of sub-polyhedral code generation.
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LP formulation, 103
LP relaxation, 119

M
median method, 69
memory complexity, 57, 157
MILP, see mixed 0-1 ILP problems
min-cost flow, 22, 101, 105
Minkowski decomposition, 47
mixed 0-1-ILP problems, 120
monotone constraints, 25
monotonizing transformation, 25
multi-dimensional loop alignment, 113

N
non-homogenizing dimension, 60
NP-Complete, 49, 113
approximation, 27, 81
vertex cover, 26
NP-Hard, 103, 113, 119

O
octagons, 19, 33
octahedra, 33
over-approximation, 38, 50, 89, 132, 136, 147, 150
interval, 50
TVPI, 51
UTVPI, 50

P
parameter instantiation, 132
Per-Dependence (PD), 110
perfect graphs, 140
planar polyhedra, 133
PLuTo, 9
Polyhedral Reduced Dependence Graph, 107
polyhedral scheduling, 107
polynomial time, 127, 148, 149
polytope (bounded polyhedron), 27
potential constraints, 25
Presburger arithmetic, 42, 130
Q
QRW algorithm, 128
QRW-TVPI1, 139
QRW-TVPI2, 141

R
rational relaxation, 116
Regular Section Descriptors (RSD), 42, 46
retiming, 103, 116

S
shifting, 113
  external, 114
  internal, 114
simple sections, 42
simplex, 48
simplex algorithm, 35, 116
sparsity, 70
static analysis, 31
strongly NP-Complete, 27, 31, 98
strongly polynomial time, 22, 23, 27, 79, 98, 119
SubPoly (abstract domain), 33
Sub-Polyhedra, 31
Systems of Uniform Recurrence Equations, 107

T
TCPV polyhedron, 61
TCPV vector, 61
time complexity, 57, 157
Totally Unimodular, 27, 31, 103, 106, 123, 150
TVPI, 19, 33, 101
Two Variables Per Inequality, 33
Two-Components-Per-Vector, 61

U
under-approximation, 38, 52, 69, 89, 147
uniformization, 41, 107
Unit Two Variables Per Inequality, 33
Unit Two-Components-Per-Vector, 61
UTCPV polyhedron, 61
UTCPV vector, 61

V
vertex cover, 26
V-form (vertex form or generator form), 59

W
weakly NP-Complete, 31
weakly polynomial time, 23, 27, 79, 113

Y
YN (Yes-No), 91, 112
YY (Yes-Yes), 91, 112

Z
Z(m, n), 28
Z-polyhedra, 42, 130